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Rehel attacks kill, injure scores in Sr i Lanka
COLOMBO. Sri Lanka (AP )
- The government reported
that 169 people had beer. killed
in three da ys. II of them in
Tamil rebel attacks Sunday on
two fishing villages. and said
the separatist guerrillas are
" bent on creating communal
violence countrywide ...
Sri Lanka destroyed six bodts
carrying suspected Tamil in·
vaders from India and its troops
skirmished with an estimated
100 guerrillas Sunday night on

Talaunannar pier. Which (aces
southern India . sources in
Colomoo said.
NG detaiu: were avai lable and
the sources sooke on condition
of "ot bt>;ng identified. but one
o(£icial source said there was a
strong deploy ment of both
troops and poijce in the area in
responst to a rebel land attack.
There were no casualty reports
from the boa t sinkings or the
pier fray .
Three children. 0:.2 a n infant,

were among t use killed at the
fi shing villages , authorities
said. Fisheries Minister Festus
Perera said .urv' vors told him
tha t 14 C!" 15 guerrillas 'Nith
bombs and guns attacked the
villages of Nyaru and Kokkila i
early Sunday.
The government first said 57
were killed, but later put the (011
at II. A government spokesman,
Wickrema Weera Sooria. said
the initial figure was based on
exaggerated reports fr om

" terrified " survivors.
The rebels want a separate
Ta mil state in northern Sri
Lanka, where TamiJs are in the
majority . Mil itant leaders
among the Tamils. a Hindu sect
making up about 16 percent of
Sri Lanka 's popula·jor· of 17
million , claim Tamils are
victims of discrimiuation by the
~~J~h\t;tsSinhalese . who a re

The government last week
imposed a night cUliew.

Gus
CJ30de

Gus says as s mall 3!t Sr i Lanka
is. sf'F)a rating it sure isn' t worth
tha t ma ny lives.
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New offer for teachers not expected
Carbondale
board plans
substitutions
By BobTila
Staff Writer
A new offer by the school booed to end
the Carbonda le Community High School
teachers' strike is not expected at
Tuesday's boa rd meeting. but plans for
hiring substitute teachers will be
discussed, th~ school superintendent
said.
Reid Martin said Sunday that the
board wants to " move on and start
school ," however. he said no definite
plans for hiring substitues have been
made.
Plans for further negotiations between representatives from the school
board and the CCHS Education
Association hav~ also not been
scheduled. Talks betweeen the two
groups ha ve been .taUed since last
Tuesday.
Marlin said, however, that teachers
will be docked pay for the timt they are
on str ike and that the school ~ea r will
not be extended beyond Jill.. 12.
Teachers for CCHS District 165 have
been on strike since Friday .
ROBERT TAYLOR. spckesman for
the CCHS Education Assoc i.tion, said
docking teachers' pay will not only
damage the teachers but the students as
weU . He said by not extending the school
year to make up for t.h< days lost during
the strike, studenl.!>
. ;!Cnd less than
the state-required 18fi days in school.
He said the school district will be
saving $11 ,600 every day 72 of the high
school 's 82 teachers are on strike.
Ii",,,,e,, ..r , by not extending the school
Ye.lr longer. the state wi ll hold back
$5,600 for each day under 180 days.
" He (Marlin) ends up penalizing the
students," Taylor said on Sunday. " I
recognize that he might be angry at the

,.ill

Carbondale Community High School teachers pickel at the cen tral cam pus on Spr inger Street.

teachers, but it penalizes the school
system and the kids. '
Taylor said docked p" y becomes
another issue to be settled in a contract.
.. Anything that affects the terms of my
worki ng is negotiable," Taylor said .
AT ISSUE in the strike is the method
by which teachers will be given more
money. The board has offered teachers
a $900 bonus fur this year plus a salary
increase.
The salary increas<' a mounts to 3
percent and would gil ~ teachers about
$750 a year, Taylor said.
He said the board, however , claims
that the salary increase comes out to 9.5
percent. which includes the bonus, as
weU as experience incr~ and a nat
salary increase. Taylor said \be experience increase is not unusual and is a

part of the teachers' controct each year.
He said the teachers on strike want
the $900 to be worked into the teachers'
salaries rather than being awarded as a
bonus.
He said when teachers draw up a new
contract next year they will be
bargaining with less money than they
were given this year.
'f,\ YLOR SAID the $900 ma y have
been lost already because or:e of the
conditions for receiving the money was
to s ign a contract without work stoppage.
Taylor said an info!'Illational meeting
about the strike will be held at 7 p.m .
Monday at the Church of the Good
Sbepberd in Carbondale at7 p.m . Tavlor
said teachers will be on band to ans ..er
quesliQns from the public ;

Robert Taylor. spokesma n for th e CCHS
Education Association.

Menard lockdown remain s after killing

This
GMorning
Cloudy wiU) rain likely :
high uppt'r:sGs to IDW',os .

Men eagers'
weekend is
a winner
--Sports 16

By John Krukowski
Staff Writer
A decision will be made
Monday ~s to whether the
Menard Correctional Institute
in Chester will remain in lock
down conditions which went into
effect Friday evening fol~ng
the murder of correctional
officer there.
Cecil Harbison, 30, of Chester.
was stabbed as inmales were
being led back to their cells
Friday from dinner. Nic Howell.

public information person for
the IlhnOls Department of
Corrections, said Sunday.
Harbison was transported to
Chester Memorial Hospital
where he died ~bout 40 minutes
later, Howell saJd.
William Crews, an inmate
servIng 20 to 60 year. at Menard
for a :'173 murder, is being held
for the slaying, HoweU said.
Crews, 32, aUeged:y stabbed
Harbison with a band-made
knife.
Another guard was injured

slightly ,,:bile subduing Crews,
HoweU saId.
HoweU said he is unsure if
Crews had been previously
involved in any similar incidences while in prison, and
that \be attack Fnday was
completely "!'expected.
" You can t predIct an uncalled-for act like this," Howell
said.
A review of \be 1:>Ck-down
situation will be made today by
De part ment of CorrectionE
personnel and members of the

centr a l staff of Menan:!, H~eU
said. Warden James Thleret
declined to comment on the
incident.
Howell said tbatthe last time
a guard was killed at Menard
was in &eptember 1982 when a
guard was murdered by an
inmate at a prison farm
building.
Spot searches for weapons are
made "just about aU \be time"
at Menan:!, Howell said, in
addition 10 quarterly searches.
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OOTBALL PARTY

Chicago BEARS VS . San Diego CHARGERS
_

8pm

FR£E Old Style draft for event Bears
touch down scored.
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-

$1:25 Moosehead
51 .50 Black & White Russians
Old Style Drahs
Strawberry Schnapps
954 Amoretto Stone Sours
Royallslander.Rum

M&day's Dinner
Special

Fried Chicken
$5.99
Ramada Inn

so.
so.
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Cuban refugees in Florida
now eligible for c· tizenship
MIAMI ( AP ) - About 125,000 Cubans who fled their homeland in
the 1980 " freedom flotilla " boaLlift can apply for U.S. residency
beginning Monday. and officials say they may eventuall y bring in
more than 300 000 relatives who wer" icft behind . The refugees and
their families' could change the fa ce of culture and politics in
southern Florida , where most are expected to settl • . The Cubans
came to Florida during the boaLlift from the port of Ma riel from
April 15 to Oct. 15, 1980. after Cuban President Fidel Castro exressed his indifference to their leaving. They have since li ved in a
egal limbo, unable to bring their relatives here. But as of Monday,
the " Marielitos" ca n apply with the i'llmigration and
Naturalization Service for residency under the Cuban Adjustment
Act of 1!lb:'. which allowed Cubans who fled their country's Communist revolution in the 1950> to eventually seek citizenship in the
United States.
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Enlargement
Special
8 x 10 Calor Reprints
Only $3 .50
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December 8, 1984
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EXPRESS
BUS
SERYICE
ALi
RESERVE SEAm.;.:;

DELUXE MODERN MOTOR COACHES
AIR CONDITIONED, WASHROOM EQUIPPED, RECLINING SEATS
STOPS LOCATED THROUGHOUT CHICAGO & SUBURBS

To

eHICAGO & SUBURBS
'FINALS WK. & WINTER BREAK
DEPARTURES
TUES. DEC. 11
WED . 'oEC. f2
THURS . DEC. 13
FRI.
DEC. 14
SAT.
DEC. 15
SUN . DEC. 16

RETURNS
12noon,. :3Opm
TliE5."JAN . 8
12noon ,. :~m
WED . JAN . 9 t--.ci"='-=',.,=,..-,,,.....-,,...""-'''---90m .2pm •• :3Opm
THURS . JAN . 1
90m .2pm .• :3Opm .6 :3OpmFRI.
JAN . 1
l1 om •• pm
SAT.
JAN . 1.,....==c.~--J~T---.=;(}
2pm
SUN .

39.75 RQUNDTRIP

- - - - -- -

THE STUDENT TRAN-SIY. TICKET SALES OFFICELOCATED AT

liE

ACT NOWI

(I-way also available)_

Buy Yours Before The Rates Go Up!

S

715 S. UniversIty Ave.
on the •• Iond-Se. map above
OPEN
Mon. thru Fri. lOom·5pm. Sot. llom ·3pm , Sun . 12noon·2pm

U DENT
RANSIT

CHAMPAIGN
KAJI!KAKEE

..HI 529-1862
"ESTABLISHED SERVICE YOU CAN DSPEND ON"
Page 2. Daily Egyptian. December S. 1964

State prisoner r eturn rates r e vealed in slUdy
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - More than a quarter of state prisoners
return to prison within two years of release and nearly a third art.
back within three years, the Justice Department reported Sunday
in a study of selected states. Based on the pilot study, the department's Bureau of Justice Statistics said it appeared that half or
more of the returned prisoners were sent back to prison for new
crimes rather than violatIOns of parole rules. Using data from 14
states, the buret u found that 14.9 percent of released inmates were
back in prison within one year, 26.1 percent within two years and
31 .5 percent within three years.

.D Jinois minister found shot to death in car
EVANSVILLE , Ind. ( AP ) - An Illinois minister found shot to
death last week was not known well in the two parishes he served
but had filled a critical need, according lD one of his parishioners.
Evansville police, during a routine patrol of Sunset Park early
fuday, found the Rev. Harry C. Keeton, 53. slumped over the
steering wheel of his car. Dressed in jogging pants, tennis shoes.
shirt and windbreaker, Keeton had been shot three times in the
head with a small-caliber weapon, said Deputy Vanderburgh
County Coroner William E. Sandefur. Evansville police said they
_consider robbery a possible motive .

State

Chicago teachers plan strike
after negotiation attempts fail
CHICAGO ( AP ) - Teachers in the nation's third-largest school
district geared up for a strike over pay and health insuranee
deductions MQIlday - a move that would idle about 430,000
students, 28,000 teachers and possibly another 12,000 non-teaching
school employees. Negotiations between the school board a nd the
Chicago .Teachers Union broke off earl y Sunday, with a union
spokesman predicting that a strike was unavoidable. That announcement came despite a board offer that satisified one of the
union 's biggest demands. "We will be striking, " said union
spokesman Chuck Burdeen, as he left board headquarters where
the aU-night talks ended at 6:40 a .m. Th.e union's House of
Delegates was scheduled to meet late Sunday to finalize details of
the strike, Burdeen said. A c1osed-<loor meeting of the school board
also was being scheduled for late Sunday, according to a board
spokesman.

Soviet8' economic inequality on ri8e, 8tud y 8ay8
CHAMPAIGN ( AP ) - Economic inequality is increasmg m the
Soviet Union, worker productivity is decreasing, and there is more
" thougbt crime," a new study suggests. The $7.5 million Soviet
Interview Project examined politics, work and daily life in tho
Soviet Union through the eyes of 2,800 recent political refugees
" The only limit on the insights that can be gu ned (rom this incredibly rich mass of data is the amount of time and resources
scholars can bring to bear on it," said James Millar, a University of
lliinois professor wbo directed the live-year project. "We have Just
made the first cuts into the data ."

Panel calls for halt of nuclear weapons use
CHICAGO ( AP ) - Nations should quit testing and deploying
nuclear weapons, including the Star Wars defense system supported by President Reagan. in order to "rid the world of the
awesome danger of nuclear catastropbe," a panel of world
dignitaries said Sunday. At the end of a four-day conference here,
the Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues
issued a report calling for improved East-West relations and
negotiations to reduce the number of nuclear arms. The report also
recommends ratification of the 1974 Tbreshhold Test Ban Treaty
and the 1976 treaty limiting " oeaceful nuclearexpl05ions ."

Carbondale to hold
hearin g on housing
8 y Lisa Eisenhauer
Staff Writer

A pubiic hearing on a state
program to increase the supply
of quality housing for lower
income families will be held by
the Car bondale City Council
Mond..,y.
The counc.1 will also hold a
joint session with members of
the Liquor Advisory Board to
discuss ways to combat the
city ' s
underage drinki ng
problem aside from barring
people Jnder 21 from drinking
estabH::shments and consider
revising pa rts of the city's
h~using code.
lf the city decides to take par!
in the " rental rehabilitation
program," it can apply to the
Illinois Department of Com·
merce a nd Community Affairs
for pa rt of a $1.4 grant supplied
by the federal government. The
grant was dona ted to the state
by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban development to upgrade rental units
occupied mostly by fami lies
with incomes below the national

median .

Stall Photo by Ne,·iIIe Loberg

Sheik music
Greg Masters. leU. and Jos~ph CoUins dressed
as Arabs and played in the pep band ror the

Hostility grows
By Joseph B. F~az.ier

men 's basketball game Friday nigh t against
Mb:!lll:!!"!-Kansas City.

aft~r

sid~s ~~~:a~r~e~~f::St~~

or The Associated Press
SAN
SALVADOR ,
EI
Salvadcr t AP ) - The govern·
ment's icy rejection of a broad
rebel pear~ proposal and the
leit's new call to arms make the
end of the five-year-old civil war
appear even more elusive after
a second round of peace talks.
The atmosphere after
Friday's 12·hour session is
much more hostile than it was
when both sides emerged after
the first round of talks Oct. 15 in
the northern village of La
Palma .

peace in mind. The strong words
that followed the latest talks at
a religiOUS retrea l 12 miles
south of the capital undersccred
the wide differences keeping lhe
sides apart but apparently did
little to •.arrow them .
The only agreements reached
were lhat traffic would not be
stopped for two weeks over the
Chcislmas holidays and that the
negotiators would meet again.
President Jose Napoleon
Duarte. who took part in the
first but not the r-econd round of
talks. said there may be no

~
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neighborhoods in Carbondale
that a re eligible for funds from
the program .
In the JO~! session with the
liquor board. lhe council will
decide whelher 10 support a
proposal made l;y Police Chief
Ed lIoga n to prollibit rfunors
from r nlering bars in lhe city or
to foBow alternative measures
recommended by the boa rd to
reduce the incidence of underage drinking.
Included in the options the
board is endorsing ar.e
prohibiting the sale of liquor in
pitchers and requiring all bar
ownef5 to "card" customers
seeking to buy liquor.
The board is also recommendi ng lhal the council repeal
the ~ ;ty ordinance that prohibits
a liquor license from bei!1£
granted for use at a location
where in the past a license was
revoked or not renewed. In a
memo to the council da ted Nov .
28, liquor board members assert
that this ordinance creates in
lhe ci ty "a hesitation to act un a
non-renewal or revocation.
since another vacant building in
the downlown could si mply add
to an a lready horrendous
problem .. '
Among the proposed revisions
to the city's housing code the
council will consider is to allow
property owners to construct
security fences with barbed
wire as long as the wire is at
least 6 feet above the ground .

GJVews CAnalysis
"I want to make it clear from
this moment that it is necessary
(or those who ha,'e taken up
arms to think it over and
pr esent a more conscious
position because oti.erwise I will
not lend myself to continuing a
tactical dialogue." Duarte said
after the Friday talks.
He said what the left proposes
would violate lhe Salvadoran
Constitution.
" If they are willing to accept

seriously my peace offer then I
am willing to continue wilh this
effort, " he said.
Rebel negotiator Ruben
Zamora said he hor,~ L~ e
government would ana'lyze the
rebel proposal.
"If the tg'uerrillas ) think
seriously that (a . lerger of the
armies ) is feasible . that means
(here are no longer objective
conditions to find a solutio:1 via
dialogue," said Abraham
Rodriguez, one of lhe government negotiators.
The left . in effect. had
rejected the government plan
before the talk:; started.

f.
, ... -._ ...
~..

Campus-Wide Escort
Service volunteers:

,'

Fir ...,.

~l~eff ro:::.~un:~en~i~r:~oP"f~:!

2nd EI Salvador peace talk
more dialogue unless the left
makes fundamental changes in
its proposals.
The government re"""ted its
offer of an unconditiona i amnesty if the guerrillas drop their
weapons and join the poiitical
process .
The left continued to insist
that the talks deal with lhe
underl ying social and eL'lnomic
causes of the war. The rebels
called for a nationa l forum to
implement a long list of changes
that would lead to a unification
of the government and guerrilla
armies before elections are
held.

Do You Care About People?
Do'You Care About Heakh?
• Receive qUility trim"" milt hetltlt pmeui0n811
• Receive walu.~. ",etictl worlc experienu
• Receive course credit fer IIMce tI tlhert

Forty-three Illinois cities are
eligible to take part in the
program . The minimum grant
that can be requested is $50.000.
To take pa rt in the program.
cities must agree to commit
funds equal to the grant they
receive. These matching funds
may come from either the city
or from the ow ners of lhe
dwellings lhe money will be
used to improve.
If Carbondale applies ,
chances are about 50-50 lhat its
application wi ll be accepled,

Don Monly. director of com·
munity developm.nt has said .

Individuals are needed
to get the Escor t Service on

"

its feet.

••
,

•

Co ordinator - James P. Olofs son

~ Don 't be left in the Da rk!

. , uso

Studen t Health
Prog ram

_

Apply at the Undergra,duate iStudent Organization
3rd floor Student Center 536·3381
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Opinion && Commentary
Student Editor-kt-Cht.f , Sh.rry Chil.nhall . 04,,0( 101. Edito r. Paulo Finlay &1110'">01
Pave [-dltor, 'A'UCe Ktril.ham : Anociat. Editorial p~ Editor, Morgan H,rltMI
Foculty Monoginv Editor. Jud ith E. McHo, • .

Teachers' strike
FOR ABOUT 1,200 Carbondale !tigh school students Christmas
break may have come a little too early, On Thursday, Nov, 29,
Carbondale high school teachers called the school board 's bluff and
voted to strike, effective immediately.
Wby strike? For the 48 teachers who voted to strike, the answer
was simple. The $900 "bonus settlement" offered by the school
board for this year should be included in the teachers' permanent
salary schedule.
The board's latest proposal called fcr a raise worth nearly
$200,000, w!tich translates into roughly $2,100 per teacher. But the
major sticking point for teachers is that the $2,100 pay raise includes !be $900 bonus setUement. and that won't be included in
future salaries.
The board claims that District 165 is financially unable ~o include
the figure into the teachers' yearly salary schedule, a nd therefore
has no choice but to refuse the teachers' demands., I
IT APPEARS AS THOUGH each <side was dug in for a long ami
protracted hattie before the stri e went into effect. On Nuv . 12 the
school board rejected the teachers' offer to take the dispute to
binding arbitration, and instead tried to, in effect, buy off the
:""chers with its $900 bonus settlement.
11 never looks good when a party in a dispute refuses binding
arbitration. It almost implies that that side fears losing. If indeed
the Carbondale high school district was fina ncially strapped and
unable to meet the teachers' demands, then why not agree to third
party resolution?
In retaliation for the tp.achers' r<:fusal to accept the proposal.
High School Superintendent Reid Ma rtin said that striking teachers
would forfeit their $900 bonus . He a~so said that schOOl days lost to
the strike would not be made up, and that each teacher not in the
classroom would be dooked their pa,> .
IF THE TEACHERS w~uldn't accept the board 's last proposalwith the $900 bonus - what makes the board think that they will
now that the bonus has been taken away? Apparently the board
thinks it can apply enough pressure to force the teachers to accept
whatever the board deems n eces ~ary .
Now the teachers, who ha ve worked without a contract since
spring, have little choice but 10 stick it out - however long it takes
- because should they give in now, they would lose more than they
would have had they just accepted the board's proposal. There are
no negotiations scheduled between the two sides, and it doesn'llook
prOmising that anything will be accomplished before the holidays.
But for the present, both sides should look al themselves with a
little shame they were unable to avoid the present situation. Concern for students seems to have been neatl y swept away by both
sides. As in alileacher strikes, it is the students that suffer most.

Ticket sJlstem helps attendance
I can understand some of the
students' concern about SlU-C
students not getting first dibs on
concert tickets. However, \\;'
should r~alize that an easy 50
percent of the concert attendance has not been SlU-C
students.
Peoplp. from aU parts of
Southern Illinois come to enjoy
the concerts. As for the I:;'yearolds mentioned the other day,
they are most likely children of

the SlU-1: faculty .
Rumor had it that some of the
previously scheduled concerts
had been cancelled due to low
ticket saies. Maybe if we can
make everyone feel welcome at
the Arena, attendance will increase along with ticket sales
and together we can attract
some top name acts to Southern
minois. - LV"" Shields, Junior,
Administrative Sciences.

Doonesbury

----~etters-------------

Catholic Church created its role
as Ivillain' of abortion debate
Ms. Earle's leller - relating
to persons, such as myself, who
advocate free choice for women
considering abortion - was
interesting, well written, and
factually unsound, Ms, Earle's
contention Clat we created lbe
"villian" of anti-abortionism.
the Catholic hierarchy, seems
somewhat ridiculous in view of
the constant stream of antiabortion propaganda by the
pope, bishops, etc. - in other
words, the Catholic hierarchy.
I can assure Ms. Earle that
neither I nor any other free
choice person ever crealed this
hysterical opposition to abortion
by the Catholic hierarchy . As
for those of us who are for free
choice creating a split in
CatholiCism, I would point out
that the majority of American
Catholics violated their
church's doctrine relative to
birth control long before
abortion was legalized.
As for abortion, I would like to
point out to this lady that the
Italian Catholics defeated an
anti-abortion law sponsored by
the Catholic Church of Italy by a
60 percent majority in a free

election - a split from the
Calholic hierarchv that even a
Machivelli&n tyPe monster ,
such as myself, would find
difficult to bring to consumation.

If it gives Ms. Earle any
comfort. it is my view that
fundameritalist Christians pose
a greater threat to human
freedom than does the Catholic
hierarchy : since many
Cdtholics exercise the right to
vote and act by the dictates of
their own consciences, not by
the dictates of their priesthood.
This can he seen in the
election results that showed 46
percent of Catholics voting
Democratic despite the altempts by the Catholics to
dictate their choice. Since large
numbers of those Catholics
voting for Reagan were part of
the Republican Party's natural
constituency, it would seem that
only a minority of Catholics
aUowed the Catholic hierarchy
to dictate their vote.
.I will not argue that this did
not playa significant part in the
Ii.eagan majorily : however,
from my observations prior to

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

the election, and on the day
after, the effects on the election
of the Catholic hi~rarchy was
insignificant compared to the
effect of fundamentali st
Christians who went to the poUs
like well train sheep to vote
for Reagan on the anti-abortion
issue alone.
The Reagan record is one of
contempt for the homeless,
helpless street people. The
Reagan rec?ra is one that has
sent 8 million more lilllericans
below the poverty level. The
Reagan record is one that has
cuI social spending to the point
that malnutrition is increasing
in the inner cities.
The Catholic !tierarcy, its
lollow"rs, as well as fundamentalists Christians, stand
guilty of giving Reagan his
overwhelming majority, of
betraying the elderly, the poor,
and the handicapped . They have
made this year The Year of the
Bigot. Never before have I been
so proud to say " I am of the
antichris!. " - - Robert T,
Phillips.

Bookstore alternative
At the end of every semester I find myself
debating whether to keep my books for future
reference or sell them back to the bookstore for
extra cash. And at the end of every semester I find
myself disappointed as the man in Ihe bookstore
hands me back a quarter of the cost of the book.
This year I'm not going to get back a quarter of
the price of a book. This year I'm taking advantage
of the Book C<Hlp. The Book Co-op offers a selection
of books to buy and sell , and you name the prices,
Book collection will take place Monday, Dec. 10,
through Friday, Dec, 14, in the South Solicitation
Area of the Studenl Center. For more information
Limtact the Undergraduate Student Organi,.tion,
third noor of the Student Center. - Dawn Cunningham . Senior. Communications and Fine Arts.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Letters policy
Signed

ortlde~

IncludIng 1.lIen. V, ..... po,n'l and othel
reflect !he op,n'Oftl of their au'hon. onl.,
repr.len' a Conlen~Ul of ,he Dally fg.,ploor
Ed,lollol Comm ," ". who~. r,.mbeo"~ are the llud.nt ed ,to r.,n
ch,.f . lhe ed,tCH'iol page ed,lor a new, ~ Iafl mem ber the
faculty manog'rlO'1 ed,l()( aod a Journal"," School latuhy
membe,
:'QII . .. : 10 Ih. «t,lo, may be ~ubm,"ed by rna,! or d 'rectlv to
,h. ed lle>r,o l page edItor Room " .. , Commuf'l,ca,,~n .. 6u,ld'f'l9
lelle', .. hould be type ....
double lpoced A ll le " "'~ ore
sub'8C1 It. ed"lng ood w ,lI be I.m,ttl'd 10 SOO ....o,d, lelle" of I",n
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Committee member explains unreported rape
By Carys Edwards
Staff Write:'
Arron Snowden was convicted
on four counts of rape by the
Jackson County court in 1983.
He received a 30-year jail
sentence. but convictions such

as ihese an: ,are. Rapists who
2re jaileG for their crime are
only the tip of the iceberg many others rema in unknown

and free .
In the same year. for
e xample, 18 rapes were
reported to the Carbonda Ie
Police . Carbondale's Rape
Action Committee, however,
received calls from 48 women
who had been raped. and 31 of
thosi: were Car~:)ndale women .
In 1982, 15 rape.-; were reported
to the police and the RAt
received 52 calls.
Steve Odum, training officer
at the Carbondale Police
Department said, " th ~ 's an
estimate that for every r ape
that's reported, there are 10 that
go unreported."

Carolyn Donow, a volunteer
from RA C, said although many
myths about rape have be<:n
removed. rapes go unrepcfted
because some women still feel a
sense of shame or em ·
barrassment, or they are unable
toadmit to the rape.
She said others may not want
to " go through the hassle" of the
just ice system, which John
Clemons, Jackson County
state's attorney said is often a
valid reason . In any court zase.
the scales ~re always ".Ianced
in favo r of the defenaunt, he
said.
"There's often not enough
evidence to convince a jury or
judge to conv ict someone
beyond a rea. ~nabl e dou bt." he
said. The prosecutor must
" overcome all those presum~
lions of innocence in order to
prove the case," he added .
Odum said that another
reason victims may not report
the cr ime al.., tellings of past
" horror stories" of the women's
~. ' xual
activities.
p r ior

relationships and their c10thhg
being openly discussed in court
by the defense attorney .
" It used to happen like that a
lot . but with women's and
victims's rights groups who
have fought aga inst that kind of
thing, it's not as much like
that. " he said.
Donow said " date-rape" is as
much a crime as "strangerrape."
" After all, a person ;s raped if
they are forced to ha ve sex
against his or her will . That
inc,ludes whether you' re on a
date or not. Just because you're
on a da te it doesn 't mean you've
given permission," he said.
However, Donow s..id few of
these date-rapes go to cour t, and
even fewer end in prosecution.
" The state's a ttorney has to
consider whether the judge and
jury will think it', a rape. It's
very costlv to 1(0 th~ruRb tr ial so
tI'.e_, will only take those cases to
COUT·t that the. th ink have a
chance," Donow said.
Donow said even if the chance

(AP )
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Bank and Trust Co. from
financial collapse in September
reportedly is trying to force the
ouster of 10 of the bank's board
members.
Report s on the move .
described as " incredible" by
one board member , appeared in
Sunday' editions of The New
Yo r k Times, the Chicago
Tribune and the Chicago SunTimes.
John E . Swearingen, the ne'"
chairman of the Chicago bank ',
holding company, will announce
the move by the Federal Deposit
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a female officer.
Clemons said that based on
past records, cases tha t· go to
trial ir. Jackson County do have
a good chance of success for the
victim . The fu lure, however,
looks bleak since a July I legal
reform, he said.
" The entire sexual assault
statutes have been changed,
which could cause some serious
Utigalion problems," he said. " I
think the Gen. ral Assembly has
endod up with exactly the ~p
posile of what they wan.ed.
They wa nted to make it easier to
prosecute, but it's going to make
my job mor e difficult to
prosecute."
He said confusion over the
interpreta tion of tho !"-'" could
lie up sexual assault cases ror
yea rs in court.

t.-dJ 21D
In;urance Corp. Qfl Monda y, the bad loans.
~Open to the public
New York Times reported .
The 10 are being asked by the
The Times quoted umden- FDIC not to seek re-election at 18:00am-lO:OOpm daily
tified federal banking officia l; the holdir.g compa ny's annual
-~
as saying they had asked 10 of meeting in April, according to
~--------------- - - ------------,
the 16 board members to step the Chicsf',o Tribune.
down as a signal to other boa rds
Among (he 10 is Rober ' H.
that they should oversee their Malott , chairman of the FMC
banks' officers more closely to Corp The Trib un e quoted
FREE Delivery
Malott as caIling the FDIC
~~~b:~1a~~;~ks of bad loans action'
OL COIl • .DIII.
incredible."
with
delivery of omall
Among the board members
,....",
or m e dium plna
affected, The Times said, are
Malott acc u sed FD I C
or
x.&.argIt
MOL Cok. . .U
chairmen of some leading U.S chairman William Isaac of
corporations, who were elected 'imposing his judgment on the
with large or X-large
to the board before 1980, when directors' qualifications" The
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the bank went on a growth spree move, Malott said, is " not in the
that ultimately led to its bank 's or management's best
I
£problems, including S3 oillion in interests ...
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Bank board members told to quit
CHICAGO

of pI osecution for one particular
rape is slim for a victim. she
will always encourage victims
to report rape to the police. As
with aU crimes, the more info rm ation the police can gather,
the easier it is fo r them to catch
up with the rapist evenlually ,
she said. It may prevent a
second rape, she added .
Victi ms should not be apprehensive about reporting a
rape, she said.
" The police we work with are
very supportive. Their main
goa l is to find out who did it and
stop them . They want her to feel
safe a gain."
Odum agrees, saying, "we try
a nd ma ke them aware of the
victims feelings, so they're
hypersensitive to it." He added
that a victim could a lso request
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'6'0

'3 45

112 Stage coach
Reg

'3·'
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Skillful directing, acting lead to success of pl,a y
By Morgan Falkner
Starr Writer

'lil Theater

GReview

A major off-Broadway
production hil Shryock
Audilorium Friday night. and
those who attended the nearly changes have been made smce
sold-out performance of Charles the Broadway versioo ran. most
FuJler's Pulitzer Prize-winniilg of the key roles - boU, on-stage
.. A Soldier's Play. " were and olf - were played by the
treated to one 01 the hottesl original members. The slick and
shows now playing.
thoroughly professional stage
Fuller's work, set in a 194-i direction proved to be the
Army base in Louisiana. has performance 's
greatest
captured the hearts 01 critics strength. That in no small way
and prompted a likewise suc- was due to the skillJuI direction
cesful movie. " A Soldier's 01 Douglas Turner Ward. c(}Story ." His frank and founder 01 the Negro Ensemule
sometimes brutal portrait of Company and director of the
racism in America is both original play.
to uching
and
thought
His contribution to the success
provoking.
Although numerous personnel ~~'t~i~:r ~ ~ri~~~o~n ~d

controlled tempo. The handling
of Oashbacks was particularly
effective. Of course, having on
hand some of the original actors
had something to do with the
HIlooth prolessionalism of the
production .
Steven Jones. as the slain Sgt.
Waters. was brilliant. It is little
wonder that Jones. who performed in the original play, was
chosen to continue his role as
the gruff. complex, and
ultimately trouble<! sergeant.
Jones commanded 2ttention
throuRhout. His gravelly voice
and brutish disposition was
perfect lor the character whose
dying words. "They still hate
you!" opened the play literally
with a bang .
Cedric Tumer, as the passive
and uncomplicated C.J .

Memphis; ~nd Phillip East. as
the brown-nosing Pvt. Wilkie.
were marvelou~ as two of
Waters' platoon men. Turner
especially was a pleasant sight.
His abiltiy to sing and play the
blues was extraordinary.
In fact, almost the entire cast
""rformed splendidly. W. Allen
Taylor, O.L . Duke, Brian
Evaret Chandler, Robert
Gossett and Lanyard A.
Williams brought warmth and
humor to Waters' platoon.
Unlortunately, the only weak
performance was given by one
01, if not the most impor tant
char acter in the play . Captain
Davenport, the suave, ar·
tic u late b lac k Arm y investigator, was supposed to be a
powerful , commanding force on
stage, capturing the lancy and

admiration of the P'1ilsled men
around him ; ar.d the anger and
prejudice 01 '.is lellow (whi,el
nrricers.
Really the only aggravatmg
a~pect ('I the show was lhe
sound.
But
the
overall
professionalism of the per
lormance, from Iightmg to
acting to directing, was more
than adequate to compensate
for the few problem • .

m
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Squier 'Signs of Life' lacks depth, vitality
ByEd Foley
taffWriter
oilly Squier's latest album .
" Signs 01 Life," finds him
running short on inspiration.
grasping for lyrical depth and
instrumental vitalily and
missing both by varying
degrees.
Squier is talented. His singing
is a well-controlled scream with
excellenl range. and he learned
all the righl guitar moves
during the British Invasion.
What's more. he's generalJy
stayed above the heavy metal
quagmire.
Not so on " Signs of Life. "
Despile the inventive "Rock Me
Tomght" and - maybe - one or
two other cuts. the album is an
ilI-conceived mixture of 10<>heavy lyrics and not-heavy
enough rock·n·roll. Squier has
denied thaI c<>-producer Jim
Steinman ("Total Eclipse 01 the
Heart ." " Paradise br the
Dashboard Lights ' ) is
responsible. but one wonders
wha I the LP would ha ve been
like if Mutt Lange had produced
it. as Squier originally planned.
At any rate. Squier's name is
the only one on the lyriCS. so thaI
I)3rl 01 the LP. al least. is his
baby. ~e calls his music " articulate rock." and ignoring lbe
obvious contradiction in terms,
that label implies an easilyperceived meaning behind the
message.
Squier should take a page
Irom the Book 01 Dylan, a
songwriter much acclaimed lor
the depth of lyrics thaI were
were at their bes t impressionistic and al their worst
nonsense. You never heard
Dylan call bimselJ articulate.
The lesson here is that if you 're
nol going to mte clearly, that's
OK. bul for li:oodness' sake don -t
claim that you are, righl out in
front 01 God and everybody.
Squier has lallen into the trap
((or him ) of lr~ing to address
the deeper concerns of
humanity that he perhaps felt
were overlooked in the lyrics of
"The Stroke. " A tune called
"(Another ) \984 " may be abou t
the shallow lives we all lead in
th i~ Age of Technology. 1t may
be about the coming 01 Armageddon and how hard it'll be
to gel a date. Whatever iI's
supposed to be about, the song is
a real king-hell bummer, as
Hunter Thompson us'.!d to say.
Sensitive, emotioi:~al writing
isn't his style. "Slro!<e me,
stl.'oke me ... " may be dumb
lyrics. but they're lun, and at

G,l nCA/bum

GReview ~.
l ea~t

Y0:.i k~ow what lhey mean.

Similarly muddied is the
message behind the LP 's
closing cut. " Sweel Release."
Nol all the songs are this bad.

bUI this is a good example of
Squier's worst songwriling.
" Black and white is black and
red ". non~ are righl - but some
aredead."·
The playing on "Signs of Life"
is a little spetty too, bUI nOI as
bad as the pretentious
songwriting. Too ;ew of the
songs are outrighl rockers
which is the kind 01 musi ~

. GOING HOME HAIR SPECIAL

_ ~ -

Squier's

audience

craves .

u~~~e~o~sdis~ne:edbel~:~
himsei: and this album in the
trade press, and it's easy 10 see
why. He's shown he can do
betler. and he certainJy has
"cen around long enough 10
know the lolly of trying 10 marry
Chuck Be r ry 10 Emily
Dickinson.
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JeHrey's Laundromat
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Hollcla., Thank .,ou Special

Wash now SOC per load {Mayt aal
o r we !'VIII do It for you soc per lb.
(wash, dry, fold, soap etc. )
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311 W. Main
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WELCOME

BILLY SQUIER
with MOLLY HATCHET

Jazz concert set
1be New Arts Jazz Quintet,
made up of sru-<: faculty, will
present a concert at 8 p.m .
Monday in Quigley Auditorium .
Tlle concert will include
works by Davis, Allison, Miller,
Corea, Shorter and Mudat.
Admission is lree.
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Allan Stuck works on a r ing in bis j ewelry s hop.

Stuck on art
Sculptor-at- heart creates unique j ewelry
By Cathy Brown
slarr Writer
The hours are long and the money isn' t great.
but Allen Stuck is creating art in his small sbop on
the outskirts of Carbondale. and that is the one
thin~ t.hat matters.
:lis art takes thp form of I'ewelry - carefullysllaped gold rings with de icate nowing lines.
intricately-<lesigned necklaces, and bold copper
charms. Each piece is a unique creation .
And though Stuck has spenl thE iast 20 years
l haasvCeUlnpetoVrerl' ncmony.
ml'daekring mj~~seellfrYa' Jhe:.•Sr~,YS'1 a"m
S
ed J
"
,
hea rt."
SllIck studied sculpture at SJU-C over 20 years
a~ and got experience wor~ with copper wire.

iI
•

Ii customers don ' t like the pieces Stuck makes
for them, tbey don' t ha,'e to buy them, he said, but
only three people have been !iissatisfied with his
designs in the last 20 years. and those pieces were
sold immediately to someone else. Most of his
custom ...,; now are return customers who have
been satisfied with his work.
HE SAYS HE works "in the manner of the
ancient goldsmiths ." This includes heating the
metals, blending them, and shaping them with a
variety of tools, including hammers which he
made r.imselJ because he wanted them to " leave
marks tha t are exaclly the kind of marks I want. "
"I like to see things that have clear lines,
controlled lin.". All my work is very nuid," he
said.

.I " c
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~y :~: g:~~~'o~"t~';;;:::'e j~~tWrt himself hos.;,~C~t ~~t ~~ a'::~1tio~~Dlt ::.:::: h~~=N. ~~
HE STARTED out wor king mostly with copper,
making things for students. As his reputatio~ and
his business grew, he began working mOle with
silver and lben wilb gol<f whicb is what be now
pref=. His work also beca me smoother and
more delicate.
Most of bis customers n~... aco professionals
who can afford to pay fur jewelry wblch can range
from $SO to SI ,OOO. Many come to bave wedding
rings made. Customers can bring in their own
stones and gold to he worked into a design if they
w, nt . But he doesn ' t sell anything but his own
jewelry.
When he makes a ring , he likes to have the
freedom to create IIis own design for a person . " I
get in c~ntact with. feehng f~" a person 's per• onality," he said, and then goes from there. ' If
they want something specir.c 1 do that, but I
prefer todo my ~wn design."

HE LlKE:S TO des ign them himseU because he
wants all his work to be just right. " It's got to look
eX3ctly a, aesthetic.,Ily right as possible." He
said hp t'i'ies to achieve a flowing ~ompositional
wuty betw '!en all the parts.
"If it just looks like a stone stuck on. 1 wouldn' t
pUllt out,' fie said'''Vlhen pieces aren ·t right, no
one ever sees th€m." He melts them down and
starts again.

his shop during lbe day.
The one thing he doesn't like a bout his work is
the business aspect. " Business drives me crazy,"
he said. However, althoughhedislikeskeepingall
lbe paperwork straight, be said " I bave to do it
and 1 do i'. Hut my work is the most im)JOrl;l nt
thinll .bat 1 do." He says be doesn't make a great
profIt arter he pays for such things as gold,
stones, and rent.
AI J.);''; WITH his jewelry busines., he also
spends some time working with apprentices. He
has had about 30 in the last 20 years. He shows
them the tpchniqups of metalworking in exchange
for their help in his . hop. Eventually, if they
become very skilled, h ~ ,,'111 pay them something
for their work .
T:10ugh Stuck is happy with .. is work , he still
holds onto an old dream of going hack to soulpture, which he calls the "hIghest form of visual
a rts."
"1 have " piece of land now," he said. " I would
be able to set up a foundry ~ncJ welding torches."
But Stuck said he isn 't sure if be will ever actuaUy
go completely into sculpture.
I··or lbe time being Sluck makes jewelry. He
recently moved from his shop on Illinois Avenue
tl) a place south on Route 51 between the Veach
station and Arnold's Market. It is open from 10
3.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Friday.

The Dept. of Theater and
the School of Music present
a Gilbert an d Sullivan operetta!
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Peer counseling focus of new program
program is open to "anybody
who has a personal commitment
to their own health as well as the
health of others," Fabiano says.
After candidates are selected,
they will be trained in Social
Work
and
Community
De,-eolpment 295 or 495 during

By Thomas Mangan

Starr Writer

A new program for training
students to show their pee"
ways to improve their health
and well-being is being started
by the SIU-C Wellness Center_
"It'. based on the idea that
students trade information on
sex, ,,\cohol and general health
with varying degrees of accuracy," says Pat Fabiano,
coordinator of the new " health
advocate" program being
developed by the Wellness
Center in cooperation with
University Housing. To help
combat misinformation among
students, Fabiano. along with
some health care professionals,
plans to train students to
become " health advocates," or
HAs.

The HAs will work with
University Housing, advising
fellow students on .~lf
treatment of minor injuries an:!
illnesses, management of stress
and anxiety and responsible use
of alcohol , among other things,
Fabiano said.
Recru itment of future health
advocates is under way. The

the spring semester, receiving
three bours credit for con-

pletion of training.
Health advoca tes will be
trained in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR), selected
basic first aid, basic counseling
skills , stress and anx iety
management , sex ualit y,
nutri tion, fitness and exerc ise,
alcohol and drug information
and such safety issues as accident and rape prevenlion.
After finishing training, HAs
will return for a two-day
refresher course in the summer.
then start in a practicum in the
fall where they will put their
skills to use.
The practicum will be divided
into two major activities : a
,.peakers bureau and three
,atellite well ness centers. The
~;:eakers bureau will respond to
requests from student resident
assistants to visit SIU-C

residenee halls to give
presentation on such topi~s as
stress management, sexuality,
nutrition and respons ible
alcobol use. The satellite
wellness renters will be set up in
the University dining halls for
use by residents of each housing
area. Health advocates working
in the centers will belp students
with health-related questions or
problems, and refer them to
quali fie d
health
care
professionals if necessary.
The practicum will last two
semesters, and HAs will be
eligible for two hours credit for
each semester worked. While a 11
students are welcome to apply
for the program, F abiano said
tbat those majoring in such
areas 2S health education, med
prep, psychology, social work,
ph ysical edu'c ation and
recreation would have the most
to gain by becoming an HA.
While the program is one of
more than 100 peer counseling
programs on college campuses
nationwide, it is unique in that it
will focus on resIdence hall
students, Fabiano said .
" There are a lready a large
num ber of students using the

Police investigating Woody Hall robbery
SIU-C police are invt:SlIgating
a robbery that occurred Wednesday in the B-Wing 'of Woody
Hall . a police spokesman said.
The victim, whose identity
police are not releasing because
of her agitated state. opened the
door to her office at about 2:40

p.m . and found a man standing
Inside_He a~ked for change. and
then tried to escape from the
room. the spokesman said.
The woman, who is confined
to a wheelchair , tried to stop
him , but he pulled her out of her
wheelchair. She was taken to

Carbond ale Memorial Hospi ta l
and r eleased.
The ma n apparently took $140
from the woman's desk. The
spokesman said witnesses made
a positive identification of the
suspect and that an arrest is
ex'peeled tc L't' made soon.

Wellness Center, but we want to
multipl y that number by
making our services more

available

to

even

more

students," he said.
The HA program is also a
cost-effective alternative to the
expense of hiring the health
care professionals needed to
improve the health of a greater
number of students.
At t.'Jis point, the program is

~:i'3'~~!OC~tfs~ students in the

441 E_Willow St. Carbondole IL 62901
106 N. Chestnut St .• DeSoto IL 6m-4
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Send Us Your Letters to Santa •••

WHAT A MEAL!

W.'II publish th.m In the Dally Egyptian
on Wedn.sday, Decemb.r 12,1914.
All letters will be printed as space permits.
Please limit l etters to Santa to a maximum
of .An words .

-.: '!'•••• **************....*.* **-******* ** •••-* •••

a

on a Biscuit

~

g9C
• Hot Homemade Biscuit
• Sau$age Pattie. Scrambled
Egg <) l(raft Cheese • ENJOY'
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: A U5 gift c.rt.flcat., donated by the :
: Unlv....,ty Bookstore, will be award" :
: to the I.tter b..t repre..ntln~ 1h. :
It
It
It
true sDlrlt of Christmas.
:
.*••••*•••• r. ••• ~.**.*.**.*~* ••*.*•• *.* •••*•• *

p ease mail Letters to Santa to:
Santa Claus
c/o Daily Egyptian
Communication Building-Room 1259
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901
Deadline to submit letters is Wedn9sday, De-cember 5, 198-4
at 12 noon .

Campus C}Jriefs
fONDAY MEETINGS :
Alpha Kapp" Psi Professional
Business Fraternity. 5:30 p.m .•
Student Center MississiPPI
Room : Beta Gamma Sigma . 6
p.m .. Student Center Acti~ity
Room B , ITVA. 7 p.m .. C<';", .
munications 1022.
SEN. KEN BUZBEE will
lecture on "Legislative Per·
spectives on Child Care" at 10
a .m . and 11 a.m. Monday in the
Morris Library Auditorium.
WOMEN ENROLLED at SIU·
C may apply to the American

Association

or Universiy

Women for a $200 scholarship.
Applications are due no later
than Jan. 1. More information is
available from 457-4453.
A F ILM TITLED " The Last
Epidemic" will be shown at 7
p.m . Monday in the Student
Cenler Fourth Floor Video
u>unge.

ACROSS

57 Decoyed
58 "'00 workers

1 Residences
63 " 'smell _ .
6Alp, - I"
10 CrUShed malt ~ NetwOIk
14 SaUD, as a
65 love

""SSIOf'l

66 Play group

15 Uncouth
16Ptlaster

67 EnghSh

17 Nary a soul
18 Co ntment

68 Silken
69 Roberl

~

19 LO¥ef • word

Todays
Puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on P age 10.

"1).~O"ed
70 CoIOfed
tmP'I
71 wage
22
pred8lOf
advance
23 Opening
24 Frustrates
OOWN
26 " Them as
1 Worker
29 Black birdS
2 Instrument
atoms
3 I Avena Plant
3 Atnun
22 Cygnet
32 Actually
.. Sea birds
25 Weeding tool
present
Astral
26 Show dis'ike
3' Penetrates
6 Small part
27 P()I(er stake
38 Stile member 7 Deadly sm
28 Kid.. oul
39 Today
8 KeelS. e g
30 Pry
., Silkworm
9 Vegelab'e
33 Should"
'2 Waste mailer 10 CarrOll
ornament
'5 Commanding
character
35 Border lake
48 Colfee maker 11 Lend - - ' 36 &NI sound
49 lowly worker
he&r
37 Starch
SO Aller 12 Beginning
"0 Encirded
5' Bishop, e g
13 listens
"3 Ex-senJor
55 Ch.el
21 Charll8d
.... Wahln: pt"et .

20

s..

A STAGED reading of " The
Freezing" will be performed at
7 p.m. Monday in the Cisne
Theater, Pulliam 34 .
SOC IETY FOR the Ad·
vancement of Management will
hold officer elections at 7 p.m .
Monday in the Student Center
Ohio Room .
THE SAL Kl Saddle Club is
having a spaghetti dinn?r at 6
p.m. Monday in the Student
Center Thebes Room. Cost is $2.

.s

UTILITY BILLS

"6 Mrs Coppoffl6td
C7 Seize an<'
hOkf
5 I Set
52 Counlrlfted
53 RernGve
s.c Abrashoe
56 ConceaHH'
59 Sialle 01
Old
60 Painful
61 Mr. Speaker
62 Church group
64 Insane

WITH
MAGNnlC INTERIOR
STORM WINDOW.
- . s '* ....-rAMCl TO co..ucnvt
MIA, LOll ..... vmv,uu .........ns,..
~ftAnoM

~

~o
tinting & coating

celli' ......... '

Q!,.al~ICtN.LAl1CIN

-.......,

....... AV~ .. "'""'OID11r.c.,....,
~0I~......a0l

"'.2M.

tiapp~ tic)UI"

Tom Collins
Free Popcorn &

l1- fJ

85(:
Peanuts

A t ' TERNOON 0 •.1.

~DOW

~9'tu#

Banana Daiquiri
llam-6pm

MEMBERS OF TIiE Student
Illinois News Broadcasters

Association

interested

in

touring the Channel 3 facilities
Tuesday should meet at 5:30
p.m. in Communications 1046.

For ALL

Tonite

Hostage
Flamingos
9:30-1:30

-Hot Ham & Cheese
-Hot Pastrami

- Barbeque
Ali Served with Pickle &. Chips
·Intmlactory 0".,.

wi'. fREEDRINK
"

ony sondwlch
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Classifieds
THE KITTO
GOOD HOUSING--

Directory
~
Auto
Parb & s.m...
Motoreyd. .

chock t ...
0.1. CLASStPiIDS

'S6:-3~11

"-

MlKeIl._.
MoItIl. Ito:;-_

Iloctronia
Pab&Suppll..
"cyclCamerae
Iport!r. !)oo,b
l i _ t l _ 1 V.hlel ..
'urnlture
Mual",1

·L A ut omObll ••
'80 PONTIAC PHOENIX Auto.

new casseLte r~ er. Good con-

~"::r t.~5.

ing. $2600. 549..... . ................. 2033Aa70

Stall Photo Ity Stephen Ken ne<ly

Runaway roundball

Bears stellar d efen se worries
Coryell, b attered Charger s
worst derensive team in the
National Football League. must
score to win games. 8 1Jt their
offensive leader, quarter back
Dan Fouts, is gone with a groin
injury_
The Chargers play the
Chicago Bears on Monday night.
That's the NFC Central Division
champion Bears, the best and
arguably
most r.uniShing
defensive team in the eague.
It doesn 't look so good,
Chargers Coach Don Coryell
says.

"They are a superior learn ,
there's no doubt about it," the
coach said as his 6-7 Chargers
pr"pare<l for the nationally
televised game against th~ 9-4
Bears. " Evcry guy they 've gu:
is a great athlete and a tough
hitter.
" That's the dillerenee between Chicago and so many

other teams, especially on
defense. The only thing we're
thinking about is limiting them
as much as we can.

Of

Under the guidance of Fouts,
San Diego has produced an
average of 408 ya rds per game
in total oHense, 302 via the pass.
It's been needed. The Chargers'
defense is yielding 108 yards a
ga me rushing a nd a leagueworst 268 ya rds through the air.
The team has had to outrace
its opponents to win. The lewest
points !)an Diego has scored in &
victory this season is 27.
Fouts suffered a severe groin
injury in last Sunday's 52-24 loss
to Pittsburgh, and team officials
have said it' s ex tremely
doubtful be'll play Monday
night. Some have predicted he
won ' t return t..h.i!J year.
"There's no way he 's going to
be 100 percent, but he's played a
lot of games when he wasn ' t."
Coryell said. refusing to rule out

the possibility Fouts wiil be used
against the Bears ... No one but
Dan knows whether he can
play."
But Fouts is not practicing,
and in his absence the Chargers
turn to Ed Luther, a seldomused lifth-yea r pro from San
Jose State. Luther completed 21
of 32 passes for 296 yards and
two touchdowns against the
Steelers, but was intercepted
three times.

If Fouts hadn ' t gone down last
week. there's a reasona ble
chance hr would fall against the
Bears . Chic:ago already is
credited with taking three
quarterback!> out of action this
season.
The team won its first-ever
divisional tiUe with a punishing
defense that allo... s only 236
yards a game and has recorded
53 sacks. best in the NFC.

Comegys., DePaul hammer UCLA
ROSEMONT ( AP ) - Dallas
Comegys doesn ' t have Ray
Meyer to yell at him any more,
but the message is the same.

"Consistency t t1

said Joey

Meyer. DePaul's rookie head
coach who took over this season
when his father stepped down
after 42 years. "I'm sure he's
tired 01 hearing it, and I' m tired
of saying It. "
Comegys.
a
6-foot-9
sophc more center-Iorward.
came 0:C the bench Saturday to
pace second-ranked DePaul to
an ~I basketball triumph
over UCLA.
Comegys, a highly recruited
product 01 Philadelphia , has yet
to live up to expectations, but he
came through with 19 points.
including 11 for 14 shooting from
the free throw line in leading the
b.,lanced Blue Demons' attack .
" I anticipated that. looking at
past bil;tory." Meyer said wryly
aflP..T DePaul boosted Its r ecord
to2~anddropped UCLA to 1-2.
Comegys has a habit of rising
to the occasion - when it's a
nationally televised game as
was Saturday's contest. He
blocked seven shots against St.
John 's last year in a nationally

televised game.
"TV inspires anyone to play
better," said Comegys, who
takes medication to offset &n
intestinal problem brought on
bv stress. Until doctors helped
rectily Comegys ' problem
midway through iast season, ne
had lacked strength and

stamina .
Now he's put on 10 pounds and
scales 200 pounds and hopes to
play himself into a starting role.
He blocked four Bruin shots
Saturday.
DePaul, which squeeked by
Northern Illinois in its opener. is
14-0 in naliona!' y televised
games and holds a 67-3 record at
the Horizon, including 28 in a
row over five ye3rs.
The Bloe Demons led 36-21
and halftime and/ulled away
early in the secon half behind
Tyrone Corbin and Comegys to
lead 58-31. Their bigg.-,,;t margin
was 62-35 with 9 : 21 Je!! .
Corbin finished wtil \4 points,
Marty Embry with 13 and
Kenny Patterson 11 as DePaul
outshot UCLA (rom
field 54
percent to 40
Nigel Migtel with :n points
and Reggie Miller with 16 led
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A,..rt_b

"
MoItIl. _

Nat. Bullord (ZO) "nd Dan Weiss (4Z) chase a
loose ball during the Salukis' season opener

SAN DIEGO CAP ) - The San
Diego Chargers. th~ second-

'or·...t

UCLA. which lacked an inside
game and was lorced to shoot
outside against DePaul 's 2-3
zone defense.
The defeat marked UCLA's
worst sta rt since 196\-62 and its
worst regular-season setback
since a 2O-point loss to Indiana
in 1975.
"This is a young. inexperienced team," Walt Hazzard, the new UCLA coach. said .
" We are on a death march this
month, and this is the first step.
We will take our licking and
keep on ticking."

Puzzle answers
"A
H
ANT A
IA

N

EAR
H ARK

u..,

~

AR T
AT
N
E R I A
R D
IN
N
A R
A L I
AD
R E
A !

...

~~~.P~~~AT~i ~:. ;~
=~e, nxxx. sfereo. $1250. 453-

. . . . ........ . ... . ..... 21l84Aa70
1978 TOYOTA CELICA liltback 5
speed AC. '.M-FM Cassette stereo.
=.~~~ngine. 35 mpg only
. ...................... 1606Aa71
MUSTANG . Good
condition, PB , PS . Must sell . $1450.
529-5304.

.00000mat_
Dupl.". .
Want ... to ••nt

1974 FORD

~ - "'-rty
MoItIl. H_
Lob

79 CHEVETIE. AUTCMATIC
trans., 4 cylinder. 4 doors , air l am·

....................... 2125Aa75

~ra~~~':J~~~~~~~b~~:

call 549-2309.

· ...................... 2103Aa73
NOVA 4 door a-c , auto, AM-

1m

FM cassette stereo. tiS,OOO miles.

Must selJ as soon as possible. $1700
OBO. 54!H405.
. ...................... Zta7Aa71

HolpWant...
~Ioymont

Wa nt...

s.m-0fNrM

~~cf.A~~~~~sr~ ~~:

Autoreverse ), radial tires , power

=~rl~tJ~r:;~'B~iino~ ~r!l

Want...
Loet

549-3788.

1I _ ......
_ ""'.ntb
Int

'73 DODGE CORONET. Must sell.

'ou""

Auctl_ & 101. .
Anti. . . .
~ _ Opportunltl..

.................
,

1IWoa .........
_ I ......

· . .. .. . .. ......•....... 21S1Aa74

Runs good. New s taner &. brakes.

$400. or best.

52!L2500.

. ...................... 2145Aa72

~~~L~~.~~:::ta~~s

after 6 pm. Ask lor Dean.

. .... . ............ .. . . . 2143AaiO

VW '73 SUPER Beetle. Casselle.
~Jd~ condition. $900 obo.
. .. . ................... I738Aa72

'80 FORD MUSTANG. excellent

=g~~~~do4.;~~
=k';;. ~~~~~YObo, x~
lor Jell54~-{)226, 457-.'1O'.n.

............ . ... . ...... 2155Aa72

(3 line minimum. approximately 15
wonk)
One day·55 ~t. per line,
Two dcryt·5Ocenb Der line, per dot
Thr-_ or four days",," c.enb pwt

1I.... .... cIoy.
- _ ..... cIoyso3'l ... "
per line, perdoy.
NInod0y0-36 ...... po< I. ., po< cloy.
Ten thru nlMt.., days-33 c.nt. per
Une. perdoy.
Twenty or mer. days·27 cent. per
II .... .... cIoy.
All da.. tfl.d Advertising ,;'lust beproc... ed before 12:00 noon to
appear In nexf day'. pubilc:aUon.
Anythlnlil proc:...ed aft.r 12:00
noon will go m the Wlowlng day's
pu6UC:Otkln.
1 h. Dolly Elilyptlan cannot b.
r.sponslbl. fo r more than on.
day'. Incorr.c:-t Ins.rtlon .
Ad",.rtls.n or. r.spons lbl. for
checking their ocfot«tlMments for
en-on . &ron not the fault of the
octv.rfl.., which 5et.sen the vol ...
of the od",.rtlsm.nt will b.
ad lusted. II your ad app.o rs
1nc:CN'T'Ktty. or It you wish to c:o~
your od, coli .536-3311 bektr. 12:00
noon f« c:onceUatkln In tIM next
day.........

'''-"1001_ ............. I>0I0<.
.xplration will be c:horged 0 $2.
••rvlce f.. . Any refund und.r
12.00 will be 1orleI1od.
No odt will be m....·cioutfled.
Clo .. ,fled octv..-t,.lng must
paid In odvanca except for
oc:coum. wfth • .......,..~ .

VW SQUAREBACK. 1972. excellent condition. $1400. 549-0473 or
453-5141.
....... •. . ... .. ....•... 2156Aa70

1975 CHEVROLET CAPRICE

~~it~~~Oe~r.'54~~c.

· .... .................. 2157Aa72
'fiI LINCOLN CONTINENTAL. 2-

=er'l'.f~. ~~~c~t~~~:

4782.

. .............•........ 21SSAa77

~U~;rtU~~~ifcOC;:

453-2867.
....................... 2169Aa74

74 VW DASHER, rebuilt engine,
automatic «< sunroof. SOOO obo. 5493028.
· .. . ..... . .. . .. _....... 2168Aa72

1978 HONDA ACCORD metalic
blue. 2 dr .• 5.speed. AS, AM-FM
stereo, new tireS, exceuent coo·
dition. must sell. S2550529-4697.

. . ....... .. ... _. ....... 1607Aa72

74 BUlCK APPOLO. Low mileage

~'a~?mg:;acJo.p~9l:J!.' ~
457-2883.

•••..•.•..••••••••... 2221Aai3

1m

CHEVY

IMPALA . 133.000

~es~~~~~ml~r~~

Roo.
_...................... 2186Aa73

I:kc~~t~~t, fN.'fir s~.'~

exceuent conditJon, must sell.
54995, 457-7930.
. .... .. ..... . ... ... _. . 2427Aa75

1972 DELTA 88. P.S.. P B .. air.

runs greal $250. Or best oller. 5496129.
· ..... . ... . .. _........ I:;s9Aa70

~r:;..~J:u~n bo;~=~~
G<J UK! raels today1
1142. exl_.

~ 1·31~-"l42-

.. _ •.... . .. . ..... . .... 1734Aa70

19"3 FORD TH UN DERBIRD.
M"dn"oY, ,!!"wJlSpartsgoodan$dl800bat~'i2'.' Caa"-II

,

ra
<-3860'."

~

FOR SALE OR rent, 3 bdr. 1 and
o"",half bath, new carpet. new

~~65jt~rre'rlwncr~ atryir'r~~d ,h~h

-..r

II

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2189Aa74
ne4'
~~~ ~k!!fB
, $'/BlsoT., good
I 5".!!g!72
549-5596 after , p.m.
'.
Cal ~
Ir - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
after 5 p.m.
TOYOTA ' cARiioi1439~
MIKelianeou.
condition. $600 or best offer. Call
after7pm . >4!H;83(J.
F OR SAIL ·"ZENITH·heath color
...................... 2446Aa72 monitor 13"·$195. Coalstoker space
~~y ~1~~~UysNtem~k~:'\i:~i heater. SSO. S49-5703aflerSpm.

l!m

condition. S4850. Must sell, 549-

1405.
........... . .......... 2236Aa7.

-~l

Part. and Service. .
STARTERS & ALTERNATORS,
new & rebuilt. Domestic foreign,
agricilture. K&K Rebuilders.
r;;:~?l.lL. All work guaranteed.
....................... t940Ab77
USED TrRES. LOW rc rices , also

~~~l~~Marn~or

Texaco.

.... . .................. t580Af79

ceptionally weJIlTained, 4 mo . (ree
board. Mr. Qualls, 529-26t2.
MAiN" Si':' 'RECORDs,t73~~~
ca~rts.'sa' ntodbaoO<'th'erOpi,pe5
em'si.ncerBU..
ye~;d'
iten
r.o
.,,11 .!lood used record!; . North of
~d.anon , just of( 1-57. 1118 Main SL.
~~.¥.'l.~~Open 1~ M.s. 1·5

sb

21"x14" size. Must sell. S15. Call

I-

529--2750.

oi.i:i 'GOLi:iENOAK ·oifi';~~T.

Motorcycle.

Camera.
SLR CAMERA CANON T.SO with
50mm lens. Canon 241-T Flash and
camera case. New. :;,(9-4941.

'75 KAWASAK1 . 3 cyl.. 2 stroke.

;f~er~o;:.tion .

~~iat~~,di~. oMb~t ~ll ~~

WEA\iiNG · Looi.Ci.E~~t

Call 457-4736

$200 .

262t .
· ............ ......... 2393Ba72

~r:ts O!m~Oup~~encule ~r~

end of Fall semester. Take o\-'er

lease. Right (In campus. Rates
~~nable. Call 457·7352 or

i " iiEjjRci(),~i · APAR.f~I~f.
Close to Cdm~ . H('.at paid by

....................... 218iBa75

~a"r:!~~::S~~!H$~f~r5~~~rty

FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom

~d~~~~~2rroorrfJ~;~1 ~~:.

Furnltur.
BUY & SELL used furniture and

OR unfurnished. Nice 2 bt..'<iroom
~~8.t location, 3 years old. CdU ~

FURNISHED STUDIO APART·

• • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 1941Am77
KING SIZE WATERBED, " 'ave

~.u~~g~co~~I?J~54:~.sheels

MENT in bouse available end of
semester. Great location. $21!'>~~~~34~fe~~m~Lilities . Gayle,
................ . ...... 2t79Ba73

Mu.lcal

~,*od~I:~';t. aJl~ ~~!

· ...................... 1583Ba70

~~O~SinfOs~~i.he~ to.:.
hookup, 1 & one half bath ~ to

S300 nego. Liti!. incl. 52S-1379 .
.............. . ........ t722Ba74
SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR 1
bdrm . apt: recenUy remodeled,

laun~ facilities . OwiIer .tar:.

~JereoufJ:ae.~~~~~;rE :

SOUND CORE. REPRESENTING

SC , aKreOrg' eChbesCCtk.
thRoelaresnd't , Bossour 'pnQces

On the.

17~1. ................... 2214Ba77

~ts~:rs~aterbeds. 2ll W

lease4S7-4747 or 549-6125.

MaJl ,

r~r~~~'re:;'~~N la~~~:

f:~ti!s. ~~I'I I~. J~~~

across from University mall. $240mo. Cau during evening . 457--6436
......... .... .......... 1584Ba72
CAR BONDALE.
NEWLY
PAINTED, 2·bedrooms
un ·

Walnut

' Dl

m'~IUniversltY,

CAR'Iii:iNDALE : .. FUh~I~YN~H

University ~lVed. Call Moin
r 45
457-8705. . .: 5.
. 2177Ba74

antiques . South on old 51. 549-1782.

Gi\'LAXy' WiNtiOw 'FAi/il~:w.
h. m, I speed. $t5. CaU 529-27SO.

HANOCARVED' WOO[) ;J1k~

~o~Pe~~r rA~c:;e:sti0a~ ~l

I

.. ..................... 1846Ai73

~J ~~Y .ra~~~ ~~

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 505

BRAND NEW 2 bedroom
ItOlVnhou,e. No pets. Cable
avaDable. SZ:J-(3()) ,
. .. . . . . . . .. . .......... 2206Ba87
SUBLEASE MID DEC.. fum ..
efficiency. I blk. (rom campus,
S'22O-mo. 1 or 2 persons. Call "5295587 or 457-4123.
ROOM TO StiilLEASE21I::Ba~
Quads fo" spring , ,,,.,,ester. For
more infonnalion call Steve a15295415.

BRAND NEW, NEVER been used

26 inch1 12-s~ Firenz.a touring
bike. $100. call 893-4670.

across (rom University
from 'Campus. S~

S min .

~~BH0!p'~~e,., &~E~~~:

Janij.

GUiTAR " rEACHER :'2~~~

~~~3:ie 8tl~~~. ~fir' ;u~~

Walnut

· ............ . ......... 1579Ba70
HUGE 2 BDR. Apartment in two~r old unit building on Old 1~ .

:~WASAKI. " 305cJ~AaC~ ~.~.~:.e~~~~~~~:.~~::~ g~~l~~~· th~~. ~l/t~57-~j ~~"'~~~;~p~~a~

KZ550A with factory ZtR style

fairing. ExcelJent condo Call 9425149.

~fusi SEi.iGT' 3i1ti'SUi~t,~
'1

R

g::U~~uns w

ell I ks
. 00

great

END OF THE YEAR
CLOSEOUT SALE
All cycles in stock at
I~w s~!e prices to make

roc,m for 1985 models

coming in. lay-v-way
Open 9·6pm , Tues· Sot
Country Club Rd .
Carbondale 457 ·5.c21

H_om
___
.__
.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE , norbtwest
Carbondale. For sale by owner. 100
....... .......... ... ... 2385Ad77

TWIN SPRING HOUSE for sale on
highway 51. 25 minutes south of
Ca rbondale . 2 bed room expandable central air and heat.
Perfect for small family. S36 OOO
~~~~~~f7 . avai1able . t all
... .. ................. . 1~95Ad70
GOT A SPOT that 's reaUy great?
Let us sell your real estate.

-}I

8x40, FURN., QUI}';T area, close U>

~:'II~~tg::~p~l4~l~: Ask for
1643Ae71
10x50 TRAD....ER, IOxIO attacbeo
..

..

~~i ~~j~1~~~t(~;!· ~;nJ3.tras.

....................... 2019Ae70
No. 6 Cedar

12x40 TRAILER.

Lane. Screened in porch, was.her-

~i. ~CUst S~U~· w1u~~'!;
=4~n

contract. 618-382-5154 or

· .......... . ..... . . . ... 1593Ae74
THIS 1970 VALl AT mobile home is
in tip lOp shape. 12x50, air CODditioned, underpinning . Nice
e,\=f~4~~IU> go. $4,100.
I
· ...................... 2133Ae86
!2x60 2 BDRM. $3995 ; 12x5O 2
bdrm. Price includes (ree move.

d!Si

529-4033.

S3OO. Call >49·2528 eve's.

~~s~~~~. or just stay healthy.

~;:';~~us~·l:'a~~\~. A~~

....................... • 442Af'14
TELEVISION.

2618
i-iiG'fi"
... " iMP· t·~~~~
MICROPHONE Calrad, new cord.

~!'ed.y No ~ts. Available im·

.............. ... ...... 2164Af72
HERRALIFE : [F YOU need to

~ " tr' COLOR

03860~.r 1~~,:trlie~~6t~o~J

FORMAL' DiNiNGsfz~a'i~~
'Rooil:~ !!!!~~~~!
~\~et~yaki~:le
_._
i-J·j·U:! '

i/~~

t)C!Uf

home. Gompuler Tenninal.

::r::~.J~11~~fi ~H~~:

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 2151Ag7!

....................... 2132Ba86
2 BEDROOMS AV AJJ.ABLE. Close

:!,;~J:;Ioo~hnco!:; s1.~. ~
or best offer. Call

4f7.2553.

~~~r::mm~~I.e rates. One-

STEREii EQuiiizEii ilJ\~4

2147Ba
FURNISHED
ONE BEDROOM
AND

7 band, 30 watt-channel. Front U>
rear fader. Fits most cars. Works

~~O~~~~29-<:;'bdemoostrate.

$'/5.

RECORD "PLAYE'R'~WJ
g.~g:'~track, ~peakers. $55.

$60

STEREOiiPAIR

.57-:;422
500 E, Cailege

SHASTEEN' S AUDIO·VIDEO
University Moll

"nlnll ••01 latat.

~~~~n~ iY::..rds~::r,,~~

roommate you cam cut your cost to

~~fl~~ p~. To see call 549-· ...................... 1609Ae116

WHY RENT., OWN ~our own!

~~, l~ustSk6.Iar~O~$2'l':.

negotiable. Call 457·5995.

:=. ~~~r.:;t M~~~i~;,me2
... .. ............... . .. 2042Ae71

....................... 2440Ae74
8x5O FURNlSHEIl, NEW plum·

~ ~~ter 'm~1".e'lrt~
cedar Ln. 457.QZS4.

•

~~~~7~~.servlce

.. ...... .. ._.._........

AXC' ftill'lw'W 'pup.:ms~J~

457·5361 (12:00-1 :00)
820 W. Freemon

for X-mas. Sbots, wormed. Minn.

~. ~~Jd =~ J::.i;

Oven Field Champ. M~.... Ph :

IGYPnAN ..'ICIINCIU

5;.fO..5096eve. or 'Neekeods.

GREEN

SCHWINN

I
SPORT

_

·~IlOIltU

457·79~1

510 S, Unlv.... lty
Call Shirley at

529·2620 or
549·2621

University ~aU. 1181 E. Walnut,
529-1741.
....... . .......... . .... 2206Ba78
M'BORO 2 BDRM. Townhouse

Furni.hed/Unfuml.hed
Monthly & Sem •• t.r

·mlOlNCT API'S. Payment Schedule
·1 .. 2 - . API'S. Som. w ith utliltl ••

Sull.. and private occupancy
FREE BREAK
All utilitl •• Included

message.

~~~~: Good condition.

~~~,f~&I:rn~;

faciJitie. Ca~t. air. ba1conl' or

Froti~. ~n Js.re~~~se;t· fr~~

fuml.hed .

POIIIIT HALL ~ITORT!

~ig:t& bV~, ~~~~~. Feae!e

Blcycl..

,..,ty
~

=-Y!r~~ ~~~tcl~-!'a2
~~~~.er West. tense. 45~"'i47
................ . ...... 2375Ba7t
SUBLEASE NICE EFFICIENCY
at Dover Apt. for spJjng. Includes
kitchen , waler ~id. CaD after 5:00
~ ~r.s~ ...5 keept'Ii"Jaa73
ONE
BEDROOM ,
UN ·
FURNISHED. Brand new. Mur·
r~":t"'i;~~refrig., lease &
.............. ....... . . 2225Ba74

250 South Lewl. Lan.
52f.....72

!~~~2~~n

Pet. and Supplle.

bedroom, must sell, $4000 obo. 549-

'-

529·39'19

529·.014

0030.

... . ........ . .......... 2369Ba7t

Furnished
Swimming Pool
lau;'ldry Facilities
Tennis Court
C",w9 nient location

-457·7-400
-405 E. College

foctory Authoriz.ed Service
Quick Servic./ low Rate.

~&'~ a'}'t~~~p~~~ag~'::t (2171

One Bedroom Apts.

Efficiency Apartments
401 e ,t:ollege

APARTMENTS

~~. students preferred. StBS .

DUNN APARTMENTS

AVAILABLE
FALL

715 S. 1~~oT:~:!·IO;57.7009

available.
lS56Ah80
FREE KI'ITENS, LITTER box

monthly cost SI03.09. With a

..,.

....•.. . 1792.BaTi

· .............. . .... .. . 1808Ba78
LARGE ONE BDR. apartment.
. Furnished, large rooms, clean &
quiet. 5 mm . watk to Comm. Bid.,
can accommodate 2 people. R06 W.
CoUege. 549-0553 eves.
......... .. ....... . .... 202OBa70
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT.
DlREcrLY behind Ret. Ceoter.

,,1\

.we t:.'~~~D.1

Cau 529-

457·3321.

EFFICIENCY

457.....

Imperial Mecca Apartm.nt.

TV REPAIR'
FREE ESTIMATFS
TVOPTION
RENTAL.
TO OWN

~~~. t<llu~~f ~~

~ [.~m~,"l"~~ q"uret

1tI1. Grane!

EFFICIENCIES
Close to campus

PORTAilLE'liu& &.~~
~. good condition.

furnished or
Unfurnished
Tennis Courts
Swimming Pool
laundry Foclliti.s
Weight Room

g:WW=~:W-~~tl1rting soon .

529-3884 or 549-5361.

1801 anytime.

....................... 1957Ba7t
CARBONDALE APTS. FOR rent.
You'll be clo.<t: to town and closer
to the :ake m.th~ brand new 1
bedroom apts:. 4 minutes from
Carbondale Dear Cedar Lake . $22S
monthly. Includes water. trash and

n .. off first month'. rent

~~~~~~~~~

. t602Ba71

~a..fr,o::=d ~;r:~~~~~
~~~~~es~ m~~I~n~I~. ca~=r
~~te;:~'. ~~~c!lh.I~~

2 bedroom apls
starting January I

....................... 21 108a70

XOU ' u, HAVE. NEW carpeting,

................

LUXURY
3
BEDltoOM .
Fu-eplace. redwrod deck, 2 car

flPfiRTME"n

khig size

more. 4.57·286l.

....................... 1841Ag77

~i;~~fls8.~ C!Yl54~~'

"L~~I~·~~~~436Ba76

.
.. 2tl3Ba74
LEWIS PARK APT. Furnished.

~.tal Oecwnler LA34 . $850, ~9-

........... .......... .. 1742Ba86
TO SUBLET En'lCIENCY apt.

OK
THE 'STRIP!
&;
apartment.
forOnerent.
Great
=;~54~ol. furnished. Call

;;;~~eJ:'~'. wc,:'~;.trr.h. ~t J:f

fan~~~t~ ~~~e:tes.c1~~ l~

~ay S~;:~~ !j,~,KYsbo~U~

$700.

j'

i..OGON·ro· MUsic· and·c~~~r.::

~';~ =idMojthri~~

·Olier. No. 31

'

549-7786

financing

~it'J

!!!JI

Software, games and teaching
~~p·rioCasSter.e4ulBSe . ~~e550
' $.185. Vic

2
F=n.
f?~~ ~n~~ Al:~3
be'droom bouse in Murphysboro,

c:'.1

45~~7
.dry.~~~~ f:~fa~ ~8
-t5M

no

t· bi~~~;;:

S260 per month . 687-4577.

"' .. atel
684-4713 af~~4
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED

$7nnrhf>sto((er . 5~Z7SO .

2 BEDROOM APT. 2

NiCE ' 2·BEDRooi.i;

.......... ............. 1837Ba7.
1 & 2 '>edroom furnished apts . All
utilities included. Lease & deposit

.................... . 2106An74
PIONEEF. AIIl·FM CASS. Stereo

mattresses; If).speed bike; baby

pe~~~~m~~fn:~i~'

universily $255 plus utilities Ask

(or Sharon 45';-6721 0 684"2313
aJterS.
.,
r-

VERY ' GOOD " I~\W~ , ' - - - - - - - - - - - - '
avail.

. ................ ...... 1713An75

WANTED : VOCALIsr FOR new
baCanlld5·_I5589JlStru,;!'9-4en~ls,5 preferr
. ed.
~
~,., 29- 2256

·1

per cent financ;ing available (or
~~ith good cfedit. 457-4334 or

............ "J' ,

TYPEWRITER.

Ultrasonic n . 10

~V1=C:-20=C::-O:-MM---O-DO""·"R"'E-Co-m-pu-t.-er~
.·

~

r~-;:bll. ~~

SALE :

cI aracter memory. nearly new.

rca~r_sea_t;_:_:_y_:M_ro_i~_.:_:_U_5~-:-_21_7'~f' L A p a r t m e n t .

now for Christmas!

SPEEDE YAMAHA

L -______

FOR

Smilh-Corona

I

PYRAMID API'S.
0.,. bedroom apt• .
furn.lhed
549·~

(10:00-3:00)
516 S. Rawling.
"'fIIIIM.N~

:~th I::g'a~:D~r:~ t~
l'~l~' '::~ed~ tv~I~OO~:'P

ir)'ng.
. ........ . ............ . ~173Ba71
EFFICIENCY, 1 & 2 I>o<!room
apts. ReceoUy remodeled, carpe~

~~~n: ~. Wa~~~· ~
=pus~5::;~t .Mall. 5 mm. from
.

.. .... . ........... 2207ba78

EFFiCIENCY .

CLOSE

TO

~':;~e'an~75 ~tin~W.Mia;:
~. .

Suit.. and privata occupancy

FREEIREAK
All ullllll .. Included.
549-6521 (11:00-2:00)

6CX)W.

r:ni.~lnan

CAU.UH:' ~MM

FREE

RENTI

LIMITED

=~Ji5~'r!-!=·I.CaD
· .......... .. . .. . : .....

1536Bh7~
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SUB LET NICE 2 bedroom ""use

AN INCREDIBLY SPAC IOUS 5
bedroom home a \'ailable ISth

,C'aer,t ~}~:r sf:~g;~~ 5~7~.O~~~

WoOdrUrl aI457·3321.
... ...... ... . ...... .. 2167Bb87
I BED ROM HOUSE. qu iel a rea.
large yard. $21 S a month. 549-0367.
...................... 21 84Bb73
10 BEDROOM HOUSE , ",'ailable
s pringscmester. Joe. 549-7931 .
..... . . ............. ... 2182BbT5
CARBONDALE . 3 BDRM . $4SO.
Basement. gas . tra sh. no lease,
~~. or waterbeds . 457·5438 or 457-

~~ru.::Z~~~~~cl ~u~~!!.~
~~~[~1~u~r~:r~rr~: ~~

2888.
.. .... . "
..... 1959Bbn
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. exlTa nice,
clean 3 & 4 bedroom furnished . No
pets. reasonable rates. $49-4808.
..................... 1545Bb80
3 BEDROOM HOUSE . 502 N.
Helen. Semi·furnished. a vailable
immediately. S395 .a month , or
~~~~.~r person basis. 457·
....... . ........ ..... 2382BbTI
; BEDROOM HOUSE. 2 girls, 2

~rn~~,o~rilWJ~e l:c?u~nell~7~

4334 or 995·9487.
..................... 2383Bbn
• BEDROOM HOUS E on Warren
td. Newly remodeled with waU-to-

~~ b~lir.T~· bat;1~d I!v~~k~~

~ ~~~.~~~ ~~I.~:.~~~~~fBbn

... . .................. 2230Bb88
C' DALE DISCOUNT HOUS ING . 2
bdr. rum. house, 3 bdr. rurn . house,

:~f\Jt~~no~: ~i:;;i~~~r~t

C'dale Ramada Inn on 01d!3 West.
Call 684-4145
...................... 2201Bb78

~~~1iab~;~~W.?er ~~~~:;:

~~~.~)~= fum. 7 miles to
.... .. ................ 2216Bb74
TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS &
Bargain rents. 3 bdr. (urn. house, 4

ONE FEMALE SUBLEASER
needed for 3 bedroom house on
West Fr~m an . one block (rom
Wham-Pulliam. SI2G-month. low
utilities. Ask for Lori after 8 ~ . m _ .

=u:~rio~c!lI~~~'

SMALL I BEDROOM house in

FOR SALE OR
2 bedroom
unfurnished, washer & dryer, air.
shed, porch. _ 1 2 alter G.
.... .. ... .. ....... . .... 21548c74
NEWLY REMODELED. 12><60, 2
or 3 bedrooms. Phone 54~2938 or
529-3331.

~~~'. ~~.a.~~~~e ~~~~~bTl

eL1rl1:S~Co~la~t !1t~r ~~~~ (~:~

666-5523. Available December 1.
.......... . ............ 1730Bb72

~!..R1W i,rxwtg'~Bg~~eu2

Mr. Qualls , 529-2612.
.......... ............. 1740Bb71
1S13 OLD WEST 13. by Ramada
Inn. 2 bedroom cottage. Available
J an . 1. $225 per month , 457-4334 .
......... . .......... . .. 1833Bb86
COBDEN. 3 BEDROOM lurnished.

Wood heat.

~fgnnf=~~~.'Y'

. . ..................... 2161Bb73
NEW LISTING . TWO bed!oom.
SI80 per month . Call 529-165S.
....................... 2210Bb72
3 BR .. M'BORO. remodeled, lurn.·

~'Wa'bJeWj~n. ~~~.ige~fle~06
.m.

ow .entlng Newly
Remodeled Houae. CIOM

to Campu.
Furnllhed or Unfurnilhed

402W. Oak
205 W . Cherry
514 S. Beveridge
504 Ash 2

a fter 5.
....................... 1838Bc72

~~~.~~~sRI~~ ~;~hh'&

rs=~o, (3

and one-ha)(·mo.)

................... 221 I Bc70
COALE MBL HOMS Mobile Home
50 fr . from pool. Very nice a nd

549-0491.

Ca ll 45T-1!784 .

...................... . J743Bc82
12x6O 2 BDRM, ac, furnished , quiet

~~~. :~~ ~~rmester, 5240
....................... 21l6Bc71

~~~Ei~ati~~65lu.k~OObl'g

yard, laundromal, Frost ~i'obile
Home Park, S260 mo. 5~2670 .
....................... 1632Bc73
1981 lu70 UNFURNISHED excep!
for refrigerator, slove. a nd

r:hr=s~~:C~~~~ 8~1;a~~

m ir. . La campus . References
l'Cquired. Also, C2.I1 be bought.
Days 457-8155 ask lor ?hil. arter 7
pm 457-8445.
"""Be76

1539.
... . ...... .. ........... 1698Bc84
2 BDR. TRAILER, spacious 10x52
w· tipout. Quiel trailer court.
Trees, lawn, parking. 549-3844
eves.
........... .. ... . ...... 1724Bc70
$50 OFF SECURITY deposit. 2
bedroom trailer, nice location on

~,m~.:.:r:,~CCIU't'i tr~

and water. 549-1661.
.... ...... .. .. . . .... . .. IT1SBc70
2· BDRM MOBILE home, Sl7o-mo.
cl_ to laundry lacilities. Lease

eryjs in May. 529--3205.

··· .. · ..... ....... . .... 2QI8Bc70

TWO

BEDROOM

TRAILER .

~~, =es~erc.!~, ~~~~

rent·free . 549-2686.
..... . ..... . ..... . ..... 2095Bc74
TOWN & COUNTRY, No. 33, 2

=:'$~~~':'~54~

or 549-7180.

~~gf~~Jre ~C::-e d~ orfo : r;~~~

semester. All utilities incl uding
phone hooked up. 529-4760.
............. . ....... 2144Bc73
SPR I G SUBLEASE 12><70 2
bdnn. carpel.ed mobile home . Ga s
heat. slove. cable. quiet area $225
mo. 529·5391.
............. .. ... .. 2176Bc7 1
3 BEDRooM·I a nd ono-""II bath.
central air. gas heat , new fur·
niture, Southern Mobile Hom e
Park . Call 549-5596.
....... . . . ............. 221P.Bc88
2 SUBLEASERS NEEDED 10 r

3 BEDROOM HOUSE

~

5 BlDROOM HOUSE
II B2E. Walnul
All ulilitl.s included.
2 gl, l. I guy ne.d
2 more people
S155 eoc:h per month

ItOY AL ItENT AU
FOR C.'NCELLA nONS OF

Ani," _ U HOMiI

AVALUU NOW 'INIOUGH
SI'IIING SEMlSTlR,

Rea.onable. furn ..
a/c. cI_n. good

~~eROr ~~I~HE.2id~al:i!1
between 10 am and~ fom . Mon·Fri.
~~.monthandSl

3 BlDIIOOM HOUSE

permooth.

MUST' 'SEE!' · ir;'-M:.v.~Ii~

610 Syt:amQr.
Heat & WOI., Included
1 g irl ne.d, 2 mCH'.

LEVEL

2 girls ne.d 2 more peopl.

locatio.... No pet••

457-4422

furnished, two bedroom mobile
home for sr:ring semester. Close to
~~~: S 2O-per-..on. Call Lori at

C8rPfled. ;tnchored. underpinned .
AC. sorry no pets. 549-2938 or 5293331.
.
.
........ 1941Bc70
CA RBONDALE . BRAND NEW
14x70 furnished . big front and rea r
hedrooms. 2 full bath with garden
tub. Close to campus. walking

~!~~~C&~fe, l:fr~d~~~sg~5~

4431
. ...................... 1533Bc71
WORRIED ABOUT WI NTER
hea t ing bills ? One ~ room

$145 .. $330
o
o
o

carpeted -Country living
5 miles W . on Old 13 RI. 2

.23JO

The Place To Be

1n'85

no

rrfls. heal S25 mo. P hOne 549-

~I.. ~~~~: ~~ .s:'~~.~J.t~~ f~~c88
LOO"'NG FOR INEXPENSIVE

~~~~~t~7:'J~~P~~~

Subdh·ision. Rent S125-mo. Call
549-6612 days. or 549--3OtYl after 5

Pm·....................

1962Bc78
CARBO"DALE. 2 BEDROOM .
Prices sta rt at $125 . Cable
availabl e. Call 529-4444.
· ......... . ......... :. 1953Bc78
SOUTHERN MOBILE HOMES.
No. 69 . 3 bedrooms. gas heat , $225 a
month. 549-7180 or 549-8505 after
5:00.
· ...................... 1969Bc78
2 BEDROOM. SOxlO behind F red's
Dance Barn. $145 a month. water
included. 457-\334 or 985-6956 .
.. . ............... . .... 2384.Bc77
MURDALE HOMES . CAR ·
BONDALE. city facilities . two
miles or eight minutes to campus
or dov.'l1town. West side, pavement
lights. and anchOred in concrete .
One or two vacancies coming up
because end of FaU semester .

~~~~ ~~~.~ ~~re. g~:r4S~~~

S29--Sm.
. ... ...... ........... . . 1823Bc84
CLEAN. 12xSO AT Roxanne .
Reasonable . No pets. 54~ .

I

Room.

. ...................... 1548BdT7

indoor pool

· S , 1'0, 12 wId •• B5 .. up
Air ccndition & Noturalgo s

CALL 457-43:f4 Of' 995-9487

~":!;~ 1~;~Eo~~u~S::e.t~

'RooMS FOR RENT. $68.85 per
week furnished. Maid service. all
utilities c::,id. Ca ll 549-4013 at the
~~Cn~I~. Motel. 82S E . Main.

FREE

KNOLLCREST RENTALS

$135 ~ per monlh
I~MCOTTAGI
2513 O&d W .. t 13
Avollob'- Jan I,t
&:22S per month

· ........ . ............. 15118c73

f:~st~~s V.~lri-ig~~~to~~~l

CONTACT

mo. Available Dec. I. no rent till
Jan . I. 457-2797 days.
2224Bc74
SUPE'Ii " NiCE'" si35. Ca rpel .
furn ished , 2 bedrooms. 2 miles N .
of Ramada Inn . Available now.
549-3850.
....................... 2215Bc74

313 Birch Ion.
Wad,.r. dry.t'. carPOrt
2 peopl. ne.d 1 mOf".
$1.58 eoch per monlh

~v~r1rr: i~e f~~ ~m~~:

~~~ ~~'E~ce~r!:';:ndi~~~~ ~~~~~:~~t'~:~~; ~!~ cTea~~

Trees, lawn , parking. No pets. 529-

2iiEjjRoo~i. SEHiND~,~1rfl~

50:2 H.I.n S395 / mo.

All utilltl •• incluct.d

ioxso 2'SDRM: i\ii-: iiOci-d=Ba~

underpinned. Quiet setting, lots of
trees. SI lS-mo. Phone 867-2346

TWO'S COMPANY ROOMMATE
find ing service. Need a plaee or

~~~~J~~O!r~~~'

(rom campus. 529-4270 or 549-()491.
TraiJer No. 5.

3 BEDROOM HOUS.E

~

rent'

LBbTeDa~~a~ieC~.~~o 5~"'£'F
· .. .......... ......... 1512Bc72
SUB LEASE MY NICE 2 bedroom
near campus. Energy efficient.
cable, no pets. Save $S. 457-5266.
· .......... _........... 152OBc73
EXTRA NICE 2 bdrm. 2 bath.
furnished. ca~ted AC. ca ble tv,

~S.~ ~.~u~~?~eo~~if~i:

529.10B2 or 549.3375

rim= sn;~

Mobile Home.

VERY NICE 12x54. 10 min . lrom

549-4227 .
...... . ...... . ....... . . 1T32BcT2
NEAR CAMPUS. 2 bedrooms,
nicely furnished. energy elficienl.

~Ji':i ~~f~o~~t~~~:

~yt:,:d ~reaeJ,paW~i~fa~.eg"

6538.
. .. .... ... ....... . 1783Bbn

,

~

0\

~

tn

..d

Cc

LARGE. FURNISHED ROOM ,
close to CJ\mpus. aU utilities included in rent , S4C}-3174 .
.. .......... 2047Bd72
PRIVATE
ROOMS,
CAR·
BONDALE, lor students. Very

E~~a~~~ Ng~:~ ~~~~t~
~'P~~f~~~~~.eVak~~~~~~
~~30 i~~rn~i~l

=

kitchen , ; y tel ephone , pa y
washer &
er, and color TV on
cable. Call 45 ·7352 or 529-5m.
........... . .. . . ....... 1822Bd83
ROOM FOR RENT with kitchen
~~~ . Wa sher. S02 S. Forest.
. .......... . .. . .. .. .... 170711d84
UTILITIES INCLUDED $4(I-week

~~~jOseRep~ ~~.m5~

2128 or 529-3957.

SiNGLE 'RooMS 'C(iMP~sm

lurnised. Utilities included . I and
one-ball blocks from campus. 5495596.

ROOMS" AVAIUiILE" fJ=

semester, $129-.]40 per month,
utilities, included. close to campus.
Joe, 549-7931.
..... . .......... . . . .... 2183Bd75

ROOM TO RENT in modern home.
Washer-dryer pr ivil~es . fujI
=i~~1::f~p.m. xtremely
.......... ..
. .. 1847BdT.!
ROOM FOR RENT in p!trtially
restored Victorian house. Close to
~:7~~: Very quiel. Sl2S-monlh.

e1 . i & 3 Bedroo.Tls
eFurn is hed o r unfurn .
elorge . modern, recently
remod.led
·Swimmin lOCI
-New laur ornot
-5 min . from compu &

oEtf I & 2 Bedrooms
eFum or un'urn .
-Recently remod.led
·Swlmm ing Pool

... .. . ................. 2432BdT2
EXCELLENT SINGLE OR doub:.

rooms , close to center of campus.
~~uired . private, no

-New Laundromat

-5 min. from campus
-Walk to University Moli

-Walk to Un iversity Mall

WRIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

529-1741

...,MI'

[R_mat..

J

I OR 2 lemaJ. roommates needed
for sp. sem. Nice. (urnished
~;;l.own apt. Cail 4S7-c2S7 oe
.. ... ... ............. . . 2064Ben
FEMALE ROOMMATE-ADOR·

~LE$~g. p'\"usS~~~l~~iI~~e

Pref. non--smoker. 4S7-442:l •
.... .. ... 2083l!eTO
Page 12. Uaily Egyptlan,, ' ecemuer :J, JY84

I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
Four bedroem furnished Lewis

!':~~te;~aC!we4~~-4:~ ai~ri(~~
Amy.
"

.... ..

.-

. . ... 2073Be75

!:f~a &'.a§~~~~~~~~~~~~lU:

................ . .... 2076BeTi

FEMALE SUB LEASER NEEDED

~~~nL~~'SI~~ ~~~ k1~

one-fifth util ities. Call 529-28i7 .
.......... 2077Bei5
ROOMMATE WA NTED OWN
room, Brookside Manor. $1 67.
includes cab le, ut iJ. Grad
pre/erred. Wendy . 536-3375.
..................... . . 1587Be74
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for spri:lg semester in ~ s Park

~~i·Sh~6)tb~:n~~~=.

&
...................... 2074Be70
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
large attic rm . w-divider. Nice
hoUSe . Close to campus. One·filth
ulilities. S4~2674 .
.. . ......... . .. .. ...... 2093Be74
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR

~~er:!~. ~~~rm~~~:;~tav~

oven. 549-4741 ask fo r Dan.
...•..•. . .............. 2150Be77
MALE OR FEMALE subleaser
~g<!~o:s~~~a8ft:: ~:s Pa rk .
.............. . ........ 2148Be74
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
BEGI NN I NG Jan . 1. Good

~~~~~=m;.x~t:!!e~t\'i~f~~:s1

sm ask for P at.

. ........ . ............. 2153Be70
NEED I ROOMMATE 2 bdrm. IT.

Roxanne. Free water. Dec. or Jan .

15th til May 15. SilO-mo. OBO 549-

8368.

.
.
.. ... 2142.Ben
RESP ONSIBLE
FEMALE
WANTED to share 3 bdr. apl ot
Brookside. Grads prelerred. Call
549-384().
. ............... 2159Ben
e roommates needed for
mester. Clean. furnished
lown Apts. Call 529-2187or
................. . ..... 2163Ben
I FEMALE SUBLEASER needed.

~ u~rN:ies~ltlr~.

°a"st
for JuJ ie .
....... . .....• .. ....... 2227Be74
MALE OR FEMALE roommate
needed. Low rent. nice area. S295484.
. •..•• . ......... . ...... 2433Be77
ROOMMATE NEE9ED F OR 3

~Nf~ti ~~o~~~~n!:e~

549-2978.

.. . ................... . 243l8e74

SUBLEASE. ONE BEDROOM
availa ble in roomy 4-bedroom
house, easy·going roommates.
~7ilace. rent negoliable. CaU549SUBLEASE

LEWIS

... 2438Be74
PARK 4

~~onO~e-~~r~~W~J~:

mediately . 529-1485.
. ..... . ......•..•...... 244 I Bei7
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR

~~I~l~IN~ c~~5~7s~~

noon. Afler 5.
. ... ..... . ............. 2449Ben
lloo ;':~.:ATE
WANTED FOR

;6;~I~~~~;,J::04T7'~~PUS and
2' 'ROOmIATES' ·NE'Eii~Br.;

I...ev.ri.s- Park. $120 a month. for
spring semester. Call 529-5S88.
....... ..... . .. ....... . 223TBe74
ONE PERSON FOR 3 bdr. house,

~ng~mm~~r.c!a1ff fl~, p~ra:t

before IOa .m .
. .. . ..... .. ....... . ... . 2175Ben
ROOMMATE NEEDED. GAR·
DEN Park Acres . Cheap ulilities:
(ru ~' !'ter. Ask for Chri.s, S49-35~.
•... . ....•..........•.. 2174Be77
I ROOMMATE NEEDED 10
sublease 2 bedroom mobile home.
S~~ and-or summer semester.

~~: Af~~ Pc:n~~is~J~~~. No
.. . .. . ............. . .. 2222BeTl
FF.MALE ROnMMATE WAN·
TED . Nice new two bedroom.
furn ished trailer . Parkview
Trailer Court, SI37.SO. (;all 52!'1S1.
... .. . . ........ . ....... 2191Den
FEMALE ROOMMATE CS )
WANTED lor 803 W. Colleg. bouse .
SI25 mo. Call 529-2750.
. . .. ........ . ..... . .... 2422Ben
R ESPONSIBLE
PERSON
NEEDED to share c:e.an three
bedroom house ~'ith G[ ad. student.
549-2262.
. ... . .. . . . .. ....... .. 1845Ben
FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR a
clean 4 t.!droom Lewis Parle apt .
~r~ Spring semester. Jear.ne,
. .. . .................. . 2228Be72
ONE OR 1W0 lemales 10 sublet al
Lewis Parle. Ask lor Denice or
Therese 457·7542.
. ..... .. ............... 2195Ben
ROOMMATE WANTED . WILL
ha ve ov.n room in lhis new
~~~~~~4Ix.ase. Quiet

FOR

2 BEDROOM NEW, nMr beach,
off Cedar ("r""k Road . Carpeted,

iE 'NEEjjED'r~m~"I~

washer & dryer hOOkU~ Lar&e
~is~~~7~k Secluded . 0 pe .
..
. ............. 1726Bf85
ONF BEDROOM. SliS month and
deposit One ,'ear lease _ call
Century 21 HouS ~ of Realty. S295321 . Ask for Stacy or LaDonna.
.................... 1700Bf85
MURPHY SBO R O . BIG 2
bedroom Nice l0C3tion. fully

ROOMMATES

NEEOED

~~~~~=a~~ark '120ROoMM

Rooi.i~iAiENEEbEjj 16::t~~

4 bdrm. hoUSf: on Chern' St (or

~fi~rfes ~~30 ~r~~ !~~!~~:a~Y:'

Call4,7·2068

FE~iAi.E · WA"'TED 'Fo~~t1~

F"E~iALE ' ·li.o<i~i~iAT~I99~Il~

.

for newly remodeled Lewis Park
For Sf' semester &

3rc: rtmen t.

~5~~ . ~sT~c!.r~~terested ca ll

i FE~,Ai.E ·li.oO~iMATl~~.:3

to sublet beautiful 4 bedroom
house $125 mo. 804 W. Pecan 549-42"7

failer.

~~es . ~in 45~!~4 .one quarter
. 2118Be74

~~Red2 ?~~elnf;~alru:;.~~aw
Cherry St. Hous!' a.·ail. Dec. 15.
Close'to campus. low rent lease
ends in May. 54U860
. . .................... 212iBe71
F"EMALE TO SHARE 4 txlrm. apt .
for spring & s:'l.mmer semester.
right next to campus. Utilities
~~~i.a~~~~ 4~lronth plus
.... . . .............. 2104Bo71
MALL ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Part ially firnished . SId). PIUS
~*I=: rno Call Tom P evenings.
... .. . . . .
.. 16018e71
M·F ROOMMATE "EEDED for

~~n~,!~e~~~a~'lt~r;~:~~:
~1ir se~k~'}8 h~o~o~~~r~
~rsonalitv who likes small 3~

perien('ed. 457-4666.
. ..... . .. .. ........... . . 1559E81
EXPERrENCED TYPIST FOR
rast . acr' lrate typin* jobs. On
~~~~~I fJ~~ .&i de Ivery. after
..................... . .. 1831E83
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Med ically approved method by

1608Bm

~~~ Ff~~~~!c:.s~~~'~~~ 4~~:

2612.
.............. . ...... . 17O:;E85
DF.. SOOT ~1.~G I C Chi m ne~

~~~eet~e Ifak~·:~t. ~~'~~~~If

safe. (Call 985-446S. I
................... 1.99E86

nflh"'N1·.J;~~SB~lth ~~~~~a~~

~~W:e~? ~ riE~I~fsiA~fs~knc~?c~~

. . , ....... 21i9Beil

ROOMMATE FOR SPRING som

403 N _ University. Lg 4 bedroom

......

~~~tiJ~~ mrn~p~.h ,\~:

~eHomeLO~

2120Be71

~~e~~U:;~I)~~~r~~.~~~rnous

.

~~~U:l~~~tromc equip
....................... 1809E78
TYPING . QUALITY WO Rr(,
experipn4 row rates. Rush jobs
~f~.ee!tr457-4e~ papers. theses.
.
. ............. 1968E74
TYPING. ED ITING , BOOK in·

.943.

2 MALE ROOMMATES needed

. ....

Ii~~~iati~~~E~esum:,H~~~

UN F U RN ISHEr>.
ONE
BEDROOM. on 4W A iarm. one
with wood heat. one with elee.
~~~~:r~f~~: r:::~~3alld trash
.................... 2219B(71
CARBONDALE. BEAUTIFUL 2
bedroom S300 No lease. pets or
waterbeds. Available December
18. woodriver Dr .. 457·5438. 457-

~ Chea~) : C~ I S29-4~ ~.f~~~~'Be74

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

... _....

4.7·7050.
. ... . ................ 1958L74

. .....
.......
. 15112B(70
NEW 2 BEl'ROOl'o1. appliances.
ra~il~N!~r.~I'1 W;~tJrrt . laundry

spring semester. nice. quiet
location. 3 miles north of campus.
Slli-month plUS one--half utihties

_ ....

&: t lowdry. F'or appcintmenl call

~ru~~a';~~~1 J;~70~r)'er

rU!"l1ish~ Lewis Park Apartmenl.
Will consider subleasing 457-7405.

School. 457-4714 a ft.er 5 pm.
. ...... ... .......... . . . 1835E74
CAT HOL IC CON FIRM ATION
CLASS. B~ins Feb. 4th . 7:30 p.m.
Newma n center. 529--3311.

mqWWi ,*1

~AB .
TE CH .
PREFER
b:!.ckground 10 Cherni!'lry &
Biologv Send resume and"Or

WANTED

~~~ne~~itha~~icavt;r~kb~~OUt~~

on ly

.. . .

[L-_____D_u_p_le__x.__s _____~

IVA ' iTi::b ' TO ' BUY. ·C1'js1~(n':.
go!e! & silver. broken jev.eln'.
fW~;/~~~~'I~ & J . Coins. 821 S .

~~(~:T~~hiC~x~~t~:nl \~ tu~~~

LOST

students: student work eligibility :
eJ'!rrv~~e 6t!~~ a~~~t:r;;~~~
availability to attend a preservice

LOST ' BLACK KITTEN. female , 6
months no collar. E. Park Street
area . S2S 00 reward for return. 457·
2435

~~:~r;r5~~1; 30". ~rurned by
AriF~:TION · ruDEr..'TS,l~~

\-.wg-I!I[3!t,jmgw \

the Illinois Army National Guard

:~~ ~~~tm~{~~~ill~

SPRING BREAK IN Daytona
Beach rrom $89, south Padre rrom
m. Mustang Island· Port Aransas
$119. Sleambolt Sprinrr skiing

It:

lime pay over $1200 ~r year.
a
fulJ lime Student arid a part time
soldier. Militan' service at Home!
Cau SGT. Bendix ir. Carbondale at
457-0552 or call loll free 1-8O()..2S2. ....... . . ...

~"ks~c~WVu~~~c;k

Blu. CroSio Blu. Shield nf l11.noil illhe Inr.ovOllv.I.-oder In th. health
( ore ir.uron(e Indu.try We or ••• eklllg both .xpenenc.a peopl. and
Ind.vlduol ...... illing 10 train for out Med icor. clolml proceuing cent.r
in Mo rion l1I.noi.
On .. lte In'e,."le ... w ill be hel" at :
Hollefo., Inn
H IOhw~., 12 o t 1·57
Ma rlon , llIlnol.
Tue ld.y. o.ctimbe,. 4 , 1 :00am. 2:00p m
W. el"" c.""re n t ly recru it ing
tc.-t ,N, tellowl". positions :

PART T M E TYPISTS
Requlrem.ntl include occurote typing
of 2S wpm and 0 willingne.u 10 l.-or., CRT .
Hovn or. A OOpm.7OOpm Mondoy .Friday

RN 's
...ponalbillfl.. include handling a nd Inve.tlgating claim •.
Requlremttnta Incillde recent hotpltol . xperlenc• • health car. d oirn.
.xperlence 0 ;:Iu• • ond strong orol c"\CJ wr'". n .klll • . UtlllJ.ollon
r...,~ bockground G . trong plu • .
Blu. erou Blue Sh i.ld provide••• cellent lolorlttl . II you qualify for
lhe •• po. ition • • w ......ould !.Ie. 10 mee' With you on December Ath .
Morit your calendar NOW ond stop by for a confklentlollnt.rvl~ .
(If yOU or. unoble to m. . t u. on Oe<ember .. th, you may come Into
our office to comple'e on opplkotlon).

Blue Cross Blue Shield
N.wl!tou t. 13W.. t
f'~t

v.lu. "orel

~rlon ,

I1 l1nol.

o\n Equal ",oportunity Emp .oyer

Smile advertising
is to be used
by individuals
for personal
advertising -birthdays ,
anniversaries .
congratulations ,
etc . and not
for commercial
use .

T=1::8

~~'~.n~f~~~~~y~n

C'DAL!:: CO NT RY -L1V;NG . :U~,JE&n!'~~I :..~[: 8if;~!
Vel''' nice & clean. one bedroom. will be clw.l 12·24-M through 1·2·
ca~t 2nd gas heat Giant City
Road Sorry no pelS. 529-5878 or ~~~i~~ ~~tB~~ll~. ~1:~O~~
.29-:mn
62959.

Blue Cross Blue Shi .. ld Will Conduct
Localln 4 erviews!

The
Harem

:ree ror more inforr.1ation 1--80032' ·5911 or contact a Sunchase

. .. 1511C74

MARK
YOUR
CALENDAR!

Dorle
Warren

22'i2 .

~~~~f.~ad~atem:~~~:ntsa t t rt uJe~

2972 .

Happy
Birthday

WA: 'r eb : ".iUNIU:AIiS: d:~?~

FOIi. ·· !;PR·I;.;e; ·· '1985 :" i~~~~
Aca~emically enthusiastic. highly
mOtlv3ted applicants for positions
of Learmng Skills Assistants to
provide a tutorial services 10

piCked up in Woody Hall C·g«. All

. . . . . . . . 2213Be71

1 OR 2 people needed for trailer.
semester Close to campus.
~r~~~I:Su~.~:o month. Deanna
.. . ............... .. . 2166Be71
ROOMMATE NEEDED. S90 a
month. Call 549-6644.
... 2172&72

~.
Effective
January 1, 1985

TOY TRA I NS : L IONE L 1
American Flyer. I"es. etc. "0.
~ge plus standard gauge. 549-

Brcns,,;ck Labs. 1000 S. 20th SI'
Murphys bor o. II 62966, At :
tenlion : L. Williamson.

t\l!~:::~~t &~ ~~-'~i:;ornin~ ~~~~~~~n A prli~ti~~ ~:;.n~

s~nng

~~

Dlonlh on haircuts. perms. roll set

~~~'eo~~~O;:frTge~~~~~A~:~~:trc

3 bdrm. house Si25 plus one-third
utilit ies. W S:,camoreSt. S49-S267.

.

LILLIE'S BEAUTY SHOP, 1424

Dogwood Rd. Special olfers for one

your
. ................. . . . .. 1604J71
BACKPACK BIG BEND Nat.
Park, Texas. Dec. 14-22. Call
Touch of Nature· SOAR. 529-4161.

[man.ww,-I

UNTA~YIDfOSHOWS O'O

SEKA - HOlMES- TOP XXl( STARS
,....,. AND fHTU: ... 1tlAI: ()f-IlUlt.DlNG.

~AL

821 Silo A V CAR80NDAlE
NOON ·5:00 MON ·SAT

t~~~n~I~~in~~~~i~~~~i:~~~·
. . . ..

to:

MAGl\l.lNfS
8mrn VIDEO

ADULT

TYPING . R SH JOBS andregular . Cassette tapes transcribPd . Termpapers. theses,
diSSt'rlations. bOok manuscripts.
.... . ..

Congratulations

B

3374E077

~~

call .IIITH.IGHT

Fr_ pr-vnoncy ' • • "n9
DAY1SCONSTRUCfION : LARGE
' (onfod.nhol o",.'onc.
or small jobs. we do it all. Low
549-2794
prices. free esti mates. 457-M38.
. .... .. ..
. ........ 1424E151
Mondoy.frioay
I. AIM DESIGN Studio. Garments
10 a .m.· .. p .m.
designed. conslructed 2nd altered.
21
. MAl
Open 7 days. 529-3996.
52
NEED A pAPEIi.
selectric. Fast and accurate. . - • - - • - - •••••••• .
reasonable rates. Guaranteed no
errors. 549-2258.
"THE CLUB". CARBONDALE.
Popular downtown bar
en·
. . . . . .. .. . .......... IffiEn
COMPUTE R DATING . SEND for Itorlainment. Excelien1 potential

·lypo;J 1r..J

I• 'liM-l;a-n,i",mw I
with

~U~ti<s'!:~n;s~~car~n~~('~scrL

61101

WORD'PROCESSiNG : 'wl~6W~

~tnh='iCjiSs~n&e~. sl~~~
r.esu~es. (orm . letters. maiftng
lisLe;. cry expenenced 529-2722.

SPRA"y "N 'BUFf" cars . ~~

$190.00. Bod)' v.ork additional. All
pain t gua rant ee d . DuPont
products. 457-8223.
..................... . .. 1748E74
TYPING. THE OFF ICE 4(,9 W.
MaIO. 549-3512.
1760E75
. . .. ..........
BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR ,

~mr::'ci~~~~~~~r. ~.~~

II

Terms-<:ash 457-.841 7.

.

:!

.

~~
~iwna

Cfla tkt
Cflina
~

~
.Aiatk

@ckae

RIDER WANTE[)'P H£LADELP
HIA-NC\Io' Jerse . X.mas break~
457-2890. Keep uj;ng.

9'~

!iOUSE FOR SALE, 705 W. Elm .
Near campus, on residential 51. Ig.
yard. 3 bdnns. lots of kids in area.
4.7-5079.

Activation
into

In Their

~!~f,r~ && I"~~g;~u;i~u~:~tt~~~
~v.~ e:~C~re~S7~~'4 3:t7 S.

S400 .. i.iONTiiLY . 'POTi::Wffl:C

AUTOWORKS BODY AND
Mechanical reroir, service calls.
~~~iJ§l.work . 0 yrs. experience.

S7Sj( '" '{)"Nr'ULX' ·jN·~m.W.
propre~~ p~;ooo. Leaseoption ';'ill be considered. 529-2128.

. ..•.. . 1!l43E77

I

~an
~afdd

income (rom 4 bedroom house.
$36,Il00. Terms possible . • 29-2128.

AlphPhi~r

Dally Egyptian, Oe<.'e mhcrJ. 1984. I:)a ce 1

Women swimmers edge Cal ,
in Time Standard Invitational
By Mike Frey

breastroke with a time 01 both the I· and 3-meter d,vmg
1:05.26, good enough to qualify competition , recording scores 01
lor the NCAA linals. She also'Set 463.95 an 447 .676, respectively.
Women 's s~imming coach a meet recoid in the event.
Calil<:nia -Berkeley counTim Hill expected California- Marlin was edged by the Bears' tered with some excellent inBerkeley to be the Salukis' Cindy TutUe in the 2OO-yard divid ual per lormances 01 its
tough.,;t opponenl ir, the sixth breaststroke, but still turned in own. Ma ry T. Meagher, who
annuai SJU-C Time Stal,dard
won gold medals in the 100- and
Invitational, held Friday and ~~n~~Zn~~~ I;n~o~i~~ 01 2 200-yard butterfly in the 1984
Mar tin also swam on the Summer Olym pics, set a pool
Saturday at the Recreation
Salukis ' lirst-place ?OO-ya rd record in the 200 butterfly
C... terpool.
The Golden Bears did live up medley r elay tea m , which (2:00.39l.
to Hill 's expectatioll!', as Cal- finished with a n NCAA standard
Swedish Olympia n Connie
Berkeley swimmers established and meet record timeol 1:47.22. Van Bentum set three pool
Coontz won the 500- and 1,65(). records, in the lOO-yard butlour pool records and won 10 01
20 events. But the perlormance yard Ireestyle events as well as terll y (55.67) , the 200-yard
was not enough to upend the the 4OO-yard individual medley. Ireestyle tl :SO.63) a nd the 100Salukis, who put together a She recorded NCAA qualilying ya rd Ireestyle (SO.87l.
"There two best individuals
stellar team ellort to edge Cal- times in the Ireestyle events.
Berkeley 1,003 to 967.5 in the She linished with a time 01 tMeagher and Van Bentum ) are
four · tea m meet. Indiana 4:52.93 in the 500-lree, and goi ng to score better tha n our
linished third with 509.5 points. recorded a time 01 16 :39.35 in .two (Marlin and Coontzl, " Hill
and Colorado State was lourth the 1,6SG-Iree, a meet reconi.
said. "We did a better job with
"Our two seniors. Amanda our depth, a nd our relays were
with 431 points.
" I am I eally satisfied ," Hill and Janie. did a fine job," Hill better ."
said loll owing the meet. " We set said. " We look lor them to be
On Thursday, the Salukls
more individual standards than our lOp perform"rs, a nd they deleated India na 87·53 in a dua l
ever belore. One thing that turned in NCAA qualifying meet.
really helped was that we pulled times ."
Irick won both the lOO-a nd 200The Sa lu kis ' 800-yard yard backstroke, establishing
together this weekend and
became even closer as a team . Ireestyle relay team 01 Coontz, an NCAA sta ndard time of
A team ellort won the meet lor Roxanne Carlton. Lori Rea and 2:05.35 in the 200.
US."
Rene Royally also recorded a
Martin and Lucero were also
The Salukis scored points by NCAA standard time (7:32.631.
double winners. Martin capSophomore Wendy Irick won tured Iirst in both the 100- and
placing in the top three in every
event. over coming Cal · the 200·ya rd backs toke with a 200-yard br eastroke , and
Berkeley's advantage in first- meet record time 01 2:07 .26. She Lucero won the 1· and 3-meter
place linishes . Senior All · also captured Iirst in the 200- dh~ng competition .
Americans Amanda Martin and y ard individual medley . The Salukis now hold a 4-0
(2:08.65 ).
Janie Coontz led SJU-C.
dua l rr.'!et record. SIU-C will be
Wendy Lucero was first in idle until Jan . 5.
Martin won the 100·) ard
Staff Writer
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t z stYll,'S to serve ~ou

Rib:"

HOLIDAY SPECIAL ..
HAIRCUT $6 . 50
lof'Ier,"'IlIroOft.. ISl au . iT.SO

$2.50 off onPERMS

Thinks for zlather lIreat lIeari
Walk· Ins welcome

..

No 2PPi. necessarY

SOUTHLAND DENT L CLINIC
«I Willow Carbondale
106 N. Chestnut DeSoto

I.V. Sedatlon/o.r.ral A-"-'a/DentaI5urgery
We offer special rates for SIU-C and John A. Logon
students and their Immedia te fam i ly members .
Students have to show current fee statement cord.
We also offer special rates for the elderly and
families with a limited Income. Public A id potlents
are also wei~ome .
.
Carbondale
M-W-F 5pm-9pm
6181457-6711

DeSoto
Tues <I Sot 9om·2pm
6181867·3174

Brinkman paces men swimmers
The men's swimming team , participating in a
strong lield, placed third out 01 six schools at the
Gamecnck Invitational Tournament over the
weekend.
Gary Brinkman led the tea m with first- place
finishes in the 500-yard Ireestyle a nd second-place
firushes in the 200-yard Ireestyle and the 1,65().
yard I.....tyle. His time 01 four minutes and 23.24
seconds in the 500-yard Ir eestyle was a NCAA
qualifying standard.
Anderz Grillbammar placed first in the 1.650

Ireestyleand his time 01 15:25.19also was a NCAA
qualifying standard. Tomas Hakanson placed
lirst in the lOO-yard freestyle with 2 time 01 45.54 .
He a1so placed second in the SG-yard freestyle
with a time 01 21.17. Giovanni F rigo placed second
in the 200-yard backstrcke.
South Carolina won the meet with 820 points.
Auburn placed second with 652, lollowed by SIU-C
(615), West Virgina (598), Nor th Carolina (491)
a nd Clemson (427 ).

_,p,risttnas

~opping

was

suen acliore/until

liMA Y WE EXPLAIN?"
We wouldn't want you to miss out on our final
session of Graduate Portrait Photography

I discovered the

somethinfJ-fOr-

Interesti ng
features , valuepocked Christmas
ods!

lood for the DE
G ift Guide
Friday, December 7,

---

Until December 7, our Delma St udios Photographer is ready and
waiting to take your graduate portrait! All students earning an
ASSOCIATE'S, BACHElOR'S, MASTER'S, Ph .D. , or LAW degree, or
completing the first year of MEDICAL SCHOOL are eligible if
graduating this December or nex ~ Mayor August !

Sittings are only $3 .00! They are FREE when you order and pay f or
a yearbook at the studio_ When you buy a yearbook at the studio, we
pay the sitting fee and discount the price of the yearbook $3 _00! The
$17,00 you '" pay for the yearbook is a 15 percent discount and we'"
give you a copy of our $150.00 coupon book at NO EXTRA CHARGE !

For more information call us at 536-n68!

THE COMPUTERIZED APPOINTMENT CARD WAS
PROVIDED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE BY •••

Obe lisk II Yearbook •

MEN: Open year on high note

WOMEN: Lose
due .t o U!Tllovers

Continued £rom Page 16

Continued from Page 16
Johns, wt;~ coached Scott at
Memphis State, said she is
pleased and proud of Scott's job
with the SIU-e program .
" The makings of a good coach
come when you have less talent
than other teams and still WiD,
and Cindy did that. She has
more talent now and is doing a
good job," Johns said.
J ohns said the next match·up
between coach and fo rmer
coach will be at Memphis, a
relief a fter playing in Davies
Gymnasium before a packed
crowd.
"They really let us know they
were there. It's good for the fans
here, but ) don't like it as a
visitor,"
Even though the 29 turnovers
hurt the Salukis . they
outrebounded the Tigers 5G-3O
~nd had a slight edge in field
goal and free throw per·
centages.
" We're disappointed that we
keep hurting ourselves, but
we're going to he good. Even

~~~e~~:~~r~co~l~rl.'

first half and used a swarming
man·ta-man defense headed by
Birch to holt to a HI-point lead,
41-22, late in the first hall. Indiana State-Evansville outscored the Salukis 8·3, to slice
their halftime lead to 44-30.
"We got a little lazy on
defense and sent them to the line
too often, " Birch said. "They
scored most of their last eight
points of the first half (six) on
free throws because we lost our
intensity and committed fouls."
THE SCREAMING Eagles
cut the Saluk i ;~.ad to 12 points
on four 'JCcasions early in the
second naif but SlU-C pulled
away and took • 6~50 lead on a
th. ee- point play by Birch
midway thloogh the second
half.
Birch, who scored a ga mehigh ;. ;>aints, created havoc for
the Screaming Eagles offenSe in
toe first hall. He scored Il
points, was 5 of 5 [rom the field ,
and contributed three steals to
help tr igger the Salukis fast
ureak. Birch finished 8 of 12

we

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
FORLUNCH&.
DlNNER. SERVING
CHINESE LUNCH BUFFET &.
DINNERS OR ORDER
THE DAILY SPECIALS.

40¢

n.oo
~

704
75¢

Murdole Shopping Center
529-2813

75¢

~~~~~tl
:--..... ~• .:::. -:--

•

...... .,~

,

~

Drafts

Pitchers

LOwENBRAu
1

Seag rams
Jack Daniels
Speedrails

ON SPECIAL ALL DA Y & NIGHT
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Dr.
McGillicuddy

from the field .
"We all played well on
def....e, and we're able to make
the steals which led to our
layups," Birch said. " ) played
my part defensively and
everybody else did the same.
and it worked out welL"
" I thought the group that
started the game for us did a
good job offensively and
defensively in the first t5
minutes," Van Winkle said. " I
expect good defense from Birch
a nd Bufford but the two I was
r ea ll y pleased with wer e
(Cleveland ) Bibbens and
( Bernard ) C~ mpb e lL They
worked real haro defensively
and did a fine job for ·15."
Bufford added 14 ;)(lints and
Bibbens and Perry had 12
apiece for the Salukis, who were
38 of 63 from the field for 60.3
percent.
The Scream ing Eagles, who
slipped to 1-2 overall, was led by
Bill Meade with 15 rints and
Stephen Jackson wiU. 14.
The Salukis return to the
Arena at 7:35 p.m. Monday
night . nd wiu face Southwest
Missouri State

Tanqueray

75C

75C

( Between North Illinois aro the railroad )

HOJ~ . 9;00 to S:30 '''''-:In.'Sa1.
Sunday 12 '0 S Phone 549·1741

SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
in a cup or cone

CANNED FO.O D DRIVE
-Now until Wed. Dec 12, 1984-

A,II the fun of ICE' cream - ptus me gocxJ th ings of yogurt
High in taste. ION
fat . Natural frul l flavors

.n

. I
9e: Speclo

Famous Demm quality.

Conducted by:

This coupon and 194 entilles bear.
foo reg. cuporconeofDANNY-YO

Coupon Expires 12/ 15/84
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The Social Work
STUDENT ALLIANCE

An contributions will go directly to the
Carbondale Food Bank - for community needs.
This is the Christmas season and everyone.
deserves a hot meal, so won't you please
donate a can - Thank you.

LIVE JAZZ
With

The Rick McCoy

Quartet

N. Washington

'-'B!B!ll!1m.....

.

usa

All donations will be collected at:
Baseme'"!.t_of Quigley Hall- Room 4, 8:30a.m .
to 4p.m. Contact Michellf;t Thomas 453-2243.

This ad sponsored by the Undergraduate Student Organization
Daily Egyptian. OPcember3. 1984, Pdge 15
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Men cagers
show promise
with two wins
By Sieve Koulos
Stall Writer
The SIU-e men's basketball
team opened the season on a
positive note by deleating
Missouri-Kansas City 64-53, and
Indiana Stale-Evansville 88-70,
during the weekend at the
Arena .

Even though neither school
proved to be a strong non·
conference opponent, the two
victories brought out a lot 01
positive aspects in the Salukis
play. For instance :
-The Salukis, led by guards
N. te Bufford and Roy Birch a nd
cen er Kenny Perry, shot well
from the field and hit ~f·1I8
attempts for 55.9 percent. The
trio all shot beller than SO
percent from the field as Buf·
ford was 13 of 19. Birch was 13 of
22, and Perry was 11 of 16.
-SI · C rel'siv£d st rong
leadership from senior guar ds
Bufford and Birch. Bufford
averaged 14 points per game
and Birch, the point guard,
averaged 16 points and two
steals.
-They received balanced
scoring, with three pla yers
breaking into double figures
against Missouri·Kansas City
and four against Indiana State-

Evansville.
- The Salukis played well
defensively ,
using
an
aggressive man-tcrman defense
to limit their two opponents to
43.6 percent from the field (48·
of·1I0) and caused 27 Indiana
State-Evansv'J le turnovers.
SJU-e HAD the f;!St·game
jitters against Missouri·Kansas
City but settled down and was
able to establish its running
game against Indiana StateEvansville.
" The first game is the hardest
game of the season, it's a litlle
like getling married," Saluki
Coach Allen Van Winkle said.
" Everybody was s<> tense, it will
take fcur or fi ve games to get it
together. "
Birch and Bufford scored 14
p<>intll apiece and Perry added
I'. to spark the Salukis to their
victory over Miscouri-Kansas
City. Bufford scored on a
jumper from the outside to give
tbe Salukis a &-4 lead at 16:41 of
the first balf, a lead they
wouldn 't relinquish for the
remainder of the game.
"IN SOME ways offensively,
it was probably typical of a first
game ," Van Winkle said .
" We're tentative offensively in

SIaff Photo by Scott Shaw
Salukl forward Bernard Campbell applies
pressure to Indiana.state E\'ansviUe's Jeff
the first half, and we didn 't want
to make a mistake, but we
s traightened that out in the
second balf. Defensively we
played better than a typical first
game, lt

The Salukis were 28 of 55 from
the field for SO.9 percent.
Missouri·Kansas City, led by
center Fred Johnson's nine
points, was held to 22 of 61 for
36.1 percent and s lipped to 3·2
overall .

Cardinals
. .
remaIn In
playoff hunt
FOXBORO, Mass . (AP ) - St.
L')uis linebacker Thomas
Howard rambled 29 yards for a
touchdown with a first-quarter
fumble az the Cardinals, stunt:
by turno.,rs for the past month,
capitalized on New England
mistakes and rolled to a 33-10
National Football League
victory over the Patriots on
Sunday.
The triumph kept St. L:luis, 86, within one game of first place
in the NFC East. New England
was left with an 8-6 record and
slim hopes for an AFC wild-card
playoff bert.b.
The Cardinals committed 19
turnovers in their last four
games, losing three of them. But
they turned fumble recoveries
into 10 points Sunday to grab a
17·3 lead before boosting it to 27·
3 at halftime.
Neil Lomax led !'it. Louis on a
15-play, 72·yard drive on the
opening series capped by his I ·
yard touchdown pass to Doug
Marsh .
On the fifth play of New
England's first possession,
linebacker E .J . Junior forced
Craig James to fumble. Howard
scooped it up and raced into the
end zone to give the Cardinals a
1~ lead with 11: 24 gone in the
game.
Tony FrankJin's [!)·yard field
goal made it 14-3, but James
fumbled again on the Patriots'
next series . Benny Perrin
returned the ball 16 yards to the
St. Louis 45-yard line. The
Cardinals moved the ball to the
Staff Pboto by Scott Shaw
New England 19 and settled for
Mempbis SIale's Vera Webb release. a pas. over the bands 01
Neil O'Donoghue's 36-yard field
Saluki defender Cozette Wallace. AnD Kattreh (ZG) looks on.
goal.
Page 16. Daily Egyptian. ~mber 3, 1984

Brownfield during Saturday's game at the
Arena. SIU-e won 88-70.

One category the Salukis have
to improve is rebounding. The
smaller Kangaroos posted a 3124 advantage on the boards and
'he
6·foot ·5
Joh nso n
cutreOounded the 6-11 Perry by
a 9-4 margin. P el ry also had
only four boards against In·
diana State-Evansville, as the
Salukis posted a slim 30-28
rebounding adva ntage over the
Screaming Eagles.
" I t'tink rebounding is the

toughest thing to comment on,"
Van Wink.le said. " Somet imes
the ball doesn 't come to you. and
sometimes it does. I'm lIot too
concerned about Kenny ; I think
he'll rebound belter. But I'm
concerned about the team
rebounding."
Against the Screaming
Eagles, the Salukis shot 64 percent from the field in the
See MEN, Page 15

Turnovers~

MSU

beat women cagers
By Anita J . Stoner
StaffWriler

the second half, enabling Street
and Vera Webb opportunities to
extend the Lady Tigers' lead t~?
points . Then a s pree of action
frC!m Bonds once again pulled
the Salukis close, but she fouled
out wi" ) 9 :01 remaining in the
g"me after scoring 19 points.
" I fell useless on the bench
because I knew I should have
been out there," Bonds said.
Saluki guard Petra Jackson
said she knew Bonds' absence
would create rebounding
probleins for the Salukis. When
backup center Pam Seymour
fouled out and Street came in,
Jackson took the ball inside and
drew Street's hith foul .
With Memphis State's big
people on the bench and three
minutes left, the Salukis needed
to close the 4-point gap. The
Tigers fought to maintain the
lead until the final play, a
basket by Jackson which left the
Salukis one point shy of a lie.
" We were fortunate to win,"
Johns said. " If there bad been
more time, things might have
been different. "
Jackson was the game's high
scorer with 20 points, but that
did not ease the pain of C'lming
so Dear to the elusive win .
" To me, it really hurls. We
beat ourselves, the turnovers
killed us. But you can't dwell on
the past. When we cut those
down, we' ll be better," Jackson
said. " I wish we play teams as
good as they are all the time."
Scr.tt sbared the feeling of
frustration and disappointment .
" We can't play this calibre of
team, make these errors and
win .. she said " BUI if I had to
lose' by one I'd ~ather It be to her
(JohnS) than anyone else."

Turnovers pre v e~ted the
Salukis from defeating Mem·
phis Stale Saturday night as
they lost 6H5 to the Lady
Tigers at Davies Gymnasium.
The Salukis 2·2 record doesn 't
reflect the tw<>- and one-point
margin!' of two near upsets against Tennessee and Memphis Sta te - but the memory of
the frustralion will fuel the
determination of the young
Sald<i team.
uWe're learning (rom every
game," freshman forward
Bridgett Bonds said. " We keep
getling closer and closer. This
game's mistakes, we'U work on,
try not to make them again and
improve in each game."
The Salukis forced the Lady
Tigers into a more controlled,
slew paced game, something to
which the Tigers were unaccustomed after averaging 93
points with their run and gun
offense. The Tigers biggest lead
- 8 points - came halfway into
the first balf on the strength of
baskets from &-4 center Regina
Street. But wher. Street got into
foul trouble, the Salukis were
able to narrow the margin and
trailed 30-26 at the end of the
balf.
" We didn 't try to go inside
against Street," Coach Cindy
Scott said. " We felt our best
success inside would come
without Street in the game."
Memphis State Coach Mary
Lou Johns said,"They co~·
trolled the game better in the
first half. We weren't g"tting the
break because they got back
well and pressured the ball
handler!'
The Salukis came out cold in See WOMEN, P agelS .
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Living Today Like They Did Back Then
By Amy Wells
Relaxed. shady. qUIet. personal. How
many tunes have yoo ",shed you could
find a place Ioke that? The McNichol

fami! y home and farm

15

Just such a

place. Lou. Katy anrl baby Lucy live

10

a

cabin v...ilh no runnmg l.A.'ater or ek!chicity.

This may not sound like an fIIdmirable

way of life to some, buill has a calming
effecl fru' vacalkms can evu' match.
Coming upon their cabin on the 18·
and·a·half·acre farm . located in Union
County. m.. one might thL,k he has
wandered accidentally into a storybook
setting,

0n2 reason the McNichols have chosen
this lifestyle is that they de. not support
nu ; \ear power. which is what. they say.
electricity is. "We don't want to plug into
the grid. Once you do. ifs for life. There
is a bill "very month and they usuaUy
keep going up:
The cabin Is situated in the midst o!
hundreds of trees and plants. Lou built
the cabin from white oak trees s\might off
his land. He recently added to the cabin a
sl""l- 'n g loft and a living roorn . The cabin
was relatively inexpensive since the
supplies came from the land. However.
the mao hours put into Lou's worI< are
priceless.
In ac:dition to the cabin. Lou has built
three sheds for storage as well as a
greenhouse for Katy.
One of the most outstanding features
of the farm is perhaps the bric.;j€ that
connects the driveway entrance to the
cabin. The bridge took Lou three years to
build. Its total length is 80 feet . and some
of its boards extend over 30 fee l.
Lou also made the furniture in the
cabin. He has made a machine called a
s having horse. which he uses to make
rungs . Rungs are used to suppon bars for
chaiTs. lou h.s made a back·Sloc> of
rungs and has cut wood for a venture he

hopes to pursue in the near future:
making furniture to sell.
l")U and Katy are bvth 32. Lou.
onginally from Northern Illinois. first
moved to Southern Illinois about eight
years ogo. Shortly thereafter he bought
the fann in Union County. He worI< s full ·
time as a

carpen!~ .

Katy. als<.l from Northern lIIinoi •. came
to Carbondale to go to school and
decided to Slay. She earned a degree in
plant and soil sdence from SIU·C . Lucy
has lived at the cabin ,ince her birth. Lou
delivered her t:"'e. Five minutes later the
doctor showed up to cut the umbili,,"1
cord. Lucy, now nine months old, is an
unusually happy and perceptive baby.
"This was the first place she saw and it
has been her home ever since: Katy said.
Another reason for Lucy's happiness is
perhaps having no television. Mom and
Dac sure don't miss it. Katy is pleasel
that Lucy won't be exposed to all the
commercials advertising nafT\e·brand
dolls. cereals and toys.
";''f1 shocked wh"" I do see television:
Katy s~ys . "All that sex and violence.
\I,ihen I did have a television (before
moving to the cabin) J found that it was
so easy to r;.rocrastinate. to just sit there

and watch :;how after shoo.u.
Katy """,Idn't have time to watch
television anyway. She spends a I,,' of
her time with Lucy taking her along to
feed the animals or to just explore nature.
Katy's stamp on the farm is her flower
garden and her greenhouse. The
greenhouse enabl~s Ka~1 :0 grow plants
during winter. She grows herbs that she

can market during

SU"TlmeT

at an outdcx>r

frull and vegetable stand. The garden she
plan ts in the spring gives her the bulk of
her ingredien ts for ,,"nning and jeUies. "I
Cbn a lot of peaches. app!esauce. and
01>1* b,mer: Katy says.

The McNichols do not need to buy
eggs except maybe in the winter. Katy
and lou haw chickens that supply them
with eggs mne out of 12 mt.'!llhs a year.
"Chickens lay eggs accordi~g to hours o f
daylight. They need about 12 hours of
hght to lay "99S. When winter comes a~d
the days get shorter. so does egg
production: Katy says.
Wild animals- have not been a problem
for lou and Katy. "There used to be wild
turkeys when I first moved here. but they
qUickly disappeared: lou said. "We just
have a lot of deer and squirrels:
About their lifestyle Katy says. "Ifs not
really that much of an inconvenience
except when it is cold: However II did
become inconvenient during her lasl
month of pregnancy.
living without eleotricity has its
drawbacks. In winter their days end early.
"The work day is practically over once the
sun goes down . We go to bed early and
get up early. It's a hard adjustment to get
used to the lack of lighl. We have
k",osene lanterns though." lou said.
lou says he does have one form of
electricity. It is hornernade energy and the
source. developed bv NASA. is called
photo-voltaic. The photo-voltaic in'
strument looks like a window frame ruled
lA'rtn sect:ons of aluminum foil triangles. It
mak .. electricity when light strikes the
cell. the same way a battery worI<s. The
collector (of sunlight) runs down a wire to
the battery. The photo-voltaic device
produces 18 volts of electricity and can
be used for light for about one and a f.all
hours.
For heat the McNichols have a Jotul
wood· burning stove. a quality stove from
Norway.
Katy says tho,t living self·sufhciently has
made her different in that "I really appreciate things more. Uke when I get a

drink from someone's fauce or lake a
shO\AJa somewhere else. I appreciale
every "drop of water I JUSI think about 1\

mor•.
Katy and Lou haul INm ()I..VO water
from the creek beSIde the cabin They
tote the water back to the cabin 10 a five
gallon bucket The McNichols use the
water to take showers (outside) and .0
wash dishes. ll1ey buy bottled water to
drink and they do :heir !aundry at the
Iaundromal. To Iran.port the laundry.
groceries. and supplies aeross the bndge.
they use a wheelbarrow.
When asked what she misses about
not having electricity. Kary ~airi."1 miss
the vacuum cleaner the most. I l;,nov.' Ih:'1
sounds sUly but I have to sweep
everything. I also miss not being aryil? to
play my albums: However. the Mc·
Nichols have a 101 of albums on cas ~elte
tape and have a battery operated ,,"sselle
player.
They d" have a telephone. They lelt
this was necessary for lou's carpentry
business and for emergencies.
For entertainment, Katy and Lou lister.
to Prdirie Horne Companion. a public
radio sho\l.! on Saturday night s, and I.)
jazz music on Friday nights. "Lucy also
provides a lot of entertainment theiP
days: they say.
Katy and lou have shared many ~appy
moments t'>gether ? t their home. such as
the birth of their daughter. They were
also married there - on the bridge. T"'0
witnesses and a minister were presel 1 as
Lou and Kat~ said their vows over a
stream of running water.
Katy and lou live a truly untquo
lifestyle. especially in a society woo..
"more is better" seems to be the motto
Editor's Note: The names have been
changed to protect the fam ily's privacy.

By Cheryl Ebinger
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Is all you need to know about Southern Ill inois"
Wonct.ting whot to do In SouthMn IUlnoi.? Stop by l.E .S,
from tI. W.tght Room .1'1 the Student
Recr.atlon C..,t..... l .t:.j . hoi 0 lorge olSortment of
mopl . l)rochur.. , ond generallmormatl.", on thl"al to do
and ploc:r. to go In Souther" lllinofa . You'l find
Informa'lon on , .. ' tvall , complng , fI.hlng , ouctf?n.,
roppell 'ng. cavlng ... juat about anything yu.r can thin!. cll
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When Bob and Carol Hanson moved
from Chicago to Southern lIIinoi, six
years ago. they decided 0 try to live off
the land. It turned out to be a tOJgh and
unprohtable existen,," resulting in the
Hanson's move to a home in ruraJ
Dongola. To make some additional
money. the Hansons started raising herb
plants and selling them at the Carbondale
Farmers Markel. l1len. one weekend,
Bob and Carol took a truckload of plattts
to Chicago. 0n2 store bought the whole
load.
Fragrant Fields. a mail order business
for herbs and plants. was born. Currently,
the Hansons sell more than 300 types of
plants. 275 of them perennials. Fragrant
Fields also sells 15 to 20 types of
common household plants to grocery
stores and nurseries in the Midwest on a
wholesale b3Sis. Bob and Carol gather a
few wild plants from their property. Most
of the plants they sell are wown L~ one of
their passive solar greenhouses. Bob, also
a skilled builder. is currently worI<ing on a
large greenhouse. "This is hopefully the
las, one." said Carol.
Inside the plant·1UIed greenhouses grow
ust about every kind of plant imaginable.
from aloe to cooking herbs. The sun
beams :n through the glass and heals the
steam·1UIed air, creating an Ideal year·
round growing environmenl.
Fragrant Fields' main crop Is basU. Bob
and Carol also raise culinary herbs for

gourmet s~ops and Chinese restaurants.
"These plants are pretty touchy to raise:
commented Carol. The Fields' newest
type of produce is dried flowers . which
they started raising this year.
In addition to Bob and Carol. Fragrant
Fields has one part·time and three lull·
time ernployees who do various :a<ks
including assembling potpourris, wreaths
and ornaments from the plants wown at
Ff?grant Fields.
"Ths job is more than full lime for me.
said Carol. "I have much less fnoedom
than if I worI<ed for someone else. Ifs
very draining energy·wise. f wish that I
had more time to spend with my
children."
Carol and Bob haven't taken ever 0
two-day vacation in five years. "In ad·
dition to the physical labor. the mental
worI< - how to marXet, for instance ji''Creases as business increases.·
Recently, Fragrant Fields acquirej a
sales representative and., as a result. is
currently swamped with orders. "' Iov- ,1I
of II: said Carol. Though orders ar.
plentiful, all the money that Fragrant
Fields grosses goe.c back into the
boJsiness.
"l11is is an excellent job 10 develop if
you're unemployed,' said Carol. 'We see
II as being our lifelong occupation.
we both talk about seeking o k em·
pIoymenl. We're just too into II to quit

now."

Pomona General Store

By CathyE. Brown

Cemetery
By Bonme L. Barry

The Comer Tavern

Kaskaskia Island
By Mark Stursell

By William J . Connelt and Lyn Sargent

The

and you are walking i;'1to another time.

Inside Veteran's f\A..cmonal Park in
Benton. III .. is a de'~M.ed cemetery rich in

winter of 1881 was a sP'Vere one
in the northern Mississippi basin . Great

You are greeted by the Jingling bells on
the door and the warmth of dn old wood
stove. And for a little while you can

legend Located a I~ock west and a block
south of the First Christian Church. the
cemete:y has only a few cf its grave

almost imagine yourself living in this
5: impler time. coming here fOf a

markers left standing. The broken
pi'r1S " I others are stacked beneath a

masses of ice clogged the Big Muddy and
Mississipr.;i rivers . Flood waters grew
through the spring thaw. swelling and
penetrating the rivers' first dikes. By mid·
April the overflows concentrated in a
narrow strip of land beiween the

Walk ,nto the Pomona Gen •.ral Store.

older.

weekly sh;,pping trip.
Your needs are simple and the store

has it all - coffee. baking goods . garden

seeds. nails.

soap. meats. tobacco. There

is even a doll for your little girl to dream
about and T ootsie Rolls for a penny a
piece. When you're finished shopping.
owner Vince Gibson will ring up your
on a 1904 cash register. And if you have
some money leh. you can sit down at an
old table and have a ,andwich or a soda.
Obviously the owners of this store.

large oak tree which stands in the midst

of the cemetery.
The grave markers are of various

shapes. Some are tall and thin. Others
stand crooked. Some grave markers have

the age of the deceased and even such
details as how many months and days
the
son had lived.

Vince Gibson a~d Mike Pilbean. have

done all they can " <'\IOke the feeling of
an older time. 1ne store in Pomona.
which is south of Murphysboro just off
Route 127. dates back to 1876
Everything in It Is old - there are tin
soap signs. a coffee grinder. a crank
phone. cloth potato sacks. and an old·

stores . a hotel. a jail. and a population of

about 2.()J(). And a train stopped nine
times a day.
Now. though there are no exact city
limits. Gibson estimates that 15 families.
or abou t 65 people. live in Pomona .
"Almost everybody's related: he says. All
thaf, left from tho; old davs Is the store.
the post office and a chuTch.
Probably the only thing Gibson and
Pilbean haven't kept from "the oId.J"ys
are the prices. Their prices have kept
with inflation. But they do IJy to

~ ground surrounding the oak tree is
the focus of many interesting stories.

According to the book. "Legends and
Lor. of Southern Illinois: by John W.
Allen. one such story is that told of
Weldon Dillon and Emory BenneN .
Weldon and Emory had grown up
together. were best fnends and had
enlisted together in the Union Anny.

Before leaving for training. they had
voweC '0 ;,ach other and to their parents
that each would never foresal-.• the other.
From their hometown of Benton . they
\..\Jere

sent to Camp Butler. near

Springfield. One night. the building in
which they wc:e quartered caught fire .
Most 01 the snidiers. in~luding Weldon.
had reach<!d safety. Suo:lenly Weldon
realized thot his friend Emory was still
within the burning building. Holding true
to his vow. \Veldon dashoo back in an
unsuccessful ~ff')n to rescue Emory. Both

boys perished. '!hey were buried in this
Benton cemetery. near the

oak

tree . in a

grave that was marked by two wocden
crosses.
away .

The crosses

have since roh.ed

Another story associated with this
cemetery also involves twO boys. this

money This means going out in their
1948 Willy's Overland to buy goods for
the store. They do this partly because
most distributers won't make deliveries to
such a small store. and partly because.
we go out and buy them. Ifs easier to get
better quality goods: Gibson said. "It
gives us a better selection:
Gibson said about half of his customers
are local people and half are curious
tourists .

Most people stop by because, as one
customer said. "It's iust a good. com·
fortable place to ~top and h.ve a sand·
wlch. and just ~~nda relax. We come by
here and sometimes he's open .nd
sometimes he's not:
The store's offICial hours are 10·5
Tuesday through Saturday, and 12·5 on
Sundays.

Between April 18 and 23. the people in
the Village o f Kaskaskia saw their home
gradually swallowed by CU rT""l. In an
effort to save the village. they began to
dismantle their homes. the church and
local parish house. some 4,000 graves.
and relocated them.
Many legends concerning the flood of
1881 are remembered by present·day
Kaskaskians. One legend tells of an
Algonquin Indian brave who openly
declared his love for a French gentleman's
daughter. Outraged villagers tied him to a

log and offt?1ed his !He te the river's

time walk·in ice oox.

But other than the store. things have
changed quite a bit since 1876 in
Pomona. "There's always been a general
store. but the town used to be a lot
bigger: said Gibson. At on" time. he
said. tbe town could boast a saloon. five

Kaskac:kla River in P:mois and the
Mississippi.

time brothers. It is said that a small log
cabin with a clapboard roof sheltering two
groves once stood beside the oak tree in
the cemetery. It was built over the graves
of these two brothers who had died on
the same day from diphtheria and were
buried side by side.
Acc'Xding to legend. the grief·stricken
parents wished to return to their former
home in Tennessee. bul the boys' mother
was reluctant to leave the graves of her
boys unprotected. So the boys' father
built a small cabin over the graves The
couple then returned to Tennessee.
About a hundred years ago when the
cabin was still standing. neighborhood
boys used it to JernonStratO t\telr
courage. They would go Into the cemetery
at night and whii. other boys remained at
a safe diSlaTICe. one would stay alone
inside the cabin long enough to convince
his friends that he wasn't afraid.
Today Ben'or,'s deserted cemetery
yields an ertehanting trip into the past.
John W. AIIen, lAgcnds and Lor. of Soulhcm tlllnols
',New Veri<, Veil-Ballou P_. 1963).

mighty current. Before being thrown to
his watery grave. the brave cursed his
French hertehmen to a similar fate . When
in 1881 that same river changed its
course JUst south of 51. Louis. Mo .. the
streets of the Village o~ Kaskaskia
became 'j "feeding place for fishes: as
the Indian's curse of doom had foretold.
NOVJ }<.askie. as its 3OO-or-so

inhabitants usually call It. is an island.
surrounded by the Mississippi and 51.
Mar/s rivers. The parish of the Church of
the Immaculate Conception that was
~ a century ago now sits on the
Island. and Father Lucien Philip Duesing
calls It home.

~~
"That story about the young Indian.

that's the romantic version.~ Duesing

says. "Another version is that the villa!JeTS
tied the parish priest to a log and threw
him in the river. So I behave myself:
The British had ruled the French
colonial district. which stretched from 51.
Louis. Mo .. south to Cairo. 01 .. since the
treaty of 1763. But on July 4, 1778.
George Rogers Clark and a s:nall band of
men marched into the fortifications at
Fort Kaskaskia and took it without a
shol. The Bntish army fled. and some
800 French militiamen who remained
were convinced not to fight by a per.
suasive Father Pierre Gibault. The story
goes that Father Gibault was ex·
communkated for going against

the

bishop's onders in the matler, and
disgruntlPd villagers tossed him into the
river. The violent act so displeased God
that the villagers' descendants were
punished: as a river changes cour!te, so
do people's lives ...
For the first time in the island's history.
the river is not the greatest threat to its
lX'Pulatlon. but time itself erodes the
island's youth. Only a fraction of the
1,500 residents chased away by a spring
flood in 1973 have returned to their
homes and the 10,000 acres of tillable
farmland. The eight grades of Kaskaskia
Island Consolidated School System have
13 pupils with dreams they believe in in spite of the river's unsettled
parameters. Mississippi moving water is
more than a nearIby source of IegenCs to
these children: it is .t once the boundary
of • childhood horne and the avenue to
SOrTle\.mere else.

Neighborhood bars have become a
rarity in Southem Illinois these days. but
there·s an enduring popularity for the spot
where Gartside and 20th streets meet in
Murphysboro. The Comer Tavern is stil!.
loS Mcmy of its customers say. "the ~Iace

to be" for a cold beer and a chance to
shoot t~e bull with buddies.
"People corne to the Comer to discuss
their d'lvS and tell their tales: said owner

Mike Mill, . "They11 talk about things like
the good oid days. the economy and
social security. !fs still considered a
neighborhood tavern: Th. Comer
has managed to survive in t~ middle
of what is primarily a residential area.

"Years ago. this place used to be a gas
station: said Gene 'Lamie' LeMarchal. a
retired painter who has

been coming to

the tavern as long as anyone. "A man
named George Ferrari bought it in 1929:
he said. "back when we s till had
Prohibition. When beer finally came back
in. Ferrari was one of the first in Mur-

physboro to get a liquor license:
l..eMarchal was one of the men who
helped Ferrari build the tavern onlO the
gas station in 1934. "We poured the
concrete floor by hand one Saturday
morning, and we wanted to get It done
because Murphysboro was playing
football that ahemoon: said LeMarchal.
"While we were IJying to finish the
concrete . this tomcat kept running in and

out and messing up the floor. So one of
the guys knocked him on the head and
threw him in the concrete. He ought to be
about there where the side door is:
Ferrari gave everyone who helped pour
the floor a half pint of whiskey. and they
all went off to the football game.
LeMarchal said the tavern qUickly
became a popular place. People came in
from all paris of town to buy gas and
have a beer. Then, as now. most people
didn't sit down when they were inside.
The tavern still has the stand·up bar rail
that was common during the time it was

built. "In those days ," said LeMarchal.
"beer used to be 5 cents a glass or 10
cents a bottle:
On, of the established annual
occasoos at the Comer is Bunky D,.y.
"rve been corning here for 49 years: said
Charles 'Bunky' Connolly. who lives a few
houses down the block. "We used tn play
around here when I was a kid: he said.
"There was a yellow line on the floor, and

when

we came in, we couldn't cross

that

line: Connolly, one of the more well·
kncwn regulars at the Comer. has been
the inspiration for a Booky Day
celebration that has been held for the
past six years in his honor.
The Comer Tavern's closing hours ,
which are generally 10 p.m., seem to
agree with its neighborhood. As
LeMarchaI says,
has been my
hangout for years. and I can tell you trot
there's never been any trouble here: For
many of the customers, coming to the
tavern has become a tradition. They
know they can oorne in and have • cold
beer, see a familiar face, and have good
conversation at the place that sil! on the

rnus

I

comer.
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V oicing the issue~
By William G. Connell and Mary E. Richerson

illinois South Project
T he ch3nging times have sometimes
been hard for the people and land of

Soulh('r n Illinois. but

th~

IIlioois South

Project has been a friend of both during
tht:: last 10 years.
ISP is a non-profit group that addresses
1~\Ut.~ (or t he responsible development of
fIlinols ' nat ura] resources. ""'oat we try
10 Jo. said stat{ member Stc\.'e Pittman.
'"'!I Increase people's capacity to ba\.'c some
wotrol over their li"e5 and to in.fluence
the decision-making process,"
The organi.zation was found ed in 1974
N

by \I ike Schechtman and Dave and Rm
Os:endorf. "'Through their association
with the mino d: Sooth Conference, they
'" efe looking at issues of hunger and what
it means 10 feed a hungry world ." said
Pi nm an. "Th ey had tbe feeling that
presentng our capacity [0 produce food
V'as a big part of it all. This is especially
tr ue here in Southern UJinois where [here
is a pretty historic competilion between
agr iculture and coal mining."
A S I 0.000 seed gTant from ISC helped

, within 24 hours," said Pittman. "Wben
necessary, they'l1 shore up a damaged
house and stabilit:e it until the subsidence
stops. All this work is paid for by the
reclamation fund."
Pinmar. sa.,d somerimf"'.. people might
ha"e a coupl e of acres d.r<'p in one of their
fields from coal mine subsidence. Upon
trying to get something done about ii, if
either they do not get t.he results they
want or cannot find out ~.. ho is
responsible !Qr taking care of the problem.

they can get belp from ISP_ ·State
representatives. senators aud local
government officials refer people to
said Pittman. "We explain to people what
their rights and options are. and we " 'ork
with them to draft Jetters: and get in touch
with the r ight persons. We help them
chan out a campaign that will help them
get th(' r esults: they ~..anl."
Pittm~ said th~t "'Iben Uli.nois got the
primary authority to enforce the Surface
Mining Act DO the state levei, the Illinois
Oepartmelll vf Min.. and Mioerals had
oDt taken a position 00 whether coal
companies were liable f01 subsidence
damage that took place after 1983_ "'lbe
federal act had stated that a coal company
can't go out and strip mine an area and
leo.ve spoiled piles_ It also said that a coal
company can"( do underground mining
and nOl be responsible if the surface fall,
in~" said Pittman. '"So we pushed for the
Department of Mines and Mineral, to
make clear policy statements that Dlioois
land and structures are protected from
subsidence damages from coal mining_'
ISP has dealt with other en,iroomental
issues through its U1inois Coal and Clean
Air Prog'rant . which is part of the lliinois
('oal a.,d Clean Air Task Force tlm ISP
helped to organize. Pittman said that the
task force works fo r the passage of policies
at the state level which promote and
iocrease the use of Dlinois coal withio the
existing clean air act and other enviroomental standards.
Pittman said th e task force developed a
platform in 1983 with four major planks
tbat ar~ from coal-related bills and
recommendations that lSP has helped
push through legislatioo . The first plank
prevents utilities from automatically
charging customers for the increased costs:
of transporting western coal to Dlinois.
The second plank makes plants that add
scrubbers eligible for Construction Work
in Progress. CWIP permits utilities to
recover some of th e cost of building
scrubbers while construction is in

us:

ISP get started. and the group began
gathering information and working on
issues w ith local governmeoti:. churches
and other organizations .
ISP soon became :o·.. olved in a
nal ion " 'ide eftan to ge1. the Federal
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977 passed . lbe act helps protect
homes and property from damages
resulting from mining . Pittman said that
alter the act had been watered down by
th e Departmen t of the Interior. uiinais
received approvaJ to implement the act at
the stat.: level ... It's a beneT framewor k
than what had previously e:l:_isted," said
Pittman .
One of me inclusions to th e Surface
Mining Act. Pittman said , was a fee aD

coal mined after 1977 in the United
States. The fee goes toward the Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund . "You can
see by driving around that there's been a
lot of land aHected by coal mining," said
Pittman. "' Areas have been destroyed.
some old coal mine workiDgs are still
~iniDg there, and we've gotten some acid

lak",,_ The reclamation fund was designed
to help clean up some of the past abuses of
the coal industry."
Land subsidence result ing from coal
mining has also been a hazard to this area,
and ISP has belped to create an
emergency subsidence response leam for
Illinois. "When someone's bome is:
damaged hy land subsidence, thi.
government team will be 00 the scene

6

progress instead of ""8Jtmg until the
scrubbers are fully operational_
The tb ird plank requires t·he Illino is
'Gomr: '!TO ! Commission to consider a
ut.ility·s c'loice of fuel Ilnd its impact on
employr.1ent when reviewing plans for
new elect ric power plants, The fourth
plank provides fo r tax credits of 20
percent and S percent respectively for
research and equipment which iocrease or
maintain the use o f IlliJlois coal.
"We're also coo'cerocd with the farm
economy, particularly the family farmers," said P ittmanA "Farmers are caugbt
in one of the worst price squeezes since
tbe Depression."
Pittman said ISP works wirh individual
farmers t()lo help them understand their
options and rights with regard 10 agencies
that confront tJl:.:Dl with liquidation and

foreclosu re_ ·We try to help fanners find
ways to rescbedule their debts so they can
spread them our over a period of time and
have a chance to gel rock on their fect .f'I
lSP hopes. that its re5e8rCh 00 farm issues
will lead to some long-range changes in
agriculture policies ' that will make it
possible for farmi.ng to once again be a
profitahle business_
The Chicago-based limited partnership
Coosoliciated Family Fanns has been the
object of recent [sP criticism. In exchange
for the tTanSfer of ownership of their
farmland, farmen can have their debts
talc"", over by CFF. Farmers would be
awarded shares in the CFF partnership
equal in value to their land equity. CFF
in turn would allow farmers to reo~ the
land until their economic tituation
improved. at which rime rh.: farmers
could conceivably buy their farms back at
fair market value.
The problem with the deal, accord ing
to ISP. is that there is no wrinen
guarantee that farmers can buy their land
back at any time or under an y dr-cumstances:, There is also no mention of
rights: of survivorship to relativ es if the
farmer dies. A recent ISP newsletter
Slated that "farmers who exchange their
land for paper shares in this deal are
giving up fuU ownership and control of
their farms in r~tunl for nothing of
~bstance ."

Pittman said some of the lliinois farm
groups are also concerned about absentee
ownenhip,
es pecially
corporate
nwoers,",ip. of llIioois farmland. "ISP
went to Springfield and gathered raw data
to produce the first statewide report o f
absentee ownership of farmJand . We're

hoping the comins year will bring
legislation that ,,>ill req uire non-famil y
corporalion;: to annudll y report the
number of acres they 0\1:0.19
ISP wants people to know if co~rate
ownership is increasing aod what kind cf
concentration it has. "At the state (·r
national Ie"\-cl it may seem small," said
Pittman. ":'ut in cases where corporatiOns
cootrol maybe 30 percent of the land it, 8
county. the concentration can have a
tremendous impact on local ecooomie!i.
The local farmers could be at a big
disadvantage as far as competition goes.'"
In

1976, the Carboodale Fanners

Market became )ler another BC·
complishmenl of ISP. "'t came about
basically fhrough our talking to area
farmers and gerring them interested in
selling th eir produ cts in this "'"By .... said

ISP staH member Chuck Sheketoff. ·\t's
been very successful.' Also in 1976. lSP's
concern with utility issues resw ted in the
organi%Stion of the Sout.hern Counties
Action ~lnvement . Both the Farmers
Market aod SCAM now open!e in-

dependently of lSP.
.
Another statewide issue lSP has worked
on is the development of a low-level
nuclear -..'ilSIe disposal plant- The federal
government requires that each staIe rome
ttP with a disposal plaot hy 1985. "It's
been left up to the states to develop
multiple compacts with other states, and
weve been part of the legislative effort to
put illinois in 8 twerstate compact with
Kentucky," said Pittman.
When it celebrated irs 10th anniversDry
in September of this year, ISP also announced the establishmeot of the Fund In<
the fmure_ "TIlls is. special account that
hopefully woo't be disturbed by our daily
openri.ng expenses," said Pittman.
"Contributions to this fund will be used
for oew issues that come up_ We'll bOrrow
money from this account to d ...'elop • new
issue and pay it bode when our fund
raising catcbes up."
The last J 0 yars ha"" - ' bod>
sua:es aod disappointments for lSP_ The
group bllS found that sometitnes it rakes a
while (0 get an initial victory to stick.
"We'll have a win. and " ain some ground,
but then we might _" knocked bodc a
linJe or have 10 fight :oeal hlro to
maintain that ground." said Pittman.
4Stitt. we're doi.ng an increasingly better
job of holding the government agC'llcif.!S
and coa.1 companies accountable for their
fIctions. and peoplr.: are gettiog a much
better unjernatlding of their rights .J>

ISP and SCAM
Southern Counties Action Movement
When people (ace the cru nch of winter
utility bills or they c a n't seem to be
~g all the facts aboul unemplopnenl
in the area, they can quietly lx>ar it or

they can loudly rontest it. The Soulhern
Counties Action Movement usuall y does
the taner.
When the Central lliincUi Put>lic
Service Co. proposed a 21 perceru uri1i:y
rate increase for iu customers in 1976.

the lllinoi' South Project responded by
giving birth 10 SCAM. SCAM organized
concerned residents in the areJl to h~ld
public meetings and petition drives HI a
campaign to get CIPS President Kenoeth
Bo\\' l ~ to explain to the people of
Southern DJinois why the company
needed the rat e increase.
Bowlen initially declined. but SCAM

rallied lor support by approaching dif·
fer-"!Dt ~abor unions, churches and other
community organizacioos, Md by at-

tending local city rouncil meetings.
aoom ~'O months, Bowlen agreed fO
attend a poblic ...-ing at the Marion
Civic Center. SCAM members were tht:n
able to get ....w ..... from Bowlen about
the rate ina.... and about CIPS. They
also asked Bowl"" il he had ever h8d
trouble pliying his utility bill .
Steve Banker, the current directin' of
SCAM, said the experieno:e proved that
the speciaJ ISP group .....s capable of
organizing and mobilizing people to
addr... an iuue. "CIPS onl y got about
half oJ what they were asking for at the
time," he said. ·SCAM members lelt tbat
they had an i mpa~ 00 the decisit:~ . so
they were confident to begin working
",ith olhcr organizations around the state
on the l<gisl.,ion and lobbying aspects 01
utility rate issur.:o."

In 1983. the legislature passed 6 utility
reform package, which includ(.-d a phase-Out of construction

work rates and
progress rales. Banke< said ClPS had been

seeking those types of rat es. and that

SCAM had been part 01 Ihe eflort 10 get
legislat ion passed that finally prohibited
them .
C JPS gOt a 22 percent utility ralc
.ncrease in t 982 . however. and this has
h it Jow·income peop le hard Banker said .
"People having their power shu ! off
because they couldn 't pay their utility
bill, is a serious problem in the wint er
and summer months,- he said. SCA~ l
worked v,ilh several organizations in
1979 and 19 80 to get th e Ill inois
Commerce Commissl')n (r) ban shut-offs
when the temperature drops to freezing
levels. "This ban is bener than noth i ng , ~
.said Ban ker. "but the'" situation is still
ridiculo us beca use when the temper&:ure
goes back up (or a day 01 so. the shut-offs
COntiDue. So there these- people arc,
sining ir. a frL'CZi ng bouse.'
SCAM has a hot line for residents who

have had their po'a'er shut off, and Banker
said that at certain t imes of the yea. it
will ring off th ~ hook. "his frustrating ,
though," he said. "because we don 't have
the resources
help anyone financially .
What we can do is advise them on their
rights and responsibilities." SCA....t staff
member Nick Rion said about 3,000
CIPS cust omers had their po~'er shut off
last ",,·inter .
SCAM has recently been working with
a coalit ion of community organizations to
~l't th e Il :inois Commerce Commission to
approve an "affordable budget plan ." The
pl an would limit how much a Jo,,··incomc
person would ha\'c to pay on beating and
Uliliry bills during the winter months. If
the plan isn't pBSS(od by the ICC. SCAM
will pressure the legislature to pass it .

voh·emF.rt and parttC1patioa from the
peopl e that were in our local chapters.
and that's what ""e're after." said Banker .
One of SCAM's recent ef{f)ns has been
to obtain door.w-door mailing service for
Carrier Mills. "This is a town where
about 40 percent of the people in
households are senior cit izen!.." said
Banker. "'They bave 10 go to the post
office to get their mail. We have 1x>en
studying the criteria and gu ideline!. of t he
U.S. Postal Service, and ~..e think Carrier
Mill!. should qual ify foT door·to-door
service." Rion said SCA ~( has had a 101 of
suppon on thiS ' .... Ul· . "Thl're ha.s lx."t.'fl
e xtensiH' public l-ducation rl"ultlO~ from
the ""ork on geltin&; the mailin~ sen in!'
for Carrier " ills." ~id RifJO. "and \H feci
posit i\f' that before the end of ne'(( \ ear
they'll ~~:.e It."
Th;, lall. SCA ' l h." aho hclp<.od ,orne
people in Hl"rnn gl't. or~ani7l.>d for a
neighborhood Ooodinc, problem. Whl'fl
residents in the area faill'Cl 10 ~el action
fro m the City Cou ncil. CA~\ held a
hou se m(.'<'"lin~ "" it h the residents and
dl!Ye!vped a S(f'3 tegy for 8L1ri ng some
result s. "They did a petition dr ive and gOl
about 60 si,enal ures of neigh bor hood
people." said Banker. -Then th ey " 'ent 10
the Ci ty Counci l ant1 made their demands.
and they seem to have gOltL'fl them ."
According to Jun e St acy. o ne of the
Herr in residen ts affl"Cted by th e fl oodi ng
problem . SCAM -gOt the City on the ba ll.
They got the program in itiated to get
th ings done." she sa id. "and 1 hope the
rest of it \\'ill get done soon.- Banker sai d
th e City Council has prom ised to put in a
ne\\' sidewalk , clean out a dit ch and put a
new tLle underneath th e road 'a'here the
flooding problem exists.
Some'limes SCAM will t est pu blic
response co an ii!ll P. I:ld find that linl e
support exiSl ~ . "Whell th e Crab Orchard
Lake PCB repans came out . \\'e \\'ent
door-to-door in Marion because we
thought people in that city might be
concerned," said Banker. "But most
people seemed to feel tha, the government
'a'ould do something to clean up th e lake,
espec.i.!lIy since it's an election year. So
when \\' e bad a public meeting on tbe
issue. only one person showed up ."

.0

Thi, year SCAM has also been st udying
unemployment figures in the area. It
compiles
monthly
une,m plo ym ent
statistics that are nearly doubJe the
number's released by the Olinou Job
Sen,"ice.. "The: reason why our numbers
are so high," said Banker, "is because we
don't just count the peopJe who are
receiving unemployment benefir.s. That',
unrealistic. because benclill evcotualJy
ron our (or peopJe who can't
find jobs. When they start coHecting
pubHc aid. the Ulinois Job Service stops
counting them. We don't ." R ion said that
AIexailder County h.. an official
unemploymenr rate of 26.4 percent. bur
according to SCAM', fjgures, (he county
aauaHy has an unemployment rate of

56.3 perceol. Not one 01 the 29 rounti ..
in the SCAM studies had an unem·
ploymeot rate ofless than 14 percent.
""There'.s been 50 much talk about
economic recovery: said Banker. "but
there's obviously been DO reco\'ery here in.
Southern llIinois. Last year at this time.
unemployment was aauall y lower than it
is ~ow.·
In 1982, SCAM ,,·eOl 10 Murphysboro
in pursuit of • different issue. General
Telepbone was seeking (0 establish "usage
sensitive rates" for 'he ci ty's customers.
"We did a petition drive and a door-t()oo
door can''U of Murphysboro," said
&nker. tA*/rIe found (hat most people
were strongly opposed to th e new rates."
In th e WI of 1982, about 500 people
turned up for SCAM's public hnring on
(h e rate propos:al. "'Many people are s(ill
dissatisfied with the ute,,: .aid Rion ,
"and they are diK"Ooraged to fight the big
companies. But the issue is still alive."
Public support for SCAMs efforts in
Murphysboro "11$ so posith.." Banker
said, that SCAM crealm a local chapter in
the city. as well as other chapters in West
rankfort , Johnston City and Carbondale
soon after. Although linancial peoblems
have sioce dissolved th e local chapters
(Herrin is still SCAM's base), the
organization continued to work. or..
community issues. "We still have in-

Although SCAM has been operating
independently ollSP since 1976, the to:o
have worked to&ether in recent years on
legislative amendments tbat will ensure
the people of Southern lllinois access to
information and to publ ic hearings that
ought designate tbe L""e8 as a nuclear

...... e disposal site. ·W. got hold 01 a
stu1y done by the Departmeot 01 atural
Resot;!"ce5 that e.amined soil types and
locations for disponl dumps," said
Banker. "We foun J that Southern lllinois.
with its hard ground day, is a prime
locat ion . So we bq;an [0 be concerned
about it." lllinois bas since entered a rr.-ostate comf'liCl plan with Kentucky.
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Mary L(>u
By Bonnie _ . Barry

Who can fry up lwo eggs, pour you
another cup of coffee. take a new order

and answer the phone all at the same
tifTW? Carbor.dale knows it's Mary Lou
T nmmel. proprietor of Mary Lou's Grill,
114 S Illinois Ave.
Bam and raised in Murphysboro, Mary
Lou has been in the restaurant business
for 22 years Aft", having five children,
Mary Loo decided il was time for her 10
return to work, "Nol thaI five children
didn'l mean work, " Mary Lou said.
In 1962 she and her husband, Jim ,

started a restaurant at 100 W. Walnut
SI.. where Flash FOlo now stands. When
L~at building became 100 small, Mary Lou
moved to "Ihe Strip" in 1976. "Fifty SIU·
C fC~lball players helped me move: she
reminisced

Two of her daughters, Cheryl Milchell
and Marsha Kay Weston. also work at
the restauranl.
At M ary Lou's. a s soon as one stool is
vacated another cus tomer promptly sits

down , and jusl as qUickly Mary Lou is
there saying "Whatll il be, honey?" Mary
Lou is on a first-name basis with most of
her cuslomers , which only adds 10 lhe
friendly atmosphere. To Mary Loo you're
a person. not a number.

In fact , Mary Lou's personality seems
does her
home·style cooking. One can choose
from a breakfasl or lunch menu which
include holcakes, bisquils and gravy,
omelets, lurkey and dressing, hamburgers
and many other house specialties all al a
to attract as many customers as

reasonable price. Customers see tempting

peach cobbler or homemade vegelable
SOlop al the end of the 32·stool bar. They
alsG see lhei, food cooked righl in front
o f lhem while Mary Lou cha lS aboul the
day's evenls
Pointing 10 one o f her regular
cus tomers . she asks. -Doesn't he just
remind you of lhal Tom Selleck?"
Pointing to another man, she says, "See
Ihis man here? He has been eating r.ere
for 21 years now:
Her customers include truckers as well

Myrta Clutts
By Cathy Brown

RabbiZoIl
By Debra Kronowitz

"I always had • way with pigs: says
Myrta Clutts. When she put that humble
talent logether with a little faith , she
helped create one of Soothem Illinois'
mos1 impressive monuments. the 111 ·
fOOl' tall Cross of Peace on Bald Knob

Seated behind a desk , 3urroonded by
stacks of books and papers, he answers
the ever·ringing lelephone. He's calm,
courteous and Interested in :necting the
anonymoos person on the other end.
Wilhin a matter of minutes the bldnk
pages of his desk calendar fill with blue
ink marks.
He replaces the receiver and takes off
his glasses. He runs his big, strong hands
OVEr his oval· shaped face and through his
dark hair. He moves away !rom his desk

Mountain.

Her part in the construction of the
cross sounds almost like a parable fTern
the Bible. It all started when Myrta, a
poor widow with four children, wenl to a
church meeting years ago.
At thaI meeting, Wayman Presley, a
Makanda mail carrier, told the
congregation aboul his plan to build a
cross on Bald Knob Mountain by Alto
Pass. He wanted to get people from .11
walks of life and all religioos faiths to help
him build it as a symbol of the unity of all
failrs .
"Mr. Pr ~s ley said he wanled 116 people
to pledge $100 each to buy the 180 acres
of land to build lhe cross on: says Myrta.
"I pledged $100 even lhough I didn'l have
$10:
When she came home and t",ld her
children , they asked her how she coold
ever get lhe $100. "We were real poor
people: she explains, but "rve gol faith:
she Iold them.
Her faith paid off when one of her
sows had pigs - a 101 of pi,s. Myrta
counted 21 little pigs, Ihree times as
many as in a usual litter. The problem
was thaI the Sol.\' h.d only 12 nipples.
BUI once again , things worked out for
Myrta. She had a dog, 100: a dog that
had just killPd her puppies for some
myslerioos reason . When she put the
baby pigs down by the dog, they
promptly started nursing. All but
three of

as executives. university students as well

as faculty . Gov. James Thompson and
his wife, Jane, s"n. Ken Buzbee and
Comptroller Roland Burris have also
dined at Mary Lou's. As Mary Lou put it,
"We wekcme all kinds of people.
"I coll..-t pictures of bands: Mary Lou

and walks info

•

market: she says.
got $400 for 14
of them, an" "there was my pledge: she
says. She paid the pledge off, had $300
left for herself and foor brood sows left to
raisp more pigs with .
Myrta and Presley didn't stop there.
though . She g.ve Presley the remaining
four sows, and he began ralsi% pigs for
the cross. Wi1en a sow would have a
litter, he would go around 10 farmers .nd
anyone else who woold cooperate, and
ask them to raise a pig to market size,
sell it, and send the money to the cross
fund. At the end of three years, Myrta
and Presley had raised $30,000 with the
help of common people all over Soothem
Illinois - enough to start the cross.
Allot this proved to Myrta thaI "You
can't ootgive God:
It Is onll' natural L'lat Myrta should
have found her pledge money through
pigs. She's been taking care of them since
she was a yoong girl. She remembers two
pigs she took c,are of many years ago. "rd
pet 'ern, you know, and rd fix • plate for
'ern at the table, one on each side of me:
Myrta has gone oot of 1he pig-raising
business, but she still has pigs In her
house near Cobden - only now they are
the glass or wooden type - souvenirs
that people who heard her story have

atjven her.

capturing life and nature around the
Southern UJinois area in his drawings
Being a native of 10VJa. Wood nunures
a close relationship with nature that IS

reflecled in his detailed, realistic pic tures

"My drawings are

drawn directly from life. I never use a
photograph: Wood explained A
dramatic presence himself, Wood par
trays the drama that occurs in nature
every day. "1here is a contrast r/ life in
nature. AI once it can be beautiful, bUI
there is a destructive, almost malevolent.
aspect of nature that IS necessary for
swvivaL ~ This aspect has a1ways in·

He looks al the glass·stalned
Star of David that stands high and proud
above the sealed Ark and smiles.
Rabbi Leonand loll knows he has • big
task ahead of him - to teach his people
who they are, what they are and how
they came to be in Soothem llIinois.
In August , Rabbi loll came to Car·
bondale from Dolhan, Ala .. with this task
in mind. Knowing nothing aboul the area
or its people, he is there to serve as the
first full ·time rabbi for the independenl
Conservative congregation.
The Jewish people who live in the
Soothem Illinois area are learning (mosl
for the first time) what it is 10 be Jewish.
'People are coming oot to be Jews and I
want to help. I have a tongue·in·cheek
method , and I want 10 bring the Iatesl
lechniques and findings to this com·
munity and try them oul: Rabbi loll
says.
"My function as a rabbi is 10 help
people do whal they want t" do in a
nature: in other words . to be a
facilitator. TIle community is nice. Some

said. pointing to several pictures on the

"I h.ve a deep love and a reverence fOt'
nature - a profoond spiritual feeling for
being oot of doors: say' Dan Wood. an
art Instructor al Soolhem Illinois
University, Car':.v>ndale. Wood possesses
an enthusiasm {Of life and an energy lhal
is transferred from his being onlO paper
For the last 16 years Wood has been

of natural settings.

Jewish

walls of the re~taurant. "Most of these
poor!. I have met: Spotting one of singer
T on\l Uriando, Mary Loo giggled and said ,
"He's my faverite . I got to meet him once.
I rver gol 10 go backstage:
Mary Loo holds a ddily drawing around
lunch hour for a free meal 10 the lucky
stool number "I let a customer draw the
number 10 make it all fair: Mary Loo
said.
A plaque on the wall seems to say it all
about Mary Lou and her est.bllshment:
"The food here contains, and Is served
with 100 percent love:

Dan Wood
By Joe Vislntine and Julie Jones

people are eager 10 learn, while with
others it may take some time: says
Rabbi loll.
ApproKimately 2,000 Jews live in
Southem Illinois. Congregation Beth
Jacob has about 60 members. Rabbi loll
believes that with opportunities such as
I iebrew classes and Bar and Bas Mitz·
vahs, and with study and emotion people
will come forward 10 learn a t the
synagogue.
With the Jewish community joining and
strengthening the bond of the faith and
creating a unity among themselves , many
people from ootside the community are
beginning to take an Interest.
"1lle non ·Jews are interested in finding
oot more aboul us . We need to be
available to them. We need to be aroond
the area , interview and talk: says Rabbi
loll.
Asked whal he would change in the
region if he coold change anythjng, Rabbi
loll says, "I wouldn't change anything. I
would encourage the Jewish people i"
explore the possibilities of Jewishness in
intensive ways. Through shAy, worship
and celebration It can be done. We must
spend Jewish time on Jewish things. We
can't plead or beg fOt' it, we have to do
It:

With Rabbi ZoII, the Jewish people in
this area are going to grow and become
stronger every day.

Iligued Wood.
Wood aproaches his drawings in one of
two ways. He "'ther selects a subjecl lhal
interests him and investigates it . or he
allows the subject 10 come to him. "I look
for something that moves me, a beautiful
or ,'nique person or place: he said. After
he has foond his subject, he will sketch
directly on site.

In pursuit of his subjecl malter, WO<'d
has

drawn

in conditions as varied as fOOl'

high snow drifts and Ihe inlense heat of
the Mexican sun. Although he has
traveled throughoul the world, most of h,s
drawings are crealed from the place he
calls home, Southern Illinois.
While Wood is primarily an artist his
currenl and possibly most difficult project
Is writing a textbook on drawing. The
book, to be published 1>!' Harcoort, Brace
and Jovanovich , is a technical guide for
college students. Although he fi.~ds
writing. challenge, he takes it In sllide.
"Ifs like learning a new craft, stmilar to •
writer learning to pain I or draw: he says.
As with all endeavors in life, there are
obstacles. For artists the obstacle Is
translating thoughts and feelings onto
paper to relate an Image, Wood has
experienced this "pain and pleasure" in his
life and his work. "Art has enriched my
life and made me a happier person: says
Wood. He ad<ls that everyone should be
exposed to art, either as an actual
participant or as a viewer.

Ralph Arnold

Learning

By Nina M Thompson
-How old would you say I am?- Ralph
Arnold asked the hrsl I1me he spoke to me.

I guessed abou, 65. H,s face lit 'Jp like the
glow from a full-moon and the deeply·
u.'oven faCial hnes seemed to flatten

-1nank you kindly for 'he comphmen,:
he said. -bu, I was born in 1910 so 'hat
makes me 74 years old This surprised me. because although his
face showed the wear of many years. and

his speech was slow and meditated. he did
not fit the stereotype of. 74·year·oId man.

By The Stick

for my help so I dId II - At the lime. Ralph
\A1Orked as a carpen ter foreman for the
Ordinance Plant near Marion and helped to
bUIld" as well. He has also ",,'OTked for the
Ilhnoos Armory Board on engineenng and
construction
'"I'm the second oldest
member of the Carbondale local carpenters
union: he boasted. Ralph has also helped
to buik] ate Wendy·s. Golden Bear and
Taco Bell restaurants located on Walnut
Street.

Ralph

has

built

many

h<Ynes

and

By Cathy E Brown
While many prople are talkIng about a
great aisis in education In our country.

Wayman ?r.. ley of Makanda has come up
with what he thinks IS a revolutionary

solution to the problem
He calls his solution the Klickerstick. It is
a small. plastic. hand· held device that looks

a little like a tiny picket fence.

con·

churches in the to\A.'l1 and has also made his

versaHoos with him. that he did no, act his
age either.
Ralph is a carpenter who has helped to
build many of the buildings in Carbondale.
When I asked to interview him he said. -I
don't know if all myoid stories will inter.st
you. but I have a lot of them to tell. I've
been in Carbondale since 1914 ad I have
seen and heard quite a few things:
Ralph seJVed in the Navy Seabees for
three years with the 22nd Instruction

mark 00 the SIU·C campus. Earlier. several

possibly revolutiooize education? Presley

of the buildings on campus did not have

claims that if children run a stick across the

inside power because the pov..rer lines were

Klickerstick .nd count the clicks it makes.
it will sharpen their minds .
He got tl1f- idea 11\"101 his experiences as a
child. His school had contests and -I
wanted to be the f"stest adder. so I would

I was to find out. after

~al

Battalion and was, at one time.

~ tationed

in

Guam. Tnere he tned to adopt .m orphan
girl. -1 had all the papers and I got per.
mission," he said. -but wlwon I got to the

church where the little girl wa •. the priest
told me he would not let the little girl go
with me. She wanted to come to the States.
so I d(;~'1 know why he wouldn't let her

come. Maybe i!

because I was a young.
unrnarT'k?d American soldier. and you knov..'
how that is. I don't koow. but I wanted her
for my little girl so I COTnI-.ained to the
officials. I never did ge: my little girl but I
suppose after I left that priest got a good
talking to from the of!:c.als:
Ralph attended Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale for a year but
then decided to become an independent
carpenter. -I built the first Carbondale
Clinic in 1935. which was located on the
500 block of South illinois Avenue: he
~id . "TIle doctor came to me and asked
,),laS

located off· campus. -I put transformer
vaults in so that Central minois Public
Service could put power lines underground
on campus for the women's gym, men's
gym and the old sdence building: He

HO\.U can

3

miniature picket

fence

run ~ stick acrO$.:i the palings on a fence

added. -1 also placed the original hardwood
floors in the Old Main TTl€eting room in the
Student Center. from one end of the
central corridor to the other:
One of the mor. special buildings on
campus is Shryock Auditorium. The site of
many coocerts. Shl)/OCk Is known fCJl' Its
architectural appeal. R3Iph said the
cornplef.oo of the dome·shaped ceiling was
stopped because the work~ did not have
a scaffold. "TIle work"", said they weren't
going back up there without a scaffold and
no one was willing to put one up because it
was so high: Ralph said. -They asked me

and count the ~licks: He got faster and
faster until he ,; ould count the clicks when

several times J.nd since I was a friend of

To test whether it would work with other
children. he took sorroe of his Klickersticks
to Crainville Grade School and had fifth
and sixth graders counting the clicks. He
said that after a few weeks the childnen and

ooe of the workers. I got my helpers and .. e
built the scaffold for them and the'}
completed the dome ...
-rm an independent carpenter." Halph
said. ·1 don't have any h<>!!,ers now. wt I
still do roofing for friends' When I thanke<!
him for the interview. he smiled. -Car'
boodale is full of characters: he said. -and
rm just oroe of them:

the sound was just a blur.
"1 VJa:, c;ha:-pening my mind like you
would sharpen a dull knife: he said. He
beli",,"s that if children will practice the
way he did on the fence on his little pla<tio
Klickerstick. it will also help them think
sh.rper.
H. said it not only made him the fastest
adcler in his class. it helped him skip from
the eighth grade to the first year of college.
Now. at 88. he says he can still add as fast
as ever.

the tead1<!TS both thought

II

had helped

them in their schoolwork. It increases their
concentration. he says. and "teaches them
how to think. Instead of just what to think -

Jean Reynolds . the Crainville Grade

School principal. said that though it wasn't
a scientific study Presley did there. "We
were coovinced that it helped as far as
listening skUls are concerned. It motivated
them and helped them concentrate: She
said they will be doing a statistical study
soon to see just hnw much good it did .
Many " I the children there thought it
helped too. at d wrote Presley len~ telling
him how it ha, helped them do their work
better and faster.
Presley is so coovinced that the
Klickerstick works that he has spent
$13.000 to have 10.000 Klickersticks
made.
At about $3 a stick. he calls it the "most
mnovative.

effective,

inexpensive .

e~ucatiooal

gadgel of the century:
He said children can do the same thing
with anything that makes a clicking noise.
though. He used to count the click, his

mother's seu.nng machine made. Bll! hP

says the Klickerstick has the advantag.. of
not clicking so loud as to disturb parents.
Anyooe at any age could benefit from
usi;:~ it. he said. "You just use a little bit of
your broin: he says. but the Klickerstick
can help a person use it better, and "it stays
with you for life: After using the stick. he
says. -Anything you do in life you'l be
prepared for:
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Inequality at Equality
By Cheryl Ebinger
In 1834. John Crenshaw started to build
Hickory Hill. A hundned and fifty years
later. the "",nsion still stands in the Saline
River Valley.
.
Hickory Hill in Equality is .he only place
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two

poisonous

snakes

common

to

Southern Iilinois.
If you are going to be in snake territory.
you can lower your chances of being bitten
by taking precautioos such as wearing
shoes. being careful about where you put
your hands and sleeping off the groond
when camping. It is also a good idea to
have a snakebite kit 00 hand. A snakebite
kit is compact. lightweight and inexpensive.
It could save your life in poisonous s nake
territory.
If you are bitten by a snake and help is
not immediately available, stay as calm .s
possible. According to the Regional Poisoo
Resource Center at St. John's Hospital in
Springfield. this slows the blood circulation:
a faster bIoud clrculatioo speeds .t>sorptioo of the poison into the system.
Rings and other restrictive clothing should
also be removed. In 10 percent to 25
percent of snake bites, no venom may be
injected. but don't count 00 this.

0

0

0
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were made from dried snake rattles and

eyes. Snakes were also believed to control
the weather and bring good or bad luck.
Snakes. however. have survived the
myths and the actions of man.
Snakes are found throughout the United
States. and Southem minois Is no ex·
ceptioo. However. poisonous snakes aren't
nearly as abundant as people think. Water
moccasins and rattlesnakes are the ooly

in Illinois where slavery existed. Its ovmer,

salt mine leaser John Crenshaw. grew
wealthy with the operatioo of !.'O<IeI'Tlment·
owroed salt mines. Article six. section two
of the U.S. Constitutioo allowed him to
declare 30.000 acres (4 7 square miles) of
Southern Illinois iaI'~ as doceptable for
slave use.

If you left your snakebite kit at home.
improvise. Tie something such as a

In most cases. a brown recluse spider
bite is not cause for great alann. There is so

shoelace or bandana about oroe and a half
inches above the bite and swelling. The tie
should be loosened if the area becomes
cold or numb. Every 10 minutes. remove
the tied material for about one minute. At
any rate. find pro!essional med'cal help "S
quickly as possible.
If you manage to get a rattlesn...<e befOff!
he gets to you and you're in the mood br
something different for dinner. try ral·
tlesnake meat. RaMlesnake meat is l"'joyed
by many. The only time that the meat is

IiMIe pain that most of the tinoe the victim Is
unaware that he has been bitten. A fEW
hours later. a pair'ful red area with a
mottled center appears.
H,,",,- ."'. many other insect and spider
bites also result in a localized death of living
tissue. It is very possible that bites at·
tributed to the brown recluse spider may be
from an insect instead. A characteristic
feat'Jre of brown recluse spider bites is that
the wound does not heal for weeks. In

poisonous is If It has received a poisonous

which quite often leads to death.
No specific antM."Ilin for brown recluse
bites is available as til., poison remains in
the skin for SO long. For the same reason.
th' affected skin must be removed. Should
the ulcer not be removed. it may continue
to grow.

bite from its own fangs or those of another
snake.

To prepare rattlesnake meat. cut off the

head and skin. discard the entrails and
cook the meat as you would prepare
chicken. Snake meat Is stringy. but many
say that it tastes like white chicken meat.
Snakes aren't the ooly things to look out
for In Southem Illinois. though. The
loxosceies reelusa (the brown reeluse
spider) can be found here. too. These
spi<le:'s are small to medium·sjzed and have
a violin· shaped mark 00 their backs. They
live In abandoned hou",-,. bams and

cellars.

..

Crenshaw ran most of his operatioos
from his conveniently located home. which
was ne of tlte r,.cest in the area at the time.
The first floor of Hickory HUI features the
Uncoln Room. It is so named because
Abraham Uncoln supposediy spent a night
in this room in 1840.
lllP main (secood) floor of the mansion

VI

cont4ins the dining room, two bedrooms

some cases. a serious reaction may

Rabat E. Arnold . What to 00 About BIta and Stin
oIVmo.noulAnlrnals (NcwYork: Coaer·M..r.
Pubtbhen.19731 .

,

and a music room. The rooms aU have 12·
fool ceiling" and 3 ·inch·thick oak floors.
Various old tools and memorabilia. in·
c1uding twist·and·pull handcuffs and thumb
locks are elisplayed 00 this floor.
A narrow flight of ,tairs leads (0 the third
floor of the OOoJse. This floor has 12 small
rooms. each 0; which Is said to have
housed eight to 10 slave childnen and their
mothers. Each room had oroe t>am!d
window for ventilatioo. The smallest rooms
contained two 3 by 6 foot bunks and were
used for restraining the less subservient
male slaves.
Oroe of the more popu1ar stories about
Hickory HUI coocems John Crenshaw's
efforts to breed slaves and sell the babies.
For this reason, Crenshaw bought a slave
named Uncle Bob, whose record for
producing healthy offspring was ex·
ceptional. He hi.d his own thin! floor room.
referred to "" the "breeding room." It is
rumored that Unc.1e Bob fathenad about
300 children. He passed away in 1949 .t
the age of 114. He still holds the record for
longevity in Dlinois.

House of Glass ,
Not Bars
By Debr. Kronowtlz and Cheryl Ebinger

When you think of a convicted prisoner.
the usual stereotype pops into your mind: a
hard. coId·looking man behind steel bars
who must be guarded 24 hours a day.
When you pass the House of Glass.
located at BC5 Vi . Freeman in Carbondale.
you'd ·.hink it was an')ther SIU·C all· male
residence hall.
As we know, looks can be deceiving.
The House of Glass is not a residence hall.
but a facility of the Illinois Department of
Corrections . Contrary to stereotype. the
men here are "normal·looking: walk
around freely. watch television. play
pingpong in the recreation room or lie
around in theu rooms Somp even sta nd

outside. alongside the building to talk.
smok ~ or jus t think.

The House of Glass is the Southern
Illinois Community Corretnonal Center. a

residential facrlity of the Illinois Department
of Corrections .

level are 12 hours r,f independent release
time per week 3J1d a maximum of four
leaves per month.
To use the privileges a resident has to
complete an independent release time. fann

one week prior to the desired day for use of
the privilege. Curfew is enforced daily. The
lower levels have an 8 p.m. curfew. while
the higher levels have an 11 p .m. Cl'rlew.
Saturday evenings are extenck.>d until 12
p.m. The ·Strip" (downtown Carbondale I "'
eff-limits.lt all times.

Before a resident leave, the Dudding. he
has to sign out. Whether 11e is at work or
awau for a weekend. COl'lact with SICCC
IS rMndatory If a resident is nOI presen t
when SICCC calls him. he has TWO hours
to rerum ihe call. otherwt~ he is tolr! to
return 10 the center that day or evening.
Upon his return. as with any misbehaVlOf. a
Ilcket l!'o issued to him After a residen t
acquires a certain numoer of tickets.

S ICCC provides a systematic rcill'
traduction of selected prisoners from 14

SICCC rerums him to prison without

full

A heM count IS made every hour. The
s taff call. employers to verify the
whereabouts of residents on jobs.
Shakedowns are given at random . Dogs
are used to help search for contraband.
Sometimes contraband is found in neutral
places such as the bathrooms or recreation

minois

!ltale penitentiaries

into

a

communitv life structured with supervision.
yet wtth " moderate amount of freedom to
allow the residents to engage in as many
normal interactions as possibie within the
community.
Selected residznt s need to be a minimum
risk . have eighl months 10 two years left of

!heL' definile out dilte release and show no
2SCapeS or bod behavior on their record.
SICCC hocses 42 residents from the ages
of 18 to 65. The average stay IS four to five
months. According to Darrell Douglas. a

COt'T'eCtion~

residence counselor at the
center. "Most of the guys here are serving
time for burqIary, theft. or drug offenses:
Each resident shares a room wtth one or
TWO other residents. Each has his own bed.

dresser. cJoset space and desk . ReSidents
may use their per50nal television sets ,
radios and stereos in their rooms. TIle

facility o ffers a recreation room complete
with a television, pingpong table , pool
table. vending machines. chairs and a
couch.

Although the program appears to o ffer
quite a

bit

of

freedom,

?rivileges mu st

be

earned on a merit·type basis. Any action.
whether positive or negative, is the sole
responsibility of the resident. The program
is difficult for those who refuse to accept
responsibilitv for their actions.
Upon ""try into the program, the
resident is placed in a." '>rientation status
that lasts for seven da~'S . If he displays
good behavior. he is automatically
promoted to Level 1. This level lasts about
30 days . No privilege other than one
weekly shopping or recreation trip with an
SICCC staff member is allowed.
To be promoted to Level 2 a resident
must

\4IOrk or attend school

for a mlnlmum

of 35 hours a week. mroI l in a counseling
session if required by the chief ad·
minis tration officer and be on good
behavior for 30 days . A resident must
remain at this level for 60 days . Privileges
at this level include one staff supervised
activity per week for the firsl monl~.. For
the second month the resident can choose
between one staff supervised activity and
one three-hour volunteer activity per week.
To be promoted to Level 3 , a residenl
must be l~voI,cd in a 35·hour primary
program such as work or school. 'He must
also comply wtth individual contract goals
and have no rule infractions for 45 days.
Privileges include one k>ave per month, one
three·hour supervised acti\"~; per week and
six hours of independenl release time per

week.
Level 4 is the final level. Apart from
primary programming, residents al this

:eve! are required to comply wtth individual
contract goals, have no rule infractions for
45 days and have conbibuted a special
volunteer projecl where their skills and
abilities are used. The privileges at this

hesitation.

room. in which case no one person is
ticketecl.
Security is limited to an intercom system .

a sign·in and sign-out registration log and a

door buzzer. No

guards

are

presen i

because the program is intended to provide
residents with as many normallnteractions

as possible. The facility is st"ffed 24 hours
a day and visitors are searched upon
anival.
Because residents are required to VJOrk
or a"end school. or both. SICCC has its
own job placement service.
"Some of the guys have never worked:
says Mary K. Rogers . coordinator of the
employmenl program. "One out of every
three guys who comes in here does not
know how to fill out a job application. so
we help them develop these skills: says
Rogers .
Rogers has developed a "four· unit plan"
to help residents find a job.
"The first part involves preparing a his tory
and making an educational assessment of
the resident. Rogers and her staff compile a
list of the skills and knowledge of each
resident.
The second part is job preparalion and
readiness. "We spend time wtth the guys on
their skills. If someone can't wrile the word
1ob: we wtll spend time writing and
rewriting the word until he can master it:
says Rogers . This part of the plan involv",
teaching residents how to fiU out a job
application form , and what to say and how
to behave during an interview.
"Sometimes an inmate may take a
sample application that we helped him fill
out to apply for a job: says Rogers .
"The third unit is development, or con·
tacting employers. "Some employers .:orne
looking for residents to work for them.
Sometimes I need to make cold (phonel
calls to let employers know there are good,
reliable people in here who ,uant :0 work.
Sometimes I make the calls jusi to break
the slereotype," says Rogers .
"The final step is the follow·up wtth the
employer. Rogers is inleresled in finding
out how well the resident is adjus ting to
working and how well he is getting along
wtth oo-",<>rkers. "The success rate is fa irly
high , about 80 percent," she says. "Most
jobs are minimum wage, general labor,
some may be more." Rogers tries to match
each individual 10 a job that can use his
skills to an advantage.
1 really want to see as many of these
guys working a, I can," ""ys Rogers . To
help residents find jobs, Rogers has sent
letters and brochures to IocaJ employers

Pmonet'S and sulff members together decided on t ~e name "House of Glass .. Though Ihere ate no cars. there
is stiU011 clear "glass" barrier IMI keeps residents from paT:K:tpoaring fuUy In society

informing them of the program and the
screening she does . Compared wtth the
effort Rogers has put into informing the
public. the response has been small.
ReSIdents are available 24 hours a day to
work. and most are eager to go out and
work. to earn their own money. to be useful
and feel needed.
"Working in

the community is an ideal

opportUo,ty for these guys to restructure
their lives if they understand everything
involved, such as the rules and ex·
pectations: says Rogers.
Where do the paychecks go? Twenty
percent is deducted by SICCC as a
maintenance fee for room and board. The
remainder- is placed in a personal account
for each residen t. Each resident is allowed
$30 per week for spending mane'l with no
questions asked . A request form needs to
be filled oot for any request over that
amount. If the request is approved.
residents need to show receipts as proc:s
o f purchase.
Everything appears to run smoothly.
Howard Saver. Community Correctional
Center supervisor for nine and a half years
said, "If I don't see a guy very much. he
must be doing great."
Saver has a master's degree In
rehabUitation coun ;eling. He has ,,<>rked at
the Menard Correctional Center ir, Chester
in the psychiatric counseling dep;1fIment.
1 need 10 be able to draw u,., line .hat
needs to be drawn in • fair .lnd firm
manner. In a donn you test who is In
charge. It's the same way in here: there is
constant testing. I am the final word. If I
feel that our committee has handed down a
punishment that is too severe I have the
power to decrease it. I don't have the power
to make a punishment tougher. It's a good
system of checks and balances: Saver
says.

Saver doesn't believe in having organized
religious activities on the premises. "Ac·
tivitles. particularly religious ones, are each
person's own choice to seek out. We do
encourage the residents to attend services,
to reintegrate things they will hopefully
seek out when they are out in the world
again: says Saver.
The one thing Sa,,,,, feels needs to be
changed is the policy o f transfer into the
program. "Right now, whether or not a guy
is transferred here is based on his out date,
not his accomplishments in the joint. I wish
il was the other way around. That way,
there would be roore motivation to do weU:
Saver said.
A sinoere desire :0 better themselves is
whal keeps the residenls in the House of
Glass. "You grow up in here: said Bob
Mcintosh, a resident. "Irs a helluva lot
be"er than where I was transferred from.
When you change (living) pl<.ces, you find
yourself changing." Bob works at a local
nursery. "llike it a lot. Right now there isn'l
anything more I can ask for," says Bob.

"The sys tem is excellent: said Bvron
Korus . the center's new cook. Carbondale
is too far for his wtfe and two daughters to
visit. but Byron keeps in tooch with them
and other relatives as far away as Alaska
and North Dako ta by phone. "'Being here is
a lot harder on the peopk> on the outside
who care about me than it is on me. They
worry all the time: says Byron.
Rick Kizer. a kitchen worker at SICCC.
believes that the slaff knows what it's
doing. "rd rather be here than in the jOint."
he said. "I get to go horne TWO times a
month. My parents really enjoy it. they ore
always trying to feed me. even when rm not
hungry!"
On the whole. 75 percent of those who
are released back into SCC:Cl!l after living at
the House of Glass make it . According to
Saver. Carbondale strongly supports the
program. f\.~ 5.::.\.'er plJtS it . .rvJe are not
trying to hide. nobody is trying to run away
R

from us .
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Places To Go And Things To Do:
A Winter Guide To Southern Illinois
Indian Forts

By Cathy Brown

By Nina M. Thompsc.~
significanl India". point forms

Winter In Southern Illinois - Ifs too cold
for camping and picnics. 3.!"'n too warm for
skiing and ice skatin~. So what can you do?
Actually. plenty. The Illinois Toulism
Council lists many interesting. amusing.
and culturally enriching places to visit in
Southern Illinois - ,nuseums. art galler'.es.
historical homes. and other. well. more
unusual things to see.
Winter is the perfect time to explore
these places and find out more aboor
Southern illinois' corTler of the world. Here
are some of the places they list In
brochures. Most of these places are
probably just a few hours drive away.

·Mount Vernon has the Mitchell Art

Museum with its multl·million dollar art
collection. including works by Wyeth.
CassaM and Sargent. There is an ad·
mission charge.
The histolic McCoy lib.,.')' in
McLeansboro has priceless antiques on
display and unique fireplaces In each room .
It's open daily to visitors.
1M West Frankfort Area Museum is a
his toric one·rOOm schoolhouse with crafts.
mlr.es hnd minerals displays , and a gift
silop .
·In Rosiclare, visit the Hardin County
Flourspar Museum with its displays of
fluorite specimens and assoc'.ated minerals.
as weU as rr.ementos of mining and pioneer
hist()l"~ . You must make an appointment
for a tour.

.1M Peter50ll House In Waterloo is an
old stagecoach stop thafs been converted
to a museum .rod historic district.
Oiga's Art Gallery in Murphysboro has a
splldous viewing area for many art
treasures .

.rne Marissa Academy Museum in
Marissa was once a college preparatory
school that :.as been converted to a
museum and genealogical library.
·At Southern illinais University, Car·
bondale. visit the University Museum for
various. changing exhibits.
.1M Hutchmaker House near Grand
Tower has year·round crafts exhibits.
PLACES OF HISTORY
.1M John E. Robinson Home In Carmi
was once the home of the famous minois
senator and general. Built In 1814. it has
been refurbished and opened to the public.
There is an admission charge.
.Legendary sources connect an old slave
house near Shawneetown with the slave
traffic In lliinois. It is located at the in·
tersection of Routes 1 and 13.
·At the Old State Capital Building In
Vandalia. linooIn received his license to
practice law and got early legislative ex·
perience. 1M capital was occupied from
1836 to J839.
·Also in Vandalia Is Fairlawn
Cemetery.the burial ground for many of
DIlnois' pioneers and legislators. It dales
back 10 1818.
·Mount VeMOn'S Appellate Courthouse
also has a rich hl. tory. Here Lincoln won a
famous tax case !or lhe Illinois Central
Railroad 1M courthouse was also con·
verted to a temporary hospital in 1888
under Clara Barton's direction after the
!J'eat tornado thai year.
.1M Mound City National Cemetery, six
mUes north -f CaIro al the Intersection of
Routes 51 and 57. Is the burial place for
over 4 ,800 Union and Confederate

soldiers.
·See tre

Cahokia Mounds (r.;;ar
CollinsvillEl, the largesl nal·lopped earthen
mounds north of Mexico, which were buill
by the Indians for burial.
·Also al Cahokia, see the Cahokia
Courthouse, the oldest surviving buUding in
the Midwest. It served as the =t of
governmenl for the Northwesl T errttorics.

·Cahokia also has the Jarrot Mansion
and the Holy Family Church. bolh im'
presslve examples of Pioneer French ar·
chltecture in lhe late 181h «ntury.
.1M Belleville Hisloric Places Districl
has over 700 builclings dallng from the
l830s. Also in Belleville is the National
Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows, a 20().
acre shrine with landscaped devotional
areas, a resl?luranl , gift shop and molel.
·In Alton, see lhe lovejoy Monumenl
commemorating

Elijah

Lovejoy.

an

abolitionl .. !leWspaper editor. who died In
1837 at the hands of an an!J'Y mob.
·Magnolia Manor in Cairo is a stalely,
carefully restored home. There is an ad
mission charge.
.1M firsl lieutenanl govem<.'f of Illinois
lived in the Pierre Menard Home in
Chester. II is restored and open for lours.
·In Salem, tour the William Jennings
Bryan home and viSit a nearby museum.
Bryan was a great CY.ator, a three-time
presidential canclidat. and an advocate In
the Scopes monkey trial.
·AI Kampsville, visit a museum
exhibiting finds from lhe KOSier ,",c vation
site. Although the KOSier si·. has been
filled in. analysis and study of the
prehistoric Indians who lived there con·
liJl1J~S

In Illinois. many
~ ridge ~b.Jut 400 feet high and
early settlers say it \ v3S 6 f~ high and as
existence of Indian cultures In tiY, area. 1M "\"ny feel Ihick.
largest structures left by the Indians are the
Waler Lane Pound is in Pope County. It
·forts· or · pounds: These 7.le located atop is one of lhe few bluffs which still has a
bluffs accessible by a gen~y sloping ground portion of lhe ori~nal stone wall stancling.
on one side. On their olher siclEs, the bluffs Indian Kitchen. also Iocaled in Pope
are bordered by cliffs. "I'hese characteristics County. is a rock sheiler where pieces of
mad<> lhe bluffs ooirable locations for flinl and pottery of Indian desigr Odn be
forts .
found.
1M walls of these forts or pounds were
Coi."ish Bh:ff Fort. a few miles from
built with loose stones withoul the use of Reynoldsburg. ill., is a semicircular bluff
mortar. It is said lhat the stOll<>' were facing south.
1M easiest fort to reach is in Giant Ci'y
collecled from beds of brooks fIowillij along
the fool of the cliffs. The smallest such Stale Park, near Mal;a; ,dd. This structure
structure is located easl of COOden, III.. and offers a generaJ idea 01 the plan followed
is called 'Thomas Stone F"Tt. It was for all the (orts and pounds.
rediscovered only recently. 1M largest is
A time per'.oo has yet to be eslablished
the Pounds near th< south line of Gallatin for these relics of past Indian cultures. It is
County. It has an average heighl of 150 nol known which Indian tribe built them
how long they have been standing or 00...;
feet.
In addition, six "ther structures have they were used. HolVever, they do offer
been located. One lies south of the village "isltors a glimpse into the hislory of
f S ionefort, m. The village received its Southern OIinais.
narhe rnx" the ancient wall, Old Slone
Fort,- which has since - torn down.
Draper's Bluff, In Johnson County, is a
300-fool sandslone esca ment. Its south
remains offer evidence of a SOt'T'l'!!ime

I

at !l.ampsville.

·Stop off at the Old f-'alf·Way Tavern 10
miles easl of Salem. an old lavern and
stage coach station which was the miciway
point for pioneers traveling on the historic
Vincennes·St. Louis trail. It has been
reslored 10 its original appearance .

OlHER OUT·OF·THE·WAY AND
QtJf·OF·THE·ORDINARY PLACES
·In Highland, tour the Wick's Organ
Company. the second largesl in the United
Stales. Here you wUI see craftsmen making
organs and clocks.
·You can also lour the Blevin's Popoom
processing plant at Ridgway, the popcorn
capital of the world. Tours are by appointment only.
·Or spend a day at the races at the
Fairmont Park Racetrack. This racetrack
near Collinsville on Route 40 has year.
round racing.
·Horse enthusiasts may want to visit the
Hulling Ranch In Smithton, known as the
quart'" horse capital of the world.
·Escape 10 a c1ifferenl era when you stay
al the Riverview Mansion Hotel, a IoveJy
o:d Victorian home In Golconda. Many
original furnishings and antiques are still

there.
.1M decor at Eberhard's Bavarian Stein
Museum and Restauran: In Columbia. m
.
takes you all the way back to the Old
World.
·Another relaxing place 10 visit is the
OrIginal Minerai Springs Molel In Okawville
for mineral baths, Swedish massages and
home cOOidng.
·See the State Garhe Farrn In Mounl
Vernon where partridge. quail and
pheasant are raised.

THE SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
·Christmas comes alive each Y'M al
Magnolia Manor, ,u1th each room
decorated In a theme, ,vith the themes
changing each year.
·In Belleville, see the spec;,rular Way of
UghIS at the National SMne of Our Lady
of the Snows . • his Is a mile and a half·1ong
display of lighl·trimmed trees and shrubs.
illuminated life·s!:e statues .•nd electo-art
sculptures. Ughts are on from S p.m. 10 10
p.m. eveJ)I night from NOlI. 23 to Jan. 6 .

·In Harrisburg, you can ~ttend the
Madrigal Dinner al Southeastern illinois
College, a Christmas feast from yesteryear
accompanied by musi:: and revelry.

--------------~1 ~------------------------------------------------~

School board to hear plan for 'cooling-off period'
H~'

Ed Foley

StaHWriter

Striking leachers a t Carbondale Community High
School would go back to Vlork
Wednesday under a r,lan
described Monda y night ~ y a
representative of the Chi:d
Safety Coalition.
The plan. set fiJrth at a
meeting called by the teacbers.
wiU be presented to tI'" Car-

bondale Comm.-oi ly High
chool Board Tuesday. It calls
for a two-month cooling-off
period and 3 state audit of th
district's finances .
Dan Koch, who served a s
president of the air traffic
controllers' union local until its
dissolution following a .981
strike, said his group's plan is
anallempttoavoid what he sees
shaping up as a replay of the
failures experienced by his old

union.

Koch laid out his plan at a
citizen question-aod-answer
session called by the striking
teacbers' negotiating team .
The plan calls for teachers to
go back to work immediately, as
well 3S a halt to all negotiations
while a specially appointed
panel reviews the financial
questions that t,ave been at the
heart of disagreements in the
teachers' strike. The panel

wou d consist of four citizens
famiUar with financial matters
- two chosen by the school
board and two chosen by the
teachers ' union - plus one
representalive member from
each of the two groups.
The group would meet for two
months, during which time the
state audit would be in progress .
While declining to speak officially for th e teachers,
n~gotiating team member Bob

Taylor said his reaction was
that the piau was " just another
report," and probably not result
in much progress.
"Maybe if the community had
been involved a year ago we
wouldn't be where wa are
today," Koch said. He predicted
that if the situation was allowed
to continue substitute teachers
would be htred and the striking
teachers would be fired .
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SiInon outlines plans
for first Senate terIll
By Jane Gr.odollo
taff""riter

Gus

Paul Simon. at his first
Southern Uiinois news conference since his election victor y. said Monday that
economic development and
efforl< to shrink the federal
budget deficit will top his
priority list in thE Senate.
The senator-elect said that
although the Southern Illinois
economic climate has improved
somewhat, the troubled region
still has far to ~o and should not

~~uc~:rf.en ent

Staff Photo by Bill West
Se.nator-elect Paul Simon spoke in Carbondale on Mondav.

on

cGal

"\ will continue to be ~hing
coal, but Southern IllinOIS has to
build a more varied industrial
base," be said. Without going
into detail about any specific
program ideas, Simon said it is
" unlikely" any development
block grants will be eliminated
if federal budget cuts continue.
and said he plans 10 appoint ar.
executive assistant to aid him
on economic development.
Aside frem the " nuts and
bolts" of getting settled in bis
new office in Washington, Simon
said he expects the transition
from Congress to Senate to be
smooth and looks forward to the

~iJlode
Gus says the economic climate
may ha ve i mprOVed around
here. but look out for in·
lermitlEllt s torms and oc·
casional fr et:'les .

increased weight his votes will
now carry in the Senate.

ambassador" to India
As chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Po s t Secondary Education, Simon
said he is almos t assured of a
seat on the Senale Labor and
Human Res<.urces Committee.
which he said is " basically" the
Senatp education committee.
Si","n said he also requested a
l'OSition on the Appropria tions
Committee, but said that it is
doubtful he'lI get it.
Ecboing the deficit reduction

~~~teh~~~}~~ Si~~~n:aiS\~

still includes spending cuts and
closing tax loopholes as a means

Expressing strong support (or

of increasing revenue. "We can

labeled him a "capable and
intelligent" man, who also has
some ties jn Carbondal •.
" His wife's father worke-' for
the railroad here - a Soutuern
Illinois connection I may want
to utiliz' "he said.
Labeling the Senate contest as
"tougb and bitter," Simon said
it got more "negative" than be
or his former election opponent
Sen. Charles Percy would bave
liked. Simon said Percy was
very gracious after the eJection,
and will probabl " end up as an

said.
Simon will be making s tops
across the state when he lea ves
Carbondale , in a planned series
of "thank-you lOUrs." He expressed his gratitude and
pledged to remember his fo rmer 22nd Congressional District
constituenl.o when he makes his
move l!l the Ser.;ote in January.
Looking forward to addresssing issues in the Senate
such as taxes and U.S. policy in
Central America , SimL'O said he
is opposed to the U.S. inlerve:"tion in Nicaragua .

~ber~l: oru~~s, ISi~":~

do it without raising taxes." he

At least 410 killed in India from deadly gas leal\:
NEW DELHI , India ( AP ) Deadly gas leaking from a
pesticide plant spread over a
s leepi ng city in central India
ear l ~ Monday, killing at least
41 G p."o p1e a nd injuring
tholiSandi.
Tbousa nds of people frothing
at the mouth, rubbing swollen
eyes and gasping for breath
jammed hospitals in Bhopal.
Doctors set up tents on hospital
lawns to treat victims.

Witnesses said bodies were
stacked outside morgues, and
the carcasses of water buffalo
and other animals lay in the
streets where they were felled
by the gas.
Arjun Singh, chief minister of
Madhya Pradesh state, told
reporters thf ga escaped from
one of three underground tanks
at the Union Carbide plant in
Bhopal, 370 miles south of New
Delhi .

He said 402 people died in
Bhopal. Five were killed in
Hoshangabad, two in Sehore
and one in Ashta, he said. The
three places are located near
Boopa!..
The United News of India pu!
the death toll at 500. but the
figure could not be confirmed
independenUy.
Singh said five officials of the
plant "had been arrested. He said
the40-mlnute leak began aboutJ

a .m .
He told reporters that 2,000
people were hospitalized and
8.000 received medical attention
and were sent home.
Thomas Sprick, spokesman
for lhe U.S.-based Union Carbide Corp. in Danbury, Conn.,
said the gas that leaked was
methyl isocyanate, whicb he
said can be latal if inhaled or
swallowed. The news agency
UNI bad earlier called the gas

mpthyl iso cyanide.
Uninn Carbide's managing
director in India , Y.P . Gokhale,
said the gas !>egan Ipdking when
a storage tank valve broke
under rising pressure. He said
gas escaped for 4() minutes
before the leak was stopped and
the poisonous gas slowly began
diSSipating.
By then the cloud 01 gas had
setUed over a 25-square-mile
arca .

Inmate charged with murder of guard

This
GMorning

By John Krukowski
Staff Writer

Partly l unny:

Charges were filed Monday
morning against a man accused
of killing a guard Friday at the
Menard Correctional Institute
in Chester.
William Crews, 32, an inmate
who had been serving a 20 to 60
year s enceCor a 1973 m..roer,
was cbarged with one count of
murder and one count of attempted murder in Randolph
County Circuit Court, said

highs In 30s

Salukis
win at home
against SMSU
-Sports 16

State's Attorney Randall J
Rodewald.
Crews allegedly murdered
correctional officer Cecil
Harbison, 30, o( Chester, with a
hand-mad~ kmfe while ~elurn~g . to hIS cell after dinner
Fnday. Anotherguardrec.elved
a minor cut while attemptmg to
SU~~!i.idecJined to comment further on the case.
Crews' first .appearance was
scheduled for Monday at 3 p.m.
Nic Howell, public in -

formation person for the Illinois
Department of Corrections in
Springfield, said that Crews is
being held in a " segregated
cell. " .
.
The sltuahon at Menard was
gradually returm~g to normal
Monday, Howell said. He said he
has not _heard at>out any _ad~~:!J.'!.~:.ences at the prison
A lock down situation whicb
had been in effect at the facility
since the murder Friday was in
the process of being relieved

Monday, with a prison review
board deciding in IIle morning to
call off the lock down at t'..c cell
houses, Howell said.
Inmates at the two buildings
were allowed to attend
breakfast as usual. A third cell
bouse _ the one in which the
incident took place _ was still
being searcbed ~or weapons
Monday, Howell said.
He aUded that it's not unusual
for a Iockdown to last two or
three days.

